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Manufacturers, importers and suppliers of world famous communications products
584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST OLDBURY, WARLEY, BIRMINGHAM B68 OBS
021-421 8201/2/3. VODAFONE 0836 504587. PRESTEL MBX 214218216 FAX 0214212468
Amateur Radio. Business Radio. Radio Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna systems.

ICOM YAESU THE TECHNICALLY ORIENTATED
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

SPECIALISTS.

PRICES DOWN  - - Due to better exchange rates  - we can now offer

mEWS FLASH!! many brands at reduced prices   for a change, prices are coming down - -N this rarely happens  time to take advantage?    Compare our prices- 
some amazing reductions on Hand Helds - - - reductions on scanners  - --
popular models at the moment are -

FRG9600 Mk 1/2/3 - - FT209R - - FT23R - - FT73R - - FT727R - - FT767 - - FT757 Mkl - -
All at lower prices than the competition - _    call now    _

* HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS *
WE OFFER MORE TO CHOOSE FROM ...

- Extended RX available, TX for Export Only
* KENPRO KT220EE 2MTR 5W LCD H/H £199.00 P/P £10.00

KENPRO KT400EE 70CM 2W H/H £199.00 P/P £10.00* CTE 1600 2MTR 3W (SAME AS IC2E) £165.00 P/P £10.00* ICOM MICRO 2E 2MTR 2.5W EXT RX £229.00 P/P £10.00* ICOM IC28E 25W MOBILE EXTD. RX £349.00 P/P £10.00* YAESU FT209R 2MTR FNB3 NICAD £199.00 P/P £10.00YAESU FT29OR MK1 2MTR M/MODE £319.00 P/P £10.00YAESU FT29OR MK1 CAN NICADS £339.00 P/P £10.00YAESU FT29OR MK2 2MTR M/MODE £399.00 P/P £10.00YAESU FT69OR MK2 6MTR M/MODE £369.00 P/P £10.00
YAESU FT69OR MK2 C/W NICADS £389.00 P/P £10.00

* FT23R 2MTR HANDHELD FNB10 inc charger £239.00 P/P £10.00* FT73R 70CM HANDHELD FNB10 inc charger £249.00 P/P £10.00
FT727R DUAL BAND HANDHELD £385.00 P/P £10.00

* BASE STATIONS *
YAESU FT26R WITH 2M £799.00 P/P FREEYAESU FT757GX MK 1 £749.00 P/P FREEYAESU FT757GX MK 2 £899.00 P/P FREE
ICOM IC275E 2M BASE STATION (Probably the best 2m Base Station available) £899.00 P/P FREEFT767 Super multi band base station £1390.00 PP £10.00

FULL RANGE OF MATCHING ACCESSORIES IN STOCK
* SCANNING RECEIVERS *

WE OFFER THE LARGEST RANGE AND OPTIONS
YEASU FRG9600 MK1 60-905 MHZ £459.00 P/P £10.00YEASU FRG9600 MK2 60-950 MHZ £499.00 P/P £10.00
YEASU FRG9600 MK3 100 KHZ-950 MHZ £599.00 P/P £10.00

* YAESU FRG9600 MK3 PACKAGE: *
MK3 Receiver, ICOM AH7000 Super Discone Antenna, PA4C AC Adapter, 1/2 size G5RV. Complete
H/F-UHF BroadcasVAmateur/PMR Receiving Station £699.00 inc. carriage. Options: PAL Video Unit ((i £27.50,
BBC CONTROLLER PROG, £49.50 inc. post. Existing owners please note we offer extended coverage. improved sensitivity, HF
mod, sae or phone for more details.

* ICOM ICR7000E *
25-1300MHZ SPECIAL PRICE £862.50 carr. £10.00. ICR7000E with AH7000 antenna at £942.50. carr. £10.00.

THE WORLD'S BEST KNOWN SCANNERS, DIRECT FROM THE DISTRIBUTORS
Bearcat Scanners are value for money and the most popular.

* BEARCAT *
UBC100XL LB/AIR BAND VHF/UHF Handheld £219.00 POST FREE
UBC175XL as above, desk -top FREE DISCONE £209.00 POST FREE
FDK AIR BAND SYNTHESIZED H/H 118-136 MHZ £139.00 POST £3.00
FDK VHF -FM SYNTH. H/HELD 139-174 MHZ £145.00 POST £3.00
REGENCY HX850 AM -FM VHF -UHF H/H SCANNER £235.00 POST £3.00
REGENCY MX7000 AM -FM VHF -UHF D.TOP SCANNER £399.00 POST £5.00(Coverage the same as the AOR2002)

WE STOCK ALL CURRENTLY AVAILABLE MAKES OF SCANNING RECEIVERS
* SPECIAL MOBILE ANTENNA OFFER *

SUN KG309SE2 5/8 Ant c/w Moulded S0239 Lead and guttermount assy £20.00 inc post
* 6 METERS *

SPECIAL OFFER for PYE A200 Linear Amplifiers. We have various models available. Tested working with 3 month guarantee. For 4m, 6m
and 2m. .5W to 10W input, 10-60W output. All modes, mod kits available for 6m conversion.
Prices range from

£39.00 P/P £3.506M DIPOLE KIT
£9.50 P/P £3.00

Important. Please confirm your order before sending payment as we do not wish you to be disappointed if the modelyou require is said out or the price has gone up! Special offers are subject toavailability. we DO NOT advertise products or models that are NOT normal stock items. The above offers will be sold on a first come first served basis Please DO NOT DELAY. as with previous
offers we always get hundreds of enquiries when the offers are SOLD OUT! Instant Credit available Subject to Status.
Mail Order welcome, you may order by Access, Visa, Diners Club, Amex or CWO for immediate despatch. Please call for further details or brochures. Prices variable and aresubject to change without pnor notice.

ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. E&OE.

Tel: 021 421 8201 (24hr answerphone) =E:m
VISA 7.1.4.1:.

NIERSTelex: 337676 G TELEX -G ammo NIERNA TClUeIONA
P111,..R0111
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NEW MOBILE
MAIITEIRP IECIES
11(.9041) Super Multiband FM System.

This new addition to ICOM's Ham radio equipment is a multiband
FM transceiver system that allows the mobile operator to customize a
communications system for his favourite bands. Up to 5 optional band-

units can be installed with the IC -900 for instant access to a wide range
of frequencies from the 28MHz HF band to the 1240MHz UHF band.
Only a small remote controller is necessary for control of all these bands.
A flexible optical fibre is used between the Remote Controller and the
Interface Unit. The IC -900 has independant, full duplex capability on all
bands, providing simultaneous receive and transmit operation.
The function display on the Remote Controller shows two separate
operating frequencies simultaneously. The IC -900 system transceiver
is equipped with 10 fully programmable
memory channels in each Band Unit.
The system can therefore store up to
50 different memory channels.
This revolutionary new concept in
Multiband operation is available from
your ICOM dealer. Also feel free to
contact ICOM (UK) LTD for assistance
or information. The IC -900 Multi -band
system consists of a Remote Controller,
Interface Unit A, Interface Unit B and a
series of specially designed Band Units.
UX19 28- 30MHz 10 watts
*UX59 50-54MHz 10 watts
*(No mobile operation allowed in UK)
UX29 144-146MHz 25 watts
UX29H 144-146MHz 45 watts
UX49 430- 440MHz 25 watts
UX129 1240-1300MHz 10 watts

IC1200, 23cms FM Mobile.
To complete the range of VHF/UHF FM

Mobiles this new model is now available for the
23cm Ham band, it is based on similar features
to the already existing IC -28E 2m and IC -48E
70 cms mobile units. This Mini -mobile trans-
ceiver will fit easily anywhere in your vehicle
or shack. Power output is 10 watts or 1 watt low.
The IC -1200 is so new we do not even have a
picture of it, however, the large front panel LCD
readout is designed for wide angle viewing and
front panel controls are straightforward to make
mobile operation safe and easy. The IC -1200 is
a superb example of ICOM's dedication to
exploring new communication equipment.

Telephone us free -of -charge on:

HELPLINE 0800-521145.
- M. Fri 09 00 13 00 and 1400 17 30 -

Mu r etrerly a heiperte I obeauung zniennonen about n order., ICOM equerneet We regret
the sarree cawn be used by &akin or kr repel craw. and Rang palm Thank yen
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VHF/UHF FM Handportables
If you want a handheld with exceptional features quality
built to last and a wide variety of interchangeable access -
ones, take a look at the ICOM range of FM tranceivers,
all ICOM handportables come with a nicad battery pack,
AC wall charger. flexible antenna and wrist strap.

Micro 2E:4E
These new micro -sized 2 metre and 70 centimetre hand -
portables give the performance and reliability you ve
come to expect from ICOM.
Measuring only 148 x 50 x 30 the Micro fits in your pocket
as easily as a cassette tape. The Micro 2E/4E features an
up/down tuning system for quick frequency adjustments,
10 programmable memories, a top panel LCD readout.
up to 2.5 watts of output (optional).

IC -2E 2 metre Thumbwheel Handportable
This popular handheld from ICOM is still available.
For those amateurs who require a straightforward and
effective FM transceiver the IC -2E takes some beating.
Frequency selection is by means of thumbwheel
switches (with 5Khz up switch) simplex or duplex facility.
Power output is 1.5 watts or low 150 milliwatts (2.5 watts
possible with BP5A battery pack).

IC-02E/04E 2 metre and 70cm Keypad Handportable
These direct entry CPU controlled handhelds utilise a
16 button keypad allowing easy access to frequencies,
memories and scan functions. Ten memories store
frequency and offset, these handhelds have an LCD
readout and power output is 2.5 watts or low 0.5 watt.
5 watts is possible with the IC-BP7 battery pack or
external 13.8v DC.

IC -12E 23cm Handportable
Similar in design and style to the 02E/04E this 1296Mhz
handheld utilises ICOM's experience in GHZ technology,
gained by the excellent IC -1271E base station. Power
output is 1 watt from the standard BP3 nicad pack,
external 13.8v DC powering is available to the top panel
jack. With the growing number of repeaters on 23cm.
The IC -12E makes it an ideal band for rag chew contacts.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ICOM HANDPORTABLES ARE
A LARGE RANGE OF OPTIONAL EXTRAS INCLUDING
A VARIETY OF RECHARGEABLE NICAD POWER
PACKS, DRY CELL BATTERY PACKS, DESK CHARGERS.
HEADSET AND BOOM MIC, LEATHERETTE CASES
AND MOBILE MOUNTING BRACKETS.

You can get what you want Just by picking
up the telephone. Our mail order department
offers you free same day despatch whenever
possible instant credit interest free H P
Barclaycard and Access facility. 24 hour
answerphone service

cltapost
mr-,11

.4'y --\ .%-ts0 -0/ ro, /0
C) 6 0 ,0 ,..0 ICOM (UK) LIMITED

'N,1/4)/ -) ( -) .s,1/4) -) Dept HRT, Sea Street,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. ' Tel: 0227 363859.
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ARROW
YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR RADIO

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

5. The Street.
Hatfield Peverel,

Chelmsford. Essex

THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST FOR PRICE Et AFTER SALES SERVICE

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
phone with your Access, Eurocard,
Mastercharge or Visa, number to

0245 iCheirnsford) 381673 or 381626
995801 (ref A51

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFF
x,14\n/kA,f
FRG8800 YAESU

GEN. COY.
RECEIVER

£575.00

RS!

IC -735

HFMINI:
E8ANSCEII1049.00, 10

"" £70000 On qRP)

MINI 2
METRE

HAND_HED
TH21E Now

ONL y
£189. Con

II mail orders to
ARROW ELECTRONICS LTD

5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel,
Chelmsford, Essex

Hatfield Peverel showrooms which
are just off the Al2 trunk road, are
open 9-5pm Mon, Tues, Weds, Fri,
Sat. Closed all day Thursdays.
Approach by road via M25 & Al2.
By rail to BR Hatfield Peverel (3
mins from shop). We will taxi you
back to rail station with heavy
equipment. Buses from Chelmsford
and Colchester pass the door. Free
parking in our own car park. Local
repeater GB3DA R5.

Scottish customers welcome at
ARROW ELECTRONICS
(SCOTLAND) Glasgow.
Tel:041-339 6445 ask for JIm.
Parking free outside the shop,
which is near the Clyde Tunnel
and Kelvin Museum.
Open six days (closed Sunday)
9-5.30

SOME OF OUR
PRICES ARE SO LOW WE

DARE NOT QUOTE THEM - CALL IN NOW!
k A

\Tf76p7G)lew
spE,A---U Hp

2M & 70cbEkSpEc -MUNer, iAL
PRicp".rAaLpPLE -

PHO SENEA

In Leicester area Tel:0858 62827
you will find Alan G4TZY who
will be pleased to assist you.
Alan lives at 32 Fairway, Market
Harborough, Leics. but please
telephone first.

In Manchester Jim Cook, 106,
Wirral Drive, Winstanley Wigan.
WW3 6LD. Tel: 0942 214969

In N. Wales area John Lewis
GW8UZL waits to talk to you in
English or Welshl John is an
expert on Satellite work.
Te1:0248 714657.
14 Carr -y -gad
Llanfair-p-g
Anglesey
N Wales.

Stay Tuned Forever with a CAP.Co ATU-
Once Bought - Never Replaced

Special Features of CAP CO HF ATU's
Renowned SPC transmatch circuit

 CAP CO innovative modular design eliminates stray inductance
* Unique built-in lightning protection
* Roller Coaster inductor - infinetely variable
* Balun built in 1Kw 4 to 1
* Transmitter switch, THRO ATU or DIRECT to antenna
 Unsurpassable transmission strength and clarity
* Solid. traditional precision radio engineering - Lifetime Investment
* Superb ultra compact cabinet design
I, Superlative finish and looks compatible with most rigs
* Will tune any Transmitter/Aerial combination to optimum

CAP CO ELECTRONICS LTD
63 Hallcroft, Birch Green

Skelmersdale. Lancs
WN8 60B

Te1:0695 27948

Special Features of CAP CO VHF ATU's
* Will tune Co Linear aerials and VHF beam aerials
* Tunes existing HF & Dipole arrays for use on 144-145Mhz
* Solid Die Cast cabinets

ATU used very low loss ceramic silver-plated capacitors

Special Features of CAP CO Capacitors
* Endplates made of epoxy random weave glass

Capacitor plates stamped from NS4 alloy sheet
* All other metal work machine quality brass
* Totally insulated - a must when carrying very high voltages

All our range including Baluns. G40GP Aerial Kits. Roller Coasters. etc. is British workmanship of superb quality.
Antenna Tuning Units. Capacitors. Roller Coasters and Baluns can be made to your own specification - Commercial or Military use.

PRICES - CAPACITORS
CAP -25S S GANG 250 pfd £15.50
CAP -25T T GANG 250 pfd £18.95
CAP -10S S GANG 500 pfd £21.95
CAP -25D DIFF 500 pfd £18.95

MN 2.5mm plate spacing  2.00 p & p
CAP -31S S GANG 250 pfd £17.95
CAP -31T T GANG 250 pfd £22.95c
CAP -12S S GANG 1200 pfd £25.95

12kv 4.5mm plate spacing  2.50 p & p
ROLLER COASTER  2.00 p&p £22.95
28 micro henries
BALUNS 4'1. 11  200 p&p £16.50
Fully encapsulated
AERIAL KIT 1 00 p&p £5.30
Clip -on Spreaders
TURNS COUNTER 1 00 p&p £22.50
Digital

SPC-300D 1Kw p e.p £225.01'
SPC-3000D 3Kw pep £325.01)
NEW PRODUCT - VHF A.T.U.
SPC-100 1Kw pep £59.95
LOOP ANTENNA TRI BANDER 160 to 40mts KIT FORM. READY TO ASSEMBLE
OFT. DIAMETER £P.O.A.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED BY US AND ARE THE RESULT OF
LENGTHY PERIODS OF R & D AND TESTING.
PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE INFERIOR COPIES HOPING THAT THEY WILL
PERFORM TO OUR HIGH STANDARDS. USE CAPACITORS AND ROLLER
COASTERS PROVEN TO WORK. BUY THE BEST - BUY CAP CO.

WE ALSO STOCK INLINE METAL COUPLERS 0.75p FLEXIBLE COUPLERS £2.50
and REDUCTION DRIVES £2.16
PLEASE PHONE ABOVE NUMBER FOR YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST

6 HAM RADIO TODAY SEPTEMBER 1987
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RAPPLICATIONS
LTD.

Introducing the
MICROREADER

all prices include VAT & Post &
Packing.

Discounts for clubs.

FEATURES
1 Low cost. We pay no importers, agents or
salesmen & pass the saving on to you the
customer.
2 High quality: The standard of construction &
components used ensure a high degree of
performance & reliability.
3 Easy to use: Simply connect to either the
headphone or speaker socket of any radio apply
12V supply and you're ready.
4 Self contained: No computers, interfaces,
program tapes or special leads required. Built in
LCD display.
5 Performance (CW) Copies hand sent or
bugkey cw 5-40 WPM. Both analogue and digital
filtering together with built in noise blanking
gives good noise immunity. Digital tuning
indicator & signal strength lamps make tuning
simple
6 RTTY: Reads both commercial & ham shifts.
Auto baud rate and polarity sensing.
Syncronous sampling system gives excellent
noise immunity & wide operating range. 2 fast
processors to edit decode & display text.
7 Tutor version Sends groups of 5 characters
with auto repeat. All the expected features plus
the ability to see what is being sent to or from the
unit. Rear panel switch returns to normal
Microreader functions.

To order or for more information contact
Bill Green G8 HLZ

E.R.A. Ltd.,
Unit 26, Clarendon Court, Winwick Quay,

Warrington WA2 80P Tel:(0925) 573118

El "

/

Are
in -line
radar
needed.
filter
of filter
THE

FILTER
A range
Stocked
factory

FILTER
A range
Radio
spot

TORROID

Unit 5 MAIL ORDER DEPT.
TEL. Parsons Green Estate Stock Items Normally

Despatched within 48 hours.AKD 0438 351710 Boulton Road 21 days latest
Stevenage

=Harts SG1 4QG
A,

TV INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS??!!
you having trouble receiving a watchable picture on your TV" If so the cause may be aerialborne interference For many yearsAKD has manufactured a low Cost range of

interference suppression filters that are easily inserted into the aerial system to help reduce the effects of interference from local taxi radio. CB amateurradio. airport.
etc Each filter is terminated in standard aerial co -ax plug and socket and requires no external power. Fitting could not be more simple No technical knowledge is

There are 11 standard stocked filters in our range. but individual filters can be tuned to reject interference at specific frequencies if required. If you are not sure which
type to order or have any questions regarding interference phone our helpline on 0438 351710 and ask for John who will be pleased to assistyou in making the best choice

FILTER RANGE IS AS FOLLOWS: FILTER TYPE HPF1
TYPE RBFI Used in weaker reception areas for general interference problems. Usewith UHF TV. video

of filters designed to eliminate Radar Blip. especially noticeable on video recorders & Pre -Amps £6.75 each
on channel 36 and 846MHz (RAF Beulmer interference) can be tuned at our

from 420MHz to 890MHz. £6.75 each FILTER TYPE HPFS
TYPE TNF2 Used in strong signal area for severe interference on UHF only £7.00 each

of Tuned Notch filters stocked on generally useful frequencies used by Amatuer
operators. CB users. Private Taxi companies Can also be factory tuned to reject any FILTER TYPE RBI

frequency up to 300MHz. £7 75 each
A general propose filter that can be used on its own or together with other filters in our range

RINGS £2.50 per psi( for severe interference problems Ideal at the input of VCR and Pre -Amps £6.75 sack

OUR FILTERS ARE SUCCESSFULLY USED BY LEADING TV RENTAL COMPANIES AND CARRY OUR USUAL 14 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

HFC1 CONVERTER £49.00 WA I WAVEMETER £24.95
For the FRG 9600/965 our new HF Converter, connects
to the aerial socket, and powered direct from the 8 Volt Our Waveabsorption meter for 2 Mtre transmitters meets

AKD
'-'. o/p of the FRG 9600. Tune from 100. 1MHz to 160MHz, iliw" ,*__ po.. licensing r'qmnts range 120Mhz to 450 Mhz. very sensi-

H F C 1
gives tuning range of 100KHz to 60MHz. uses double :.: . .. five, can also be used as field strength meter within its
balanced mixer with low pass filter on input. , - range. Requires PP3 type battery(not supplied)

1 * Can be supplied with BNC termination for other scanners *

Unifilter 'CLAMP -ON' RADIO FREQUENCY CHOKE PHONE OR SAE FOR PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 8 APPLICATION NOTES

0

0

Allows leads to be torroidially protected without the need to cut or remove plugs or connectors. Ideally suited for
moulded plugs, leads, ribbon, and large diameter cables Cen easily be fitted and stacked in multiples to increase ''''

I. rejection 'UNIFILTER' works by suppressing the interference currents that flow along the outside of cables `..- -,,,,-...,,..4. .-:-
1._ ,;., without affecting the signals or power flowing inside. This means that you don't need to worry about upsetting , ,- '

. - normal operation or invalidating guarantees. Suitable for both reducing the emission of. or rejecting the effect of .

No4,1;,.

S.44111611 1 1

--"--, . 'common mode' interference as experienced on computer, hi-fi 8 speaker leads. as well as the normal mains 8 aenai cables.
4.10 I

OF 4 KIT (SUITABLE FOR SMALLER INSTALLATIONS) £9.89 OF 8 KIT (FOR MULTI INSTALLATIONS) £19.55 4

ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM US DIRECT ALL OUR PRODUCTS CARRY THE USUAL AKD 2 YEAR

MAIL ORDER OR WHY NOT MAKE USE OF OUR ACCESS GUARANTEE. PRICES QUOTED ARE CORRECT AT TRADE ENQUIRIES
8. VISA FACILITIES TO ENSURE MINIMUM DELAY TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND INCLUDE VAT.

POSTAGE & PACKING. WELCOME
Props: RT & VEL Wagetaffe. Technical Adviser: John Armstrong. .,
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Racism on the Radio

Dear HRT, The letter from
D Simmons, G1UKS, was most
interesting, since I am a constant
recipient of race abuse. (There is no
such word as racist or racism in any
one of my six dictionaries).

Having been born in West Wales
more than 60 years ago, it was
decided a return to my native hearth
was a wonderful idea for a tranquil
retirement.

From time to time I have been
called English pig, Saxon bastard, and
other ill defined expressions. Why?
Because I have forgotten most of my
Welsh language. Try having a natter
on the local CB frequency. No one will
break the Welsh only rule.

I feel that Mr Simmons is
directing his complaint to the wrong
quarter. As suggested in HRT, he
should report the problem to either
the DTI or perhaps the Race Relations
Board, when I assume either of the
offices will take immediate steps to
bring the culprit/culprits to order. In
my case, should I choose to complain,
I would be laughed at.
Frank H Thomas, GWODDR

While we're not experts on CB
licensing conditions, we would be
very surprised if the sort of abuse you
have been suffering would meet the
approval of the DTI, to put it mildly.
We all have the option of not talking
to someone should we choose to, but
abusing them over the air is another
matter. But on CB, you have the
problem of identifying the culprits.
Does the same thing occur on the
amateur bands?

As to the point over whether or
not the word racism is in the
dictionary, if it isn't now, it soon will
be. The English language is a growing,
changing entity, abandoning old
words and taking up new all the time.
For instance, 'laser; 'phone-in' and
'stagflation; all recent inventions,
feature in both the office Chambers
and the more staid Concise Oxford
dictionaries.

A Round of Applause
Dear HRT, Recently I purchased a
secondhand Palm IV at a rally but it

was minus a handbook. I wrote to
Walters & Stanton asking for
information regarding crystals
explaining I had no handbook. By
return I received a copy of the
handbook with their compliments.
Service like this deserves praise and if
a little more goodwill was extended
by other dealers, perhaps they would
not be moaning about low sales
figures . . . Thank you Walters &
Stanton.
P B Furminger, G3MZF

50MHz And Below?
Dear HRT, I think we amateurs are
well served by the trade.

Being a Scot, I waited until
50MHz was officially released to the
untouchables and found that most
people had jumped the gun, so that
obtaining satisfactory equipment
required some phoning around. I
received the best of attention and
courtesy from several firms, finally
placing an order with one firm
(Thanet Electronics) about eleven one
day and receiving the goods by
Datapost at a quarter to nine the next
morning. Well done!

I do feel though that someone
went a bit far in advertising that
'intercontinental working will be
available for all' - but at least we
see recognition of a need which I
have suggested might be met to some
extent by access to 28MHz.
Unfortunately the DTI, perhaps under
stress of business, inclines to stand
on the International Radio Regulation
(Chapter 32, paragraphs 2735 and
2736) so beloved by the RSGB. But
the requirement for morse below
30MHz has not been enforced in all
countries under all circumstances and
given the will something more could
be done here: or what about an
amateur band immediately above
30MHz?

Those who agree in principle
please write now to the DTI (Radio
Regulatory Division, Room 613,
Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo
Road, London SE1 8UA); and would
others please note that I do not
oppose the use of morse or the
testing of those who can and wish to
use it.
A L Dick 1'Sandy'1, GM6KKP

This sort of argument will obviously
go on for a long time. If HRT staff
were running the DTI's Radio
Regulatory division, we'd be looking
closely to what usage was made of
the 50 and 70MHz bands in the next
few months.

Above Standard
Dear HRT, May I take a little space to
endorse GW4FLZ's comments re
Standard wirelessi (I think that is
plural). It is a crying shame that the
UK has so few outlets for this
company's products. 'Second to
none!!!' in my book, they beat the
pants off any other rig in their class,
perhaps we should be grateful that
they do not design obsolescence into
their rigs by bringing out a 'new
improved' version every five minutes
as the big three seem to.

The other criticism I have of
Standard is their limited range of
radios. Perhaps we should be be
grateful that the few radios they
deliver to the UK are as good value
for money as they are.
B G Oldford, G6UDX
PS Bet you don't publish this letter
because I am slating the underdog.

Well, some people are very hard to
please! First you complement them
for not bringing out lots of models,
then you complain about having few
models to choose from.

Club Night
Dear HRT, The article 'Club Night' in
the August edition of Ham Radio
Today, reminded me of the saying
'Clubs get the committees they
deserve'. Committees are very much a
reflection of the enthusiasm, or the
apathy, of club members as a whole
and it is not difficult to identify clubs
which appear to be decaying slowly
through lack of interest and
participation by their members. Such
situations are a spawning ground for
that peculiar breed of bureaucratic -

minded committee member whose
sole intention is to resist change and
to maintain the status quo using the
rule book as both weapon and shield.

In my own club, the rules for
hiring our meeting place required 'God
Save the Queen' to be played 15
minutes before closing the doors but
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no-one can remember it being played
in more than 25 years or any
insistence by the building owners that
it should be done.

I can assure G30XC that if he is
ever in the Wimbledon area he will be
made very welcome at W&DARS
meetings, where he can get more
than 50 non-members attending our
surplus equipment (junk) sales, and
probably get tied up nattering with
other club members until well after
the formal close of meetings.
T W Mansfield, G3ESH

RSGB And RSGB Council
Elections -A Secret
Society?

Dear HRT, Regular readers of HRT will
know my opinions about the RSGB
from my articles published under the
title 'Opinion'. They will also know
that the Society is split at all levels
over the issues of how it should be
run, who should really run it, on what
basis it should be financially
accountable, and how its system of
representation should now be
reorganised. In short the 'old guard'
and the 'new guard' are in conflict.

Over the last five years or so
Council and the Headquarters Staff
have attempted to paper over these
cracks with the obvious result of
being accused of secrecy. Using their
monopoly of RadCom to communicate
with the RSGB Membership they have
sought to rally support for the 'old
guard' but the issues have been more
openly aired and discussed at rallies
and clubs as well as over the air. In
the closed chamber of Council there
has been considerable tension and
conflict and had it not been for the
good offices of President Joan
Heathershaw, G4CHH, the whole
system could have broken down. This
demonstrates the need for a 'sort out'
at RSGB.

I myself served on Council for 18

months having been elected at a time
when the Society was heading for the
now infamous £70,000 deficit on
current trading account. At that time,
in spite of splits amongst the
members of Council, steps were taken
to reduce that deficit but they were at
best cosmetic and short term since
only those Council Members who
were also members of the Finance
and Staff Committee (which would be
better named the General Services
Committee) were privy to the detailed
accounts. A paper submitted by me
proposing a comprehensive budget
system with cost centres, essential
for close financial control, was
disregarded.

In my case resignation from
Council was the only way I could
speak out. This letter would not be
possible if I were still a Council
Member since I was warned that to
air my views could result in legal
action being taken against me under
the Companies Acts (Council
Members are Directors of the
Company).

By the time this letter is
published the RSGB's financial year
will have ended (30th June) but every
indication is that once again a deficit
has been run up on current trading
account. Next year, 1988, will see
what has already been planned,
namely extravagant expenditure to
celebrate the Society's 60th
anniversary. The chosen few will wine
and dine with the Patron in London
including some Honorary Vice -
Presidents who pay no annual
subscription and who in some cases
are not even licensed Amateurs or
active SWLs. Meantime UB40
members cannot receive a reduced
annual subscription whilst they are
out of work - in some of their cases
they have been members, paid -up
members, for many years. As I say
the RSGB needs a sort out.

Council Elections are looming up
again and no doubt the President or

Chief Executive will again via RadCom
be advising us all what sort of person
we should vote for.

My advice to members, before
they vote, is to check out the true
credentials of candidates and find out
their views on the key issues. These
are matters which candidates are
prohibited from including in their
election statements published in
RadCom. We need candidates who
have common sense rather than
formal qualifications and the
experience of running ICI. A good
candidate will grow into the job just
as the present Chief Executive of
RSGB did - he used to fly aero-
planes! Above all check why a person
is standing for election in the first
place. If he is already on umpteen
RSGB Committees you should check
out his track record of what he has
achieved on those Committees - ask
him.

Yes I am standing again for
Council, and yes, one purpose of this
letter is to canvass support. I am
QTHR in the callbook if anyone would
like me to answer any questions -
that's if you reside in Zone 'A'. But I

am also canvassing support for other
candidates who may not be as well
known as the G2AMVs, G3VPEs, and
G3FK Ms of this world but who might
well bring about the necessary sort -
out RSGB so desperately is in need
of.

Finally, RSGB would not allow me
to publish in RadCom letters such as
this; Secret Society? They would not
even allow me to pay for an advert in
RadCom advising I was to stand for
election to Council and give my
address and telephone number on
which I could be contacted to answer
questions.
Geoffrey Smith, G4AJJ

We will obviously be hearing more on
this topic. . . and as always, we will
continue to publish views from both
sides of the argument.
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EDITORIAL
Have RAE Standards Declined?

A very interesting document dropped through our post
box recently. It was a report entitled RAE: A Decline l
Standards? and it consisted of a report compiled by th
DTI "in order to satisfy (themselves) regarding th
standard of the RAE . . ."

What it is is a statistical analysis of the pass -level
and the pass -marks required for the RAE since it was firs
introduced in 1946. The cynics amongst our readers wil
not be surprised to find that the overall conclusion is tha
standards have not declined. The very marginal increas
since the introduction of multiple-choice papers in th
pass rate (4% at most, though as the percentage pass -
rate varies a lot from year to year) is put down to the

multiple-choice papers no longer requiring a high standard
of English to be able to answer the questions.

Long-term readers will remember that HRT has been
critical of the RAE for some time. In a remark that filled
our post -bag for several months, founding editor Frank
Ogden, G4JST, said that the RAE "is now so simple that
a backward baboon could pass with a credit in at least
one half."

That is not the view of the present editor (who,
incidentally, managed a credit on the theory paper . . .1.
The criticism I have of the RAE is that it is a defective
examination, and doesn't fairly test candidates' abilities.
the RAE is the only exam I've ever sat (and I've had to
sit more than I care to recall) in which I wasn't allowed
to take away the examination paper. But from my
recollection, quite a number of the questions were poorly
worded, misleading, had more than one or no 'correct'
answers, and so on. In short, it was a poor and inaccurate
test of ability. A colleague who took the RAE a year or
two later recalls exactly the same sorts of problem.

So, we would call on the DTI and the City & Guilds
who administer the RAE to allow candidates to take the
papers out of the examination,andtoallow the papers to
be published. Perhaps this would make life a good deal
less comfortable for the examiners - not only would they
have to think of new questions each year but they would
be open to direct public scrutiny - but it would answer
once and for all the doubters of the exam's standards.
Dave Bradshaw G1HRT

Wa tons Changes
Hands

SMC is not the only
company in the acquisi-
tions market. Waltons, of
55a Worcester Street,
Wolverhampton, a retail
Electronics outlet, owned
by the Dennes family since
1947 has been purchased
by Marco Trading of Wem
Shropshire.

Marco, established
since 1972 has made this
acquisition to further its
retail operation, and
already has a retail outlet in

Wem but is perhaps better
known for the mail order
business which has an
illustrated catalogue of
over 100 pages covering
some 6,000 lines.

Marco also has a

wholesale division offering
a service to manufacturers,
etc, together with an
export/import section with
many worldwide contacts.

The above photograph
shows the handover. From
left to right: Mr Jack
Dennes retiring proprieter
and Mr Martin Cox Marco
Director.

Antennas To India

Marconi Communication
Systems has received a

£1.8m order from the
Electronics Corporation of
India Ltd (ECIL) for a

further quantity of 27 type
R9010 wideband wide -

slew 500kW HF broad-
casting antennas for the
phase two installation at
All India Radio's new
external broadcasting
station near Bangalore.
This follows on from the
successful delivery on time
of nine antennas of the
same type for phase one,

bringing the total value of
this Indian order to £2.4m.

The R9010 antenna
has already been supplied
to Singapore, Hong Kong,
Dubai and the Seychelles
and is the main antenna in
use at the BBC's 500kW
station at Rampisham in
Dorset.

The contract, which
Marconi received via its
agent Step Enterprises,
also includes the supply of
126 type R3020 RF
switches for azimuth beam
slewing remotely control-
led from the transmitter
building.

Aire Valley
Repeater

The Aire Valley Repeater
Group already have the
10m repeater GB3EY
installed on the Emley
Moor mast, and are just
awaiting the licence to put
it into operation. It is hoped
that this will be forth-
coming by the end of the
year.

They already have a 2
metre repeater operational,
GB3TP, in the Aire Valley
near Keighley. Anyone
interested in joining the
repeater group should go
along to their meet, on the
first Tuesday of the month
at the Victoria Hotel,
Cavendish Street, Keighley
at 8pm. Details can be
obtained from G6NFT, on
0532 44597.
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Car Bootie
If you're looking to buy
anything from a brand new
transceiver to a pile of
genuine radio junk to annoy
the spouse with, you could
do a lot worse than give
the National Amateur
Radio Car Boot Sale a visit
on Sunday 13th Septem-
ber, at the Shuttleworth
Collection, Old Warden
Aerodrome, Near Biggles-
wade, Bedfordshire.

Collection is, in fact, one of
the country's leading air-
craft and motor museums,
so even non -amateurs
should find something to
amuse them, and there's a
restaurant, souvenir shop,
bar and childrens play-

ground, to keep all the
family amused (and empty
pockets of cash).

The pictures here
show some of the 250
stalls of last year's sale,
which had over 2500
visitors. The organisers say
that the car boot sale is
just how rallies used to be,
not just a shiny black -box
sale.

The sale is open from
10am to 5pm, and admis-
sion is 50p free).
Old Warden is two miles
west of Biggleswade and is
well signposted from all
major routes. Enquiries and
advance stall bookings can
be made to Wendy on
0582 451057 or Clive on
0582 27907.

Sony New Models
Sony's impressive range of
shortwave receivers is
boosted by the introduc-
tion of three new models.

At the top of the new
range is the ICF PRO 80 -
styled like the Sony AIR 7
while packing most of the
facilities of the renowned
ICF 2001D.The ICF PRO 80
offers 115 kHz to 223 MHz
continuous coverage, 40
memories, 10 key tuning
and six way scan tuning. It
has an auto/manual
squelch control, and
should cost around £350,
available end of July.

The ICF 7600DA is a
15 band receiver,
FM/MW/LW/SW x 12, with
LCD frequency read outs,

Radio Course
Round -Up

The courses listed below
can be but a small fraction
of those being run all over
the country, but they're the
ones we have details of. If
you're interested in study-
ing for the RAF, or for the
morse test, and a course
isn't listed below, try asking
around in your local area,
starting first with the
nearest radio society, then
perhaps the local library
which should run an
information service.

So here goes with the
RAE courses we knew
about:

Stockport: courses at
the Reddish Vale Evening
Centre, Reddish Vale Road,
Monday evenings for the
RAE and Thursday for the
morse test. Enrolement will
be on 14th, 15th and 17th
September from 7 to 9 pm
(for details phone course
tutor Dave Wood on 0606
41511 between 12.30 and
1 pm).

Fareham: at the Adult
Education Centre, Wick-
ham Road, Friday evening
(for a one -year's course) or
Monday evenings (revision
course for December RAE)
commencing 14th Septem-
ber. Details from the
college on Fareham
280709 or from the course
tutor, G3CCB, on Fareham
288139.

Wigan: at the
Department of Engineering
Technology, Wigan College
of Technology, Parson's

Walk, on Wednesday even-
ings commencing in Sep-
tember; contact Roy
Hesford, G4UAE, at the
college for details, and also
if you're interested in a

possible morse course.
Portsmouth: at the

Adult Education Centre,
Drayton Road, North End,
on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days 6.30 to 8.30pm,
commencing in Septem-
ber. Details from G6NZ on
Portsmouth 819968.

Clacton -On -Sea: at
Colbaynes High School,
Pathfield Road (but note all
enquiries and enrolement
should be at Clacton Adult
Education Centre, Green
Lodge, 180 Old Road), on
Wednesdays commencing
23rd September, and a
morse course on Tuesdays
commencing 22nd Sept-
ember. Further information
from the Adult Education
Centre on Clacton 424151
or from the course tutor,
Mr J Harris, G3LWM, on
Clacton 432621 (daytimes
only).

Talk -in for the
convention is being
organised by RAYNET and
will probably be on the AY
or CS repeater and one 2
metre channel. Provision
on 70 cms is also on the
cards. There is ample and
secure car parking around
the Magnum and the rail-
way station is only a few
minutes walk away. Further
information about SARCON
'87 can be obtained from
Bob Low (QTHR).

dial pointer and band
indicator, and 15 station
pre-sets. It has a clock and
timer. ICF 7600DA is a

sister to the popular ICF
7600D but offering the
option of analog tuning for
those who prefer a dial. It
cost about £160 and is
available now.

WA 8800 is a multi-
use shortwave radio
cassette with a 10 band
tuner (FM/MW, 8 x SWI
with auto reverse stereo

cassette deck and LCD
alarm clock, with two
speakers built in, all for
£200. It is expected to
reach these shares in
September.

"Shortwave radios are
an important part of our
business, not least in that
the innovations in quality
are often translated
through our range," says
Yoshi Nagayama, Sony
Portable Products
Manager.
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DUAL BAND YAGI
Feel like having a decent aerial
system the two 'new' bands but
don't wish to have too much
metalwork on your mast? That's a
view shared by many amateurs who
already have yagis up for 2m and
70cm, or maybe even HF, and feel
that even more up there would not
go down too well with neighbours,
or the planning authority, not to
mention the increased possibility of
the whole lot coming down in the
next wind.

The latest offering from
Jaybeam for 6m and 4m combined
is the extremely well built Model
DB4-4/6 Duobander, offering a

compact 4 element Yagi operating
on both bands, but taking up the
space of just one beam. It operates
on the same principle as their TB3
'Triband' HF Yagi, with parallel
resonant traps inserted in the
element lengths to effectively isolate
the 6m sections when operating on
the higher 4m frequencies. On 6m
the aerial performs as a standard
Yagi.

Workmanship
I first mentioned the availability

Fig. 1 Antenna dimensions.

of this beam in the 'Getting Started
on 50MHz' article in the July 87
issue of HRT, however at that time
I had not seen it 'in the flesh'. On
unpacking the box, I was pleasantly

.1k

Performance Claims
The beam is designed to cover

50-52MHz and 70-70.5MHz, so as
to give coverage of the complete 6m
and 4m bands in the UK. A gain of

More signals from less metalwork, that's the name
of the game. Chris Lorek tests out a skyhook for

both four and six metres.

surprised by the sturdiness of the
metalwork, this beam should cer-
tainly stand up to a fair bit of storm
battering! A very comprehensive
bound A4 instruction booklet ac-
companied the beam, giving clear
instructions on assembly together
with parts lists, typical VSWR graphs
and vertical and horizontal polar
directivity plots for both bands. The
supplied accessories even included
four large cable ties for securing your
coax! Comparing this to the feeble
aerial offerings one finds nowadays
from some foreign manufacturers
certainly makes one think!

6.OdBd on 6m and 7.OdBd on 4m is
claimed, with 16dB front to back
ratio, and a maximum VSWR (Volt-
age Standing Wave Ratio) of 1.5:1.
Note that 'dBd' is the gain measured
with reference to a half have dipole,
rather than 'dBi' which is the gain
with reference to a hypothetical
isotropic radiator. Beware of simple
'dB' claims for aerials, without any
reference they mean absolutely no-
thing! The maximum power handling
is specified as 2kW peak, so you
certainly won't burn the traps out
there running current UK legal power
levels!
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Assembly
It took me around forty minutes

to put the aerial together; the
elements and traps are slid together,
set to a predetermined length and

then tightened using the supplied
Jubilee Clips. A tape measure was
an absolute necessity, as was a small
spanner for tightening the clips, the
screwdriver slot in these was insuf-
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1
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Fig. 4 6m VSWR response - after modification.

ficient to allow correct fastening.
Because of this, I did overtighten one
clamp with the result of a stripped
clip band, a small piece of wood was
hence required to act as a spacer to
allow assembly once more. Apart
from that, no other problems were
encountered. A balun is not used,
Jaybeam recommend coiling a

length of coax up next to the driven
element to act as an RF choke, of
around 6-8 turns and 160mm in
diameter.

For those interested in the
physical size, Fig. 1 shows the
maximum overall dimensions of the
beam and the accompanying photos
show the beam mounted with a 2m
9 ele beam for comparison - the
small array above this is a JVL 28e1e
23cm loop Yagi. As can be seen, the
array is very neat indeed, with none
of the 'droop' often evident with
trapped beams.

In Use
The beam was originally erected

on its own at 10m above ground level
on a wind-up lattice mast, to test for
directivity and VSWR. It was fed
with LDF2-50 heliax, with a 'tail' of
URM67 forming the bending loop
around the rotator and the RF choke.
This position placed it above all
surrounding buildings, with of course
no adjacent aerials to detune or
affect the radiation pattern. The
aerial supplied for review was
manufactured prior to the release of
50-52MHz, and was hence designed
for 50-50.5MHz only. Indeed on
testing the VWSR, this started to rise
above 50.6MHz. Jaybeam subseq-
uently advised me that a modific-
ation, consisting of shortening each
element length by 40mm (20mm off
each end), was required for complete
band coverage and that all subse-
quent aerials would be supplied as
such. So, down came the beam and
out came the hacksaw! The VSWR
now remained below 1.25:1 over the
entire frequency ranges of both
bands, which was very good indeed.

The accompanying directivity
plots show a good, wide beamwidth
with useful deep side nulls for
interference reduction. The measure-
ments were performed at 50.25MHz
and 70.26MHz, no doubt the ulti-
mate achievable front to back ratio
would vary with operational freq-
uency as would the directivity, but
the results show what is achievable
in a typical free space installation. I

PAMAINIMINIAMINIffin
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did not attempt to measure the
absolute gain accurately, but a

definite improvement of several dB
was noted on beacon signals when
compared to a single dipole mounted
at the same height around 60ft away
at the same site.

A 2m Yagi was then placed
approximately lm above the 4m/6m
beam to test for any proximity
effects. The directivity tests were
repeated with hardly any difference
noted, the VSWR minimum, al-
though being very flat in the first
place, did shift around 200kHz LF
due to earth capacitance effects, but
this was of little practical
consequence.

Conclusions
The new Jaybeam duobander

shows great promise as a compact
aerial for those amateurs who,
already having a rotatable beam
system, would like to extend this to
cover 4m and 6m. On these bands,
weak -signal receive performance is
often limited by local electrical noise
and a directional beam above the
surrounding QRM will normally
always win over receive preamps
coupled to a dipole and the like. The
beam is relatively inconspicuous and
is certainly more practical when
compared with sparate beams for
each band used in a typical amateur
situation. I liked it, it's a great idea

and I hope amateurs take the op-
portunity to get set up for both
bands rather than just 6m, it's now
certainly possible with little extra
metalwork.

My thanks go to Jaybeam Ltd for
the loan of the review sample, and
for the subsequent help and advice
seldom found nowadays from large
companies.
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Fig. 5 4m VSWR response.
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TWO METRE
After an absence of some 36 years
from the amateur radio scene, I retur-
ned to the bands a few years ago.
My main interest is CW, so I built
QRP rigs for 20 and 40 metres but
found the crowded state of these
bands exasperating, so I turned my
attention to two metres. Compared
to HF bands, two metres is pleas-
antly uncluttered and relatively free
from diurnal and seasonal propa-
gation variations. The result of this
is the receiver you see here.

alent commercial rig would be
several hundred pounds.

Circuit Description
The main section of the receiver

is shown in Fig. 1, with the circuits
of the crystal VFO and BFO show in
Figs. 2 and 3. The circuit is a

standard RF, mixer and IF arrange-
ment, followed by a product detector
and a two -stage audio amplifier.

Q1 is a dual -gate MOSFET

Looking for a way to receive morse on VHF? Or
considering having a go at home-brew? Gordon

Pope, G3ASV, describes a simple and inexpensive
project just for you.

Although primarily intended for
CW, the product detector/BFO com-
bination will cope with SSB, and just
needs the appropriate crystals.

The cost of this rig was kept low
by buying at rallies and using com-
ponents from my stocks, so I would
find it difficult to put a price on the
rig's construction. However, if you
could find one, the price of an equiv-

though only one gate is actually used
for signal purposes here. The circuit
is a quite conventional VHF amplifier,
which couples to T2 primary. T2
secondary feeds directly to the first
gate of the mixer stage, Q2. The
signal into the second gate from the
oscillator is the desired signal fre-
quency, less the IF frequency
(10.7MHz) so that the output from

Q2 is at 10.7MHz. For stable oper-
ation, it was found necessary to
terminate Q2 in the tuned primary of
T3, the first IF transformer. T3 is
coupled (by a short length of twisted
pair on the prototype) to T4, the
second IF transformer.

The output of T4 is tapped off
via C10 and 11, which resonate the
secondary, and fed to a crystal filter,
the passband of the filter in the
prototype being ±3.75kHz. A nar-
rower passband could be used,
though this might make any drift in
the BFO show up annoyingly. The
output from FL1 goes to a standard
IF amplifier IC (IC1) and from there
to the final IF transformer, T5. The
secondary of T5 feeds the second
gate of the product detector tran-
sistor, Q3, the first gate receiving the
BFO input. Q3 is wired as a standard
product detector.

The detected signal passes from
Q3 via C22, RV1 and L1 (which cuts
out the double IF frequency product)
to the AF amplifier consisting of Q4
and Q5. The output is via a trans-
former; this was used to avoid
having to have a high standing cur-
rent through Q5 when driving low -
impedance headphones.
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Fig. 1 Main circuit diagram.
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Fig. 2 The variable frequency oscillator.

Oscillators
The two oscillators are on separ-

ate PCBs. The VFO utilises a stan-
dard Colpitts oscillator round Q6, the
crystal frequency being 'pulled' by
CV3, the main tuning capacitor. Q7
is an emitter follower which buffers
the output from the oscillator, and it
is followed by a frequency
quadrupler (round Q8 and T7) and a

Fig. 3 The beat frequency oscillator.

doubler (round Q9 and T8), which
brings the 16.7MHz or so crystal
frequency up to approximately
133.3MHz, which is output from the
secondary of T8.

The crystal socket can be moun-
ted on the front panel, because to
cover the CW frequency range, it is
necessary to change crystals.
Table 1 has a list of the crystals

C47

C461 470p ZD1rr C48
9V141111\100n

necessary, though the author has
found that just a 16.669MHz crystal
gives nearly everything he needs.

The BFO employs a Vackar
circuit for stability; after 10 minutes
or so, the circuit is sufficiently
warmed up, and SSB signals can be
received without the need for more
than a slight trimming of the main
tuning capacitor, CV3.
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PSU Arrangements
The receiver requires a supply of

12 volts or so. The supply has two
switches on it, the first turns on the
oscillators and, if required, the audio
amplifier, and is used as the main on -
off switch. The second, which I have
called Tx/Rx turns on the receiver
section when it is required, so it can
be turned off when transmitting
without the oscillators being off.
This switch is obviously superfluous
if the receiver is to be used on its
own by an SWL.

If your Tx has a tone out for
morse transmissions, this can be fed
through to the audio amplifier by

Crystal
fundamental

(MHz)

VFO output

(MHz)

Reception
Range
(MHz)

16.663
16.669
16.675

133.31
133.352
133.4

144 to 144.05
144.04 to 144.08
144.08 to 144.12

Table 1: Crystal frequencies and coverage

means of the small addition shown
in Fig. 5. If this is used, then the
audio amplifier should be left on with
the oscillators while SW2 is in the
'Tx' position; otherwise the audio
section can be connected to the
supply for the main receiver section.

One point to note that if you are
using the receiver with a higher

12V DC
INPUT SW1

ON/OFF

01/
INPUT

TO MAIN PCB
SW2 RF/IF STAGES

Tx/Rx
TO VFO

TO BFO

TO AUDIO
SECT ION

TO ALL CIRCUITS

'SEE TEXT

Fig. 4 Power supply connection arrangements: the audio
section supply can be connected to the RF/IF stages'
supply if the tone coupling is not used.

power Tx it would be wise to mount
two diodes in opposite directions
between Q1 gate and ground to limit
the input to Q1. As the author uses
only low transmitter power, this
wasn't necessary.
Part 2 will cover the constructional
details, final setting up and PCB
artwork.

C57
TO 05
BASE

100n

FROM Tx RV3100k

TONEKEY
OUTPUT

O

Fig. 5 Optional tone coupling to Tx.

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
BRAND NEW 2M FM 25W TRANSCEIVER

Direct From Factory £269 ALINCO ALR-22E

The new Alinco 2m transceiver breaks the price barrier, A full 25 watts output power
from 144-146MHz Possibly the smallest 2m FM rig available and almost certainly the
cheapest We have carried out rigorous tests with this unit and have found it to be
outstanding in both performance and quality All the usual features are included such
as 12.5 and 25KHz steps. 23 channels. scanning, up/down mic toneburst, repeater
shift etc. And there is nothing else to buy The price includes quick release mobile
mount and all hardware, plus a full 12 months warranty from ourselves (Parts and
Labour)

New CLP 5130-2 Beam Antenna
11dB gain Tx/Rx 105-1300MHZ

At last a beam for the scanning receiver Far better than a pre -amp, Now you can pull in
stations that were previously impossible Beautifully built and can also be used for
transmitting up to 500 watts. Dimensions' 1 4m boom. 1.4m longest element

WATE1?,S
DTANTON

£82.50

NEW SONY PRO -80
150KHz-174MHz

Monitor Receiver

At last the new Sony Pro -80 receiver has arrived in the
UK As the largest Sony stockist of communications in
the UK we hope to have limited supplies by the time you
read this However. be warned. UK deliveries are limited
until the Autumn so it really is first come, first served A
complete short-wave and vhf communications receiver
in handheld size has to be good news. An extension of
the Air -7, this model features SSB. AM and FM
reception Other features include. memory scanning.
LCD readout, fine tuning. etc Order yours today from
your genuine UK Sony stockist To avoid grey imports.
simply phone Sony on 0635 60755 and check the
dealer's pedigree, Remember. if it doesn't come from
Sony UK. your after sales backup could be a problem,

Books for Listeners
UK Confidential Frequency List
The foremost publication for short-wave listeners
Covers 1 6MHz to 30MHz with details of thousands of
short-wave frequencies both Military and Civil.
£595 p&p £1 00

Complete Guide to VHF/UHF 26-2250MHz
Provides comprehensive listings of the frequencies and
bands used by all the main UK users of this part of the
spectrum Details also include duplex splits etc
f4 95 p&p 80p

VHF/UHF Airband Frequency Guide
It lists almost every frequency regularly used by both
Civil and Military aircraft in the VHF and UHF bands
Much additional information and photos included for
the avid airband enthusiast
f5 95 p&p f 1 00

RETAIL & MA L ORDER:- 18-20, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.
Tel (0702) 206835, 204965

RETAIL ONLY - 12, North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1QX.
Tel: (04024) 44765

Visa and Access by telephone. 24hr. Answerphone.
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PRICE ONLY

£1.20

6
MULTIMETERS

TO BE WON

 Many new lines
 Extended range
of test equipment

 £11 worth of discount vouchers
 6 Multimeters to be won in easy to enter competition.
 Available at your local newsagent or direct from

address below.

Access

(0992) 444111
Cirkit Distribution Ltd Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7N0

Telephone: (0992) 444111 Telex: 22478

8 USPECTRM
OF RAD COMMUNICATIONSEQUIPMENTMANUFACTURERS IO AND KITS

4 and 6m EQUIPMENT
RECEIVE CONVERTERS 4 or 6m antenna input. 10 or 2mi.f . variable gain 0-26dB.
n f. less than 3 5dB Buffered local oscillator output, types RC4-10. RC4-2. RC6-10
and RC6-2 PCB kit £17.25, PCB built and tested £24.50, boxed kit £29.25, boxed.
built and tested £41.00.

TRANSMIT CONVERTERS 4 or 6m 500mW output. 10m drive 25mW to 500mW
Local oscillator input matches receive converters Types TC4-10 and TC6-10 PCB
kit £16.50, PCB built and tested £25.75, boxed kit £28.50, boxed built and tested
£41.00.

TRANSMIT CONVERTERS 4 or 6m variable power 80mW to 2 5W. 2m or 10m
drive 10mW to 100mW Local oscillator input matches receive converters. Types
TC4-10H. TC4-2H, TC6-10H. TC6-2H. PCB kit £27.50, PCB built and tested £37.75,
boxed kit £39.50, boxed built and tested C53.00.

TRANSCEIVE CONVERTERS Single board version of receive converter and
500mW transmit converter 10m drive 25mW to 500mW. Types TRC4-10 and
TRC6-10 PCB kit £39.00, PCB built and tested £54.00, boxed kit £54.00, boxed.
built and tested £83.25.

TRANSCEIVE CONVERTERS Separate receive converter and 2 5W trans nit
converter in a single boxed unit. 2m or tOm drive 10mW to 100mW only, requires r f
sensing switch and attenuator for use with 2 5W 2m rigs. Types TRX4-1OH, TRX4-
2H. TRX6-10H and TRX6-2H Boxed kit £60.00, boxed and built £99.50.

CB to 10m
CB TO 10 FM CONVERSION BOARDS - THE FIRST COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE, suits all UK FM CB rigs to give 29 31 to 29 70MHz Size only
63,40 x 13mm Built and aligned board SC29 £15. Or send your ng and well fit it

f28 inc return P&P for mobiles £31 inc for base rigs.

MULTIMODE CB CONVERSIONS, send your 120 channel rig and we'll convert it to
give 28 01 to 29.70MHz in straight sequences without gaps Colt 1200DX. Cobra
148. Hy Gain 5, Multimode 2. Major M360. Tristar 747 & 777, Super Star 360,
Concorde. etc . £62 inc return P&P Jumbo or Colt Excalibur 1200, £65. 80 Channel
rigs such as Stalker 9 or Major M588 are modified to give 28 31 to 29 70MHz in
straight sequence without gaps. £45.00 inc return P&P 200 Channel in 4 bands of
50 are converted to give 28 00 to 30 00MHz or 28.00 to 29 70MHz as required.
Super Hy Gain 5. Lafayette 1800. Super Star 2000. £45.50 inc return P&P Nato
2000 £52.50, Super Star 2000-5, 40CH £70. Colt 1600. 4 . 40CH. £65.50.

VAT & P&P INC PRICES
Delivery within 14 days subject to availability. 24 hr answering.

UNIT B6, MARABOUT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
115.4DORCHESTER. DORSET. TEL: 0305 62250

SPECTRUM
TRANSCEIVE

The TX -3 RTTY/CW/ASCII TRANSCEIVE program is now available for the
Spectrum. It has all the facilities of the BBC and CBM64 versions and will
operate with an interface or T.U.
Forget what you thought you knew about Spectrum direct decode systems.
This one will transceive 300 baud RTTY or ASCII at 170Hz shift with only a
simple interface. Its performance and facilities outclass other software
by a large margin yet it is very easy to use. Some of the features are:
Split-screen type -ahead operation, receive screen unwrap, 24 large
memories. clock. review store. callsign capture. RTTY auto CR/LF. CW
software filtering and much, much more
The program comes with an adpater board which plugs into the Spectrum
expansion port and accepts the interface or T U. It will work with any 48/
128k Spectrum, including the +2. Tape + adapter £35. Users of the CW OSO
program can upgrade for £25. BBC and CBM64 program £20 tape. £22 disc.
TIF1 INTERFACE has computer noise reduction. RX filters. TX outputs for
MIC. PTT and KEY. Perfect for our TX -3 and RX-4 programs Kit £15
(assembled PCB cables & connectors), ready-made boxed with all con-

nections £25 (state rig)

SPECTRUM RX-4 RECEIVE
We now have a version of this amazing program using the adapter board
mentioned above. This enables even better reception of RTTY/CW/SSTV
and AMTOR with any 48/128k Spectrum, including the +2. Uses TIF1 (see
above) for all modes or a T.U. for RTTY and CW. Tape + adapter £40. Exist-
ing RX-4 users can upgrade for £21. RX-4 is also available for BBC, CBM64
and VIC20 £25 tape. £27 disc (not VIC20). The BBC RX-4 is now completely
compatible with the Master Series. Master users may exchange their pro-
grams free of charge.
We also have superb BBC. CBM64. Spectrum. VIC20. Electron programs
for Morse Tutor £6. Locator £7. Logbook £8 and RAE Maths £9 as well as a
great UK/Europe and World Map and Locator for BBC/Electron £10. Any
BBC or CBM64 program also on disc at f2 extra.
Prices include VAT and 1st Class p&p Inland. airmail overseas, normally by
return. Eire, C.I. BFPO deduct 13%

technical software (HRT)

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF
Tel: 0286 881886

KW TEN-TEC
CORSAIR II
NO FRILLS, "GIMMICKS", OR UNUSED

FACILITIES - FOR THE SERIOUS PHONE/CW
OPERATOR WHO WANTS THE LOWEST

NOISE, CLEANEST AND MOST SELECTIVE
AMATEUR hf TRANSCEIVER ON THE

WORLD MARKET.

LATEST NEWS FROM KW
FRITZEL BALUNS. H.F. BEAMS & VERTICALS

NOW IN STOCK
(EXCELLENT GERMAN ENGINEERING)

A NEW TRANSCEIVER - In addition to the Corsair II. ArgosY II. &
Century 22. The "PARAGON" is expected shortly. This is a 200
watt in put transceiver with general coverage RX
CW/SSB/FSK/AM/FM (optional) and many additional features.

WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS

KW TEN-TEC LTD
Vanguard Works. Jenkins Dale, Chatham. Kent, ME4 5RT

Tel: 0634 815173
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REVIEW:
With car dashboard space getting
smaller and smaller, and the trend
towards both 2m and 70cm instal-
lations in a typical amateur mobile
set-up, is it any wonder that there is
a growing need for compact, do -
everything sets? Kenwood launched
the UK's first dual -bander, the
TW-4000E several years ago and
this was followed by the Yaesu
FT2700RH and the Incom IC3200E.
Now Kenwood have come up with
the TW-4100E, offering higher
power, full duplex operation, DCL
and DCS options and even the
facility for cross -band in -car repeater
operation for specialised needs such
as emergency communication.

Features
The set comes in a very com-

pact 50mm(H) x 150mm(W) x
214m(D) case, to enable fitting in
most parts of the dashboard, or in a
standard car radio slot. 45W output
on 2m and 35W output on 70cm is
provided, with a switchable low
power facility down to 5W. Opera-
tion across 144-146MHz and

430-440MHz is possible in either
12.5kHz or 25kHz steps and it is also
possible to have 12.5kHz steps on
2m and 25kHz steps on 70cm if
required. The usual positive or nega-
tive repeater shifts of 600kHz and
1.6MHz are selectable, together with
other European 70cm shifts and an
automatic 1750Hz toneburst is

frequency, any repeater offset and
toneburst on/off. Memory channels
8 and 9 may be used to store odd
splits including cross -band frequen-
cies. A VFO/M.Ch switch toggles
between the two modes and by
selecting the 'Dup' shift, cross -band
duplex operation is possible between
VFO and the selected memory

A 2m/70cms dual bander than can act as an in -car
repeater? It must be our reviewer's lucky day!

Chris Lorek, G4HCL, reports.

fitted, switchable on/off as required.
A 'Rev' button provides full reverse
repeater operation. Frequency con-
trol is performed by rotation of the
larger rotary knob which is supple-
mented by up/down buttons on the
standard fist microphone. A 'MHz'
button allows shifts in 1MHz steps
and this also allows quick transfer
between the 2m and 70cm bands.

Ten memory channels are avail-
able, each storing the receive
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The rig's front, showing the generously -sized display.

channels.
Scanning, initiated by a single

button push on the front panel, of
either the entire band in selected
frequency steps, or of the memory
channels is possible. Any of the
memory channels may be locked out
of the scan mode if required. The
scan halts when finding an occupied
channel, resuming about six seconds
after stopping regardless of the
squelch state. The scan may be
stopped by pressing the PTT or scan
buttons or, when paused on a busy
channel, may be restarted by turning
the frequency control knob or
pressing one of the microphone
mounted up/down buttons.

DCL (Digital Channel Link) com-
bined with DCS (Digital Channel
Squelch) is available as a plug-in
option. The operation and facilities
of this have previously been reported
and tested here in HRT (TM -250E
review, Sept 86 and 'Mobile Radio
Safety', May 87) but briefly it offers
an auto-QSY facility, automatically
searching out a free channel and
moving there when used in conjunc-
tion with a similarly equipped
station. There is also a digital
squelch selective -calling facility
which allows silent monitoring of a
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channel for a similarly equipped
calling station.

A further plug-in option to im-
prove road safety or aid the visually
handicapped is a speech synthesiser,
upon pressing the squelch knob a
verbal readout of the operation fre-
quency together with offset and
memory channel indication is given.
The tuning knob and rotary volume
and squelch knobs have angled tops
to allow operation by 'feel'. A large
backlit LCD panel gives the usual
indication of frequency, memory
channel, offset etc. together with a
bargraph type S meter/RF output
indication. An internal speaker is
fitted to the bottom of the set and
a 3.5mm socket for an extension
speaker is fitted to the rear panel.

The set comes supplied with a
quick -release slide -in mobile mount
together with mounting hardware,
DC power cable, a spare DC fuse, fist
mic and an instruction manual.

The internals from the top.

Impressions
On picking up the set, I was sur-

prised to feel how heavy it was for
its size, weighing around 1.8kg. The
maximum current required is around
the 9.5A mark, enforcing the view
that a quick 'throw it in the car' job
using a cigar lighter socket is not on.
The present price is about the same
as the TM-221E/TM-421E combin-
ation, so it is not a cheap rig, I think
I would be padlocking it in!

I'm glad to see that Kenwood
have provided for rbad safety options
such as DCL and a speech synthe-
siser and coupled with the set's
small size and large display these
should reduce the chance of
accidents occurring through oper-
ator distraction. I really would have
liked more memory channels though,
ten channels may be OK for one
band, but when travelling around the
country, looking for activity on
unknown 70cm repeaters (as well as

keeping a watch on 2m) requires a
little more flexibility than this set
offers in my view.

The supplied manual is fairly
comprehensive if a little misleading
in places, however it does give a
block diagram and a full circuit dia-
gram of the set, together with user
adjustment points such as mike gain,
tone output levels and so on.

In Use
I started by first attempting to

program the frequency steps and
repeater offsets and it was here that
I met the first problem. It is possible
to select 600kHz shift for 2m and
1.6MHz for 70cm, but rather unfor-
tunately only in one direction for
both. This would be suitable for the
remainder of Europe, however in the
UK we use 'RB' channels with shifts
which are the reverse direction to
anyone else! Oh dear . . however in
fairness it is possible to overcome
this limitation by programming at
least one 'UK' repeater channel on
each band and transferring this
information to the VFO (including
shift offset and direction) by one
button push. Hence a quick 'blip'
gets you to the repeater sub -section
of the band as well as programming
in the correct shift and switching in
the auto toneburst. I did in fact find
this feature rather useful!

After getting used to these little
'quirks, I installed the set in the glove
compartment of my car, my favourite
place for stringent road tests as it
simulates about the worst possible
mounting position with its vibration,
lack of visibility and poor ventilation!
Over several hundred miles of
driving, together with many hours of
stationary operation over the review
period, the set performed faultlessly.

I deliberately used the set in un-
familiar geographical areas to check
its suitability in searching for activity
and quickly became frustrated with
the lack of a programmable band
scan facility, where a selected
portion of the band is searched. To
look for 70cm activity, it is neces-
sary to search eleven repeater chan-
nels plus any further simplex
channels, but the only way to do this
was either manually or by scanning
the entire band.

This is where I found a second
limitation, in that the set kept locking
up on internally -generated signals,
three 'birdies' on 70cm and eight on
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The rear panel.

2m. Upon investigation on the test
bench, I found that these were
caused by the proximity of the DCL
board to the phase -lock -loop
frequency generation section of the
set and moving the board away or
removing it cured the problem com-
pletely. This is obviously only a slight
teething problem, as no doubt a
small foil screen around the DCL
board would improve matters here.

When used in memory or
manual mode, I found operation of
the set very easy simply by 'feel'
when mobile, the raised buttons for
reverse repeat, toneburst and scan
were very easy to use, even when
negotiating spaghetti junction in the
Midlands! The speech synthesiser
was very useful in finding which
channel the set had stopped
scanning on without taking my eyes
off the road, but only after I had got
used to the rather hard -to -under-
stand vocal eminations from it!
Nevertheless I found it a great aid to
safety. The DCL facility was tested
and found to operate satisfactorily,
however due to the lack of similarly
equipped stations it was a little
limited in its use.

Audio reports on transmit were
complimentary, without excessive
wind noise or colouration of my
voice and on receive I found there
was ample volume from the internal
speaker if the set was mounted
under the dash. The audio was
rather 'woolly' here due to absorp-
tion from the carpeted floor and I

eventually found an extension
speaker to be a great asset,
especially when hammering along
motorways.

When used cross -band in full
duplex mode, I found the set perfor-
med admirably, it was indeed useful
to have this facility when travelling
behind a companion on a dual -family
outing, having a ragchew whilst
mobile and enabling the other to
interrupt to give directions etc. I used
a Welz EL -770 dual band mobile
aerial together with my own
high-performance diplexer (design in
HRT Jan 851, and found no desensi-
tisation problems whatsoever.

Inside The ox
The set is con tructed on a die-

cast metal chass's and this gives
good mechanical stability which is
vitally important in duplex equipment
as well as providing protection from
VCO microphony effects (the
'rattles' you sometimes hear on
transmitted signals) and good heat
dissipation. Much use is made of
chip components mounted on the
underside of the motherboard, with
small sub -assembly boards mounted
onto it. This would make repair by
board substitution easy and possibly
more economic than fault-finding
and replacing tiny surface mounted
ICs.

A dual superhet receiver is used,
with a high first IF of 30.825MHz to
give good image rejection. A
standard PLL synthesiser is used to
generate the local oscillator and final
frequency transmit signals, the
appropriate VCO (Voltage Controlled
Oscillator) being directly modulated
with processed transmitter audio.
Block PA modules, an M57726 on
2m and an M57788 on 70cm, are
used to generate the final transmit

power level.
A uPD75108 microprocessor

controls the bells and whistles and
the memory functions of this are
backed up by a lithium battery, the
set continuing to function without
memory retention facility when this
goes flat.

Laboratory Tests
I am now becoming used to the

excellent technical performance of
Kenwood's latest mobiles and this
set is no exception. Apart from the
DCL modem teething problem pre-
viously mentioned, the set was very
good on both transmit and receive.
A slight frequency error, worse on
70cm but still within acceptable
limits, had the effect of giving
assymetry to the ±12.5kHz selec-
tivity, no doubt re -centering the set
or generator frequency to suit this
would give an improvement but
would arguably not show the real
performance.

Of special note is the excellent
out of band rejection, both on
receive in terms of blocking and
image rejection and in the good
suppression of harmonics.

Repeater Performance
The cross -band repeater facility

set by internal link, was enabled on
the review set. By suitable pre-pro-
gramming, switching the set off,
then switching on whilst holding
down the 'Rev' button, the set would
skip between the VFO and selected
memory channel. Upon finding a
signal, the set would lock onto it and
automatically re -transmit this on the
other channel. With the DCS
enabled, access may be limited to
users with the correct digital tone
sequence.

I am informed that this repeater
facility appears to be able to be used
in the UK when conducting com-
munications on behalf of the user
services stated in our licences, such
as during marathon walks in con-
junction with the Red Cross and so
on, but not during events such as
exercises. This shows it to be a
potentially useful facility, however
testing therefore had to be confined
to the bench!

A dual directional coupler
(coupled to a signal generator and
modulation meter) was placed in line
with a 16dB power attenuator, the
two aerial sockets then being con -
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nected to this arrangement. On key-
ing the transmitter whilst receiving
a weak signal, little degradation was
noted in the receiver performance
and switching to repeater mode veri-
fied that clear re -transmission was
taking place. I found the squelch
'jittered' badly unless accurately set,
although this improved with a

greater level of isolation placed in
line, with no audible degradation of
the receive signal now taking place.
This simulates a typical case of limi
ted isolation between 2m and 70cm
aerials on opposite sides of a car roof
or rear wing. Note that better isola-
tion, hence better performance, will
be given by the use of a dual -band

aerial and diplexer (see HRT Jan 85
for typical measurements.

Conclusions
The set is small and the techni-

cal performance is, as usual for
Kenwood, excellent. For those look-
ing for a compact installation, with
just one set to remove for dual-
purpose use as a base station, or as
a theft prevention measure, the
TW-4100E should perform admir-
ably. This convenience must be off-
set by the slight lack of operating
flexibility when compared with
separate 2m and 70cm equipments,
there being little difference in the
current price of either combination

from the same manufacturer. For
myself, I would prefer the latter
arrangement for a permanent mobile
installation, as I believe this set is
rather expensive for what it gives.
Mind you, the one -box repeater faci-
lity could come in useful.

Editor's note: Since the above
was written, the price of the
TW-4100E has dropped from £787
to £699, making it now marginally
cheaper than two separate 70cm
and 2m rigs. However, Chris says he
would still prefer to use two separ-
ate rigs.

My thanks go to Lowe Electronics for
the kind loan of the review set.

Sensitivity Signal level required for 12dB
SINAD.

144MHz 0.183 uV pd
145 0.162
146 0.173
430 0.164
435 0.158
440 0.153

Adjacent Channel Selectivity: Measured as
increase in level of interfering signal, modu-
lated with 400Hz at 30% system deviation,
above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB
degradation of 12dB SINAD on -channel
signal.

Spacing 145MHz 435MHz
+12.5kHz
-12.5kHz
+25kHz
-25kHz

42.5dB
23.0dB
76.0dB
75.0dB

52.0dB
15.0dB
77.0dB
76.5dB

Blocking: Increase over 12dB SINAD level of
signal 1MHz away to cause 6dB degradation
in 12dB SINAD on -channel signal.

Spacing 145MHz 435MHz

+100kHz 88dB 87dB
-100kHz 89 86
+1Mhz 98 93
--1Mhz 98 93
-10Mhz 104 102
- 10MHz 104 103

Intermodulation Rejection: Increase in level
over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering
signals giving identical 12dB SINAD on -
channel 3rd order intermodulation product.

Spacing 145MHz 435MHz

25/50kHz
50/100kHz

69.5dB
69.5dB

63.0dB
63.0dB

Maximum Audio Output: Measured at kHz
on the onset of clipping.

Load Output IBMS)

3ohm
8ohm

15ohm

3.55W
2.05W
1.20W

Laboratory Results
Receiver

Squelch Threshold Sensitivity.

145MHz
435MHz

0.086 uV pd (2dB SINAD)
0.077 uV pd (2dB SINAD)

Image Rejection: Increase in level of signal
at - (2 x 1F) to give identical 1 2dB SINAD
signals.

145MHz
435MHz

greater than 110dB
76.0dB

S -Meter Linearity

145MHz 435MHz
S1 0.260uV - 14.5dB 0.226uV - 14.4dB
S2 0.335 - 12.3 0.295 - 12.1
S3 0.436 - 10.0 0.389 - 9.7
S4 0.568 - 7.7 0.495 - 7.6
S5 0.724 - 5.6 0.630 - 5.5
S6 0.880 - 3.9 0.775 - 3.7
S7 1.04 - 2.4 0.890 - 2.5
S8 1.22 - 1.1 1.04 - 1.2
S9 1.38 OdB ref 1.19 OdB ref
S9 + 1.57 + 1.1 1.36 + 1.2
S9+ + 1.74 +2.0 1.49 +2.0
S9 + + + 1.95 +3.0 1.70 +3.1

Transmitter
Tx Power and Current Consumption:

Freq MHz Supply Voltage

145
435

10.8V 13.8V 15.6V

42.1W/6.95A
21.9W/5.50A

50.5W/8.50A
40.3W/7.60A

53.6W/8.55A
42.9W/7.45A

Low power in all cases well regulated at: 4.60W/2.55A 1145MHz)
5.00W/2.60A 1435MHz)

145MHz 435MHz
Peak Deviation: 4.88kHz 5.12kHz

Toneburst Deviation: 4.07kHz 4.47kHz
Frequency Accuracy: lat switch onl - 370Hz - 700Hz

Harmonics/Spurii

Harmonic 145MHz 435MHz
2nd - 87dBc - 86dBc
3rd - 94 less than - 100dBc
4th - 89 less than - 100
5th -93 less than - 100
6th - 95 less than - 100

All other harmonics and spurii less than - 100dBc
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TECHNOLOGY

Gunn diodes are an indispensable part of microwave
communications. They are used extensively as
microwave sources over frequencies ranging from a
few Gigahertz to in excess of 100GHz. They are
particularly attractive because of their low cost,
robustness and ease of use. The history of Gunn
diodes dates back to the early 1960s when three
people named Watkins, Ridley and Hilsum predicted
their existence mathematically. Then in 1963
J B Gunn, who was working at IBM, fabricated the
first diodes. Since then their use has increased
dramatically until today, when they are to be found in
a very large number of microwave systems and
equipment.

What Are They?
A Gunn diode consists of a single piece of N -type

gallium arsenide. Unlike a normal diode it does not
contain a PN junction, but it is called a diode only in
the sense that it possesses two electrodes. This N -
type gallium arsenide consists of three regions. Two
of these are high conductivity regions which are
used to make good electrical contact with the third
region which they sandwich. This third region is the
active region which has a conductivity of about
.50/cm3. Its thickness is critical because it largely
determines the natural frequency at which the diode
oscillates. For example, a thickness of around 11pM
(1.1 x 10-5M) will give an operating frequency of
about 10GHz.

The actual mode of operation of the Gunn diode
is complicated, being explained in terms of subsidiary
valleys, high field domains and the like. However it is
possible to simplify the explanation a little. Once a
certain voltage is reached across the diode, current
passes across the active region in pulses. As only
one pulse can be present in the active region at any
instant, the time taken to cross it and hence its
thickness govern the frequency of oscillation to a
large extent.

Even so it is still possible to tune Gunn diodes
and there are two main ways of doing this. The first
is to use a varactor diode coupled into the RF circuit.
By changing the voltage on the varactor its
capacitance will vary causing the electrical resonance
of the system to change. Although this method is
cheap and easy to use it does not give a particularly
large tuning range or a good phase noise
performance. The second method is to use a YIG.
This stands for Yttrium Iron Garnet and it is a
substance which exhibits ferro magnetic properties.
When a YIG sphere is introduced into the resonant
circuitry of a Gunn diode it can be used to tune it
over large frequency ranges, and with a much better
phase noise characteristic than if a varactor were
used.

Advantages
Gunn diodes are exceedingly versatile and offer

easy and convenient ways of producing power at
microwave frequencies. Single diodes can deliver
100mW of power, but they have to be well mounted
on good heatsinks as they are only about 5%
efficient. They are also easy to tune using varactors
or YIGs, and this enables them to be used in
sythesisers and phase locked oscillators. This means
that they can produce highly stable frequencies more
easily than most other methods.

A further advantage is their high frequency
capability is that Gunn diodes can operate at
frequencies well in excess of 100GHz, where very
few other devices can operate. They are able to do
this because they do not have a PN junction and the
associated junction capacitance which limits the
frequency capability of other semiconductor devices.
Gunn diodes are also very convenient to use because
of their low operation voltages. Unlike IMPATT diodes
which require voltages of about 100V, Gunn diodes
use much lower values, often less than 10V. This
makes them far easier to use, especially for amateur
portable applications.

Gunn diodes have been around for many years
and they are being used more widely than ever
before. They are also very useful to the radio amateur
who can use them as a cheap and easy way of
getting onto the microwave bands.

Fig. 1 Construction of a Gunn diode
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Fig. 2 Current pulses passing through a Gunn diode
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/A\ MICROREADER

ERA is the short form of Enterprise
Radio Applications Ltd., a recent
addition to the number of Amateur
Radio equipment manufacturers in
the British Isles. They are based in
Warrington, Cheshire and are intend -

by 12.2 5cm deep, which is finished
in a durable beige brown 'crackle'
paint. Decoded morse or RTTY
appears in capital letters, on a 16
character display in a 'Times Square'
fashion, moving from right to left

An example of winning British technology? Nigel
Roberts, G4IJF, certainly thinks so, in this user's

review.

ing to make equipment for both
amateur and commercial use.

The ERA Microreader is the first
of their product line to become
available, being a self-contained CW
and RTTY decoder. Having first seen
this unit on display at the VHF Con-
vention, a few weeks ago, where its
performance seemed to equal, or
better, that of an American CW/
RTTY reader, I obtained an example
to try out. This product is available
in two versions, the basic decoder,
and a version which also incorpor-
ates a versatile morse tutor. The
example which was sent included
this option, so I was able to try this
out too.

First Impressions
The housing of the device is

extremely neat and compact and
consists of a substantial metal case
measuring 13.5cm wide, 5.5cm high,

across the LCD. In addition, you will
find four LEDs in the top right hand
corner of the front panel which are
used for tuning, and are described in
more detail later. In the bottom left-
hand corner are two small push
buttons, marked Mode' and 'Filter'.

Installation and set up is ex-
tremely simple. The Microreader
requires a nominal 12V DC supply at
200mA which is very sensibly pro-
tected against polarity reversal -
and a screened audio connection to
the loudspeaker or headphone out-
put of the radio. A nice feature is the
addition of a second audio jack
socket parallel with the input jack to
allow the continued use of head-
phones or speaker if the receiver's
audio is automatically muted when
using a normal headphone output.
No other hardware connections are
required.

Initial adjustments can be made

to the viewing angle/contrast of the
LCD display and to the input gain of
the device. This is where I encoun-
tered my first problem, which was
irritating but not serious. These
adjustments require the use of a very
small screwdriver, or adjusting tool,
sets of jewellers' screwdrivers which
cost a couple of pounds are ideal.
Murphy's Law of Perversity however,
dictated that the smallest screw-
driver which could be found in my
shack was a standard mains -tester
screwdriver, which is several sizes
too large. A local hardware store
quickly supplied the answer to the
problem though and the manufac-
turers are intending to include a
suitable trim tool in the future.

CW Operation
Tuning all signals is first done in

the CW mode, and is made ex-
tremely easy by the top three LEDs.
The unit's digital filter has two
positions - 'Wide' and 'Narrow: The
narrow position is useful for elimin-
ating interfering signals but for initial
tuning, wide is selected. The 'target'
audio frequency of a received signal
should be 800Hz and if a signal is
detected which is lower, then the
orange LED marked will light, if
higher, the orange LED marked 'H'
illuminates. The centre (red) LED will
light when the tuning is correct. If
the centre LED lights at the same
time as one of the others, this means
the tuning is almost correct.

Once a signal is accurately
tuned, the RTTY mode can then be
selected by means of the 'Mode'
switch, the leftmost of the two front
panel buttons. The RTTY shift is
selectable between 170Hz (amateur)
and 42 5Hz (commercial) by means
of the 'Filter' switch, the other push
button.

Decoding of CW signals is done
with an intelligent, speed seeking
algorithm, which means that the
speed adjustment control found on
other decoders is just not necessary.
I found the performance of this
feature to be quite impressive, with
the decoder correctly decoding after
sampling just three or four charac-

I
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ters. A couple of brief tests were
made by sending morse to the unit
where the speed at which individual
letters were sent were varied con-
siderably. The ERA Microreader took
this all in its stride and copied per-
fectly. One oddity I noticed was that
it was able to copy the German
morse character ö but not u or a,
perhaps it would have been better to
put them all in or not at all?

The CW decoder incorporates an
80Hz bandwidth digital filter centred
on 800Hz and I had some initial diffi-
culty in getting this to work in
conjunction with the narrow CW
filter on my TS130, but found after
a short period of experimentation
that the best way to set this up was
to use the wide filter position on the
transceiver and let the digital filter
incorporated in the decoder do the
work. It is a little unclear why this
should happen but I suspect that the
Microreader may 'prefer' a clean,
sharp transition from 'carrier' to 'no
carrier' and the rig's CW filter was
rounding off the transitions a little.

RTTY Operation
RTTY reception is also auto-

matic, requiring simply the selection
of the RTTY mode from the front
panel. The intelligence of the firm-
ware then decides whether to use
45.5 or 50 baud and selects normal
or reversed tones as appropriate. The
shift (170 or 425Hz) is selected
manually on with the 'Filter' switch
on the front panel. I monitored
several broadcast RTTY stations and

found the unit quite easy to operate.
Copy was lost on occasion through
QSB, and though missing some char-
acters, the unit proceeded happily
once a moderately low-level signal
returned. It is worth noting that
some 50% of commercial RTTY is
scrambled; this can be one source of
confusion when tuning RTTY! The
recommended technique for tuning
RTTY signals is to start off in the CW
mode, tune the receiver until the
'Low' LED lights and then go back up
the frequency until it just fails to
flicker. This way one of the RTTY
tones should be centred on the filter
passband and when the unit is
switched into RTTY mode the other
tone will be in the right place. Once
in RTTY mode the two outer (orange)

LEDs are no longer used, instead the
centre red LED and the one below it
will act as mark/space indicators.

Morse Tutor
The Morse Tutor feature is the

bargain of the century for those radio
amateurs and SWLs who wish to im-
prove their own CW skills as well as
use the decoder. At current prices,
the morse tutor option costs only
£10 extra, and is well worth it. The
receive practice has four modes -
you can select letters, numbers,
mixed letters and numbers, and
mixed punctuation and procedure
signals.

Sending may be practiced by
simply attaching a morse key and
your practice morse will be inter-
preted by the CW decoder. This
quickly shows up embarrassing defi-
ciencies in your sending, if you have
any (like I do!). Examples are: gaps
between letters too long, gaps
between words too short, and so on.
The display shows up timing and
spacing errors.

One elegant feature is that the
decoder recognises the HH correc-
tion signal and displays it is a back -
arrow to remind you that the next
letter is a correction whilst pro-
cedure signals are shown as lower-
case letters - 'e' for VA and 'f' for
SK for example.

Conclusions
I thought that there were one or

two ways in which the device could
be improved, but overall I was quite
impressed.
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Fable 1. Morse tutor error reports

Display MeaningTHEQUICK BROWNF 0 X
THEQUICKBR 0- W -N - F -0-X
THE QUICK BROWN FOX
6E QUICK BR N FOX
THEQUICKBROWNFOX
THE -QUICK -BROWN -FOX

gaps between letters too long
better, but still too long
perfect
letter spaces too short
word spaces much too short
word spaces slightly short

The LCD could have been backlit
to enhance readability in low
ambient light conditions and I also
thought that an RS -232 output
would increase the utility of the
device considerably, as many
amateurs might wish to download
off -air copy to computer. As ASCII is
available internally, this should be
fairly straightforward to implement,
and I understand from ERA that this

is under consider6tion for inclusion.
I would have preferred lower-

case letters for normal copy, with
upper-cased, two letter combina-
tions for procedure signals. These
are all fairly minor points though, and
are more a matter of personal
preference. The only real problem
which was noticed was a tendency
to RFI from the microprocessor
when receiving on two metres,

though in mitigation, it must be said
that the antenna was mounted in
close proximity to the decoder. ERA
are aware of the greater RFI to VHF
problem and are actively seeking to
reduce it. No problems at all of this
kind were noticed at HF.

The price of the basic micro-
reader is £120 including VAT, while
the version with the morse tutor
option installed is £130. Compared
with the cost of other CW/RTTY
decoders and that of stand-alone
morse tutors, it becomes quite
apparent that the ERA Microreader
is very good value for money.

The ERA Microreader is available
from:-
Enterprise Radio Applications Ltd.
Unit 26
Clarendon Court
Winwick Quay
Warrington
Cheshire
WA2 8QP
Tel: (0925) 573118

My thanks go to Bill Green of
ERA Ltd for supplying the review
unit.

 ClrfeoisAH
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An SWL friend owns an Eagle RX 80
general coverage valve receiver
which has given a good account of
itself over the years. However, falling
audio output and distortion revealed
that the output valve needed

Whilst browsing through various
adverts I noticed one for Mullard
LP 117 2 audio modules at only £1
each - curiosity got the better of
me, so off went my £1. The module
turned out to be only 2"x1" x11/2 " so

Do you want to get a beloved old receiver going
without spending a fortune? D Taylor, G4EBT, has

a couple of tips.

replacement. 'So what?' you might
say. Horror of horrors, the valve was
a 6AR 5 which now costs a stagger-
ing £25, almost as much as the
receiver is worth. Rather than write
off an otherwise sound receiver, con-
version to a solid state output stage
was considered. With commonly
used output valves such as the
6BW6 now costing over £6 this con-
version would be an economical
alternative for many ailing valve
receivers.

1 Circuit diagram

it could be easily accommodated
beneath the chassis of the RX 80
and virtually any other valve set too.
The 117 2 operates quite satisfac-
torily from an 8V DC supply, which
is easily obtained from the 6.3V AC
heater supply of the receiver. The
power supply components are
mounted on a small printed circuit or
Veroboard.

The modifications will hold good
for most valve receivers, though care
should be taken to either completely

insulate the 117 2 from the receiver
chassis or to earth the 0 volt rail,
since the 1172 and its heatsink are
positive earth and will be 8 volts
above the receiver chassis. These
comments also apply to any metal-
work at the output of the module,
such as the speaker or 'phones
socket. On the RX 80, the phone
socket was earthed so it was
decided to earth the 0 volt rail of the
1172. This is more easily understood
by reference to the circuit diagram
(see Fig. 1). Whilst the circuitry
shown here specifically relates to the
RX80, the AF output stages of most
valve receivers are very similar in
design and you would be most un-
fortunate to come across an 'oddity'.
Do make sure that the particular set
you are working on has a mains iso-
lating transformer fitted - some
early sets used a wire -wound
resistor mains -dropper type of power
supply (similar to older TVs) which
resulted in a permanent live mains
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Fig. 2 Layout of the 1172, actual size.
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connection. It is easy to be lulled into
a false sense of security after using
solid state equipment for a while -
mains voltages are potentially lethal
and should be handled accordingly.

Prior to modification the audio
from the preamp stage, V7 anode of
the RX 80, had been coupled to the
grid of the output valve via a 0.01µF
capacitor, C24. This method of
coupling will invariably apply to other
makes and models of valve receivers
and the coupling capacitor should be
easy to identify from the circuit
diagram.

The 1172 module was mounted
beneath the chassis of the RX 80 on
two 1" plastic pillars so as to insulate
it. C24 was removed from pin 1 of
V8 and connected to the input of the
1172, pin 2.

The 8V DC power supply for the
module was built on a small printed
circuit board, though Veroboard
would do just as well. There is no
need to etch the board as unwanted
areas can be carefully cut with a
small hacksaw or craft knife. Once
built, the board was mounted on two
small brackets on the rear apron of
the chassis. A twisted pair of wires
from pins 3 and 4 and the 6.3V AC
heater supply of V8, provided the
power to the PCB and 8V DC was
then taken from the board to pin 6
of the 1172. Pins 7 and 8 of the 1172
were connected to the headphone
socket of the RX 80, one side of
which was already earthed.

V8 was removed, though all of
the components associated with it
were left in place. When carrying out
modifications to valve receivers you
should note that it was common
practice for makers to use any spare
pins on valve holders to anchor com-
ponents which have nothing to do
with that particular valve. To the
uninitiated this can be quite puzzling.
Caution should always, therefore, be

V7 '512A7-7 V8 6AR5

Fig. 3 RX80 output stage before modification, showing
the coupling capacitor, C24. Other valve audio output
stages are likely to be very similar indeed.

V7 1

2/

Fig. 4 After modification, C24 is coupled to the audio module input.

Fig. 5 Circuit of 8V power supply.

exercised with the wire snips when
considering removing 'surplus' com-
ponents. They my not be so surplus
after all! The golden rule is to ensure
that you have identified the com-
ponent on the circuit diagram as
being no longer required. If its doing
no harm, why not leave it in peace?.

The 1172 1 speaker/phones
impedance must be in the range
8/15 ohms, ideally 10 ohms. The
output is of good quality and more
than adequate for both speaker and
phones. (No output transformer is
required so the otiginal one was con-
signed to the spares box).

Valve Rectifier Replacement
The next most likely valve to

need replacement is the rectifier,
which in the case of RX 80 had
already been modified to silicon
rectifiers by a former owner. Details
are given here for the benefit of
readers who may wish to carry out
similar modifications.

The rectifier valve is first re-
moved, then silicon diodes mounted
across the appropriate pins of the
valve holder, the right way round, of
course! In the case of the RX 80 the
diodes and capacitors were mounted
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Fig. 6 Layout and foil pattern of 8V power supply.

across. pins 6 and 4 to pin 8. The 5V
heater supply from the mains trans-
former to pins 2 and 8 was then
disconnected, making sure that the
HT line from pin 8 was left un-
disturbed. Though other receivers
will use different rectifier valves, the
principle is the same and should be
clear from the circuit diagrams.

No originality is claimed for
these modifications, though it is
hoped that this article will encourage
readers to give a new lease of life to
receivers which may have been pre -

COMPONENTS
Output Stage Rectifier Mod
R1
C1,2
D1

4R7 1/2 watt
1000µF 16V axial electrolytic
1N4001

C3,4 lOnF 500V disc
ceramic

AF Module Mullard LP1172 AF amplifier D2,3 1N4007

maturely retired. Those of us who
take the enjoyment of our hobby for
granted should not forget that there
are many SWLs with shallow
pockets who cannot afford to buy a
modern solid state receiver. Blow the

TO VALVE
HEATERS

Fig. 7 Unmodified valve HT
power supplies may be like
with its cathode and heater

HT*

power supply. Other valve
this, or they may use a valve
separated.

dust off that old receiver lurking in
the corner and get cracking!

The AF amplifier module is available
from: J & N Bull, 128 Portland Road,
Hove, Brighton, Sussex BN3 5QL.

Fig. 8 HT supply modified to silicon rectifiers.
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REVIEW:
1

Want to try the 'next band up' from
70cm? Fancy joining the elite ex-
perimenters up 1296MHz? Are you
fed up with the never ending
humdrum on 2m? Up to a few years
ago, 1296MHz was for the experi-
menters, activity was mainly limited
to contests and scheduled contacts.

band with a modest aerial system
coupled to a 10W set. The accom-
panying map shows the present
23cm repeater network in the UK,
which is of course expanding all the
time. Repeaters here act as beacons
as well, meaning they radiate a

carrier at all times. They are also

The choice of rig for 1296MHz is ever increasing -
and improving, as Chris Lorek, G4HCL, found

when he tried Icom's latest mobile.

Now there are black box mobiles,
portables, and base stations on the
UK market, as well as a dozen FM
repeaters on the air! (rather like 2m
was around 12 years ago). If this is
a natural trend, maybe we ought to
have a look at Icom's latest offering
for the 'way ahead'

23cm Offerings
Propagation at 23cm tends to be

line of sight most of the time,
however directional beam aerials at
this frequency are very small in
physical size for a given gain, and it
is very easy to get 1kW ERP on the

horizontally polarized to enable the
use of a single beam at one's home
QTH to suffice for both SSB/CW and
FM operation.

present a bit of a
problem for mobile aerials with high
gain, however even theseare avail-
able in forms such as Alford Slots.
The author has the MRZ aerial fitted
to a gutter mount on his car; other
types of mounting, such as mag-
mounts, are of course available. Yes,
despite rumours to the contrary,
there is life to be found on 23cm FM
mobile!

For home use, a very incons-

Channel Input Output CalIsign/Location

RMO 1291.000 1297.000 GB3AA Avon
GB3BH Bushey Heath, Herts.
GB3MC Winter Hill, Lancs.
GB3NO Norwich, Norfolk.

RM2 1291.050 1297.050 GB3FM Farnham, Surrey.

RM3 1291.075 1297.075 GB3CP Crawley, West Sussex.
GB3PS Barkway, Herts.
GB3SE Stoke On Trent, Staffs.

RM6 1291.150 1297.150 GB3BW Bedford.
GB3MM Wolverhampton, W. Mids.

RM9 1291.225 1297.225 GB3RU Nr. Reading, Berkshire.
GB3WX Brighton, East Sussex.

RM15 1291.375 1297.375 GB3LN Enfield, North London.

Table 1: Current UK 23cm repeaters (see accompanying map)

picuous aerial, such as the modified
TV aerial featured in HRT Nov 86,
pointed at your local 'box' will
provide good performance, there is
certainly no 'black magic' associated
with these frequencies. Alterna-
tively, commercial aerials such as the
JVL loop quad (see the photos of the
Jaybeam dual-bauder, reviewed else-
where in this issue - the JVL is at
the top!) are very popular and offer
good performance across the TV
frequencies as well (yes, there are
several TV repeaters also on 23cm).

The repeaters naturally tend to
act as a focus for activity, and often
it is the presence or absence of one
that decides on whether or not there
is activity in one's area or not. If a
group have gone to the trouble and
expense to put one up, you can
generally be assured there will be
someone to talk to on it!

Icom have recently been the
leaders in commercially available
equipment for the band, offering the
IC12E FM portable, the IC120 FM
mobile, and the IC1271 multimode
base station for the band. Their
latest set, just arrived in the country
at the time of writing, is the
IC -1200E FM mobile, which we here
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at HRT have been fortunate enough
to be the first UK magazine to test.
I have taken the opportunity also to
give readers an idea of my experi-
ences on 23cm when using the rig,
as this will be an unknown band to
many, rather than just relating how
yet another black box performs!

IC1200 vs IC120
From listening around, the corn

IC120 can be seen to be the most
popular commercial 23cm FM rig
currently in use by UK amateurs, it
is in fact the set I personally own and
use. The IC1200 is smaller, offers
higher power, better receive perfor-
mance, more memories, and is even
cheaper! Looks like they're onto a
winner. Let's see what it offers . . . .

Operation over 1240-1300MHz
is possible in user selected 12.5kHz
or 25kHz steps, frequency shift is
possible in these increments by use
of the tuning knob or up/down
buttons fitted to the supplied fist
mic. A 1750Hz toneburst generator
is also built into the microphone, this
is enabled by a push-button on the
rear of its case.

1MHz up/down steps are
selected by a front panel mounted
switch. Any repeater shift may be
programmed in 100kHz steps, and
21 memories are available to store
simplex or repeater frequencies. As
well as these, a pre-programmed
'call' frequency may be selected by
a single button push.

Dual -function rotary controls are
fitted for volume and squelch, these
respectively act as on/off power and
as a repeater input check facilty by
pressing the knob towards the set.
The transmitter power may be
switched to either 10W or 1W, a dual
colour LED giving transmit and

receive signal indications.
Scanning of the memory chan

nels is possible, as is a scan of the
entire frequency coverage range of
the set. This is initiated by keeping
the up or down button pressed for
around a second, the scan halting on
finding a busy signal, and recom-
mencing after 15 seconds. If the
squelch drops before this time, the
scan pauses for 3 seconds before
continuing.

An optional sub audible tone unit
is available, this was not tested but
may be of use in the UK as some
23cm repeaters radiate a 100Hz sub -

audible tone when in talkthrough
mode. As previously stated the re-
peaters radiate a carrier at all times
which may be annoying to listen to
if you're receiving a weak signal, or
wish to silence the very rapid mobile
flutter experienced on these freq-
uencies in the absence of activity. As
an alternative, if 23cm starts getting
too congested for you, an optional
AQS (amateur quinmatic system)
digital selective calling module may
be fitted, offering selective calling of
similarly equipped stations together
with a callsign and message store

facility!
AFC (automatic frequency con-

trol) is available to compensate for
off -channel received signals, and this
is enabled by pushing the main
tuning knob. An LCD gives an indic-
ation of the operation frequency,
missing out the initial '12', together
with memory channel number, re-
peater offset if selected, sub -audible
tone unit enabled, low power mode,
and call channel if selected. The
display is back -lit for nightime use,
with auto -dimming (the brightness
varies according to the ambient
light). Three LEDs below the LCD act
as a centre tuning indication, and a
further LED shows if AFC has been
selected.

Around the back of the set is an
N -type aerial socket on a flying lead,
together with leads for mic and DC
power. A 3.5mm jack socket is fitted
to enable use of an external speaker.

The set measures 140mm (W) x
40mm (H) x 210mm (D), and weighs
1.5kg. As standard, it comes
supplied with a fist mic, mic hanger,
mobile mounting bracket and fixing
hardware, DC lead with two spare
fuses, extension speaker plug, and a
well -written instruction manual
giving full circuit diagrams and
internal component layout views of
the set.

In Use
After programming the memory

channels, and resetting the pro-
grammed repeater shift of 33MHz to
the UK 6MHz, the set was coupled
up to my aerial system and tuned to
our local repeater, GB3PS. My
normal 23cm aerial, four cut -down
TV aerials to the HRT design for wide
bandwidth (previously a 23e1e
Tonna) was temporarily replaced by
the G3JVL 28ele wide band loop

The author's car with the MRZ aerial fitted.
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quad, to test this out also. With my
tower lowered to 4m, the 35 mile
distant repeater came through at S7,
fully quieting, on the IC1200E: very
impressive! Winding the tower up to
12m brought the repeater to full
scale deflection on the S -meter
bargraph. The loop quad is now
permanently installed, the supplier
having received a cheque instead of
his aerial! Putting a call through the
repeater that evening brought two
ragchew QSOs in succession, I

eventually had to go QRT as my
throat was starting to pack up!

The MRZ Alford slot was then
fitted to the gutter of my car, to test
the set mobile. Using this system,
travelling across flat Fenland pro-
vided good coverage, and a trip
around Cambridge city centre in
communication both simplex and via
the repeater showed the set-up to
cope very well. For simplex tests, 2m
talkback was employed using a 25W
mobile set into a dual band whip on
the rear wing, at the other end a mile
or two away, a homebrew double
quad with PCB reflector (UHF Com-
pendium design) was used on 23cm,
and a helical whip on 2m (i.e. aerials
of similar length). It was found using
this arrangement that simplex com-

munication on 23cm outperformed
2m in every case!

It was enlightening to find that
the 15 mile distant repeater was
getting right into the heavily built-up
areas, adjacent to multi-storey car
parks and the like, where communi-
cation into the co -sited 2m repeater
was sometimes difficult. The bright
blue 23cm mobile aerial did however
attract many second glances from
pedestrians!

Audio reports received were
extremely good, something I always
find with Icom mobile gear, and
without even asking my QSO part-
ners often complimented on the
punchiness and general good read-
ability. In communication with a

station known to be several kHz off
frequency, badly distorted receive
audio was of course present, a quick
press of the AFC control instantly
brought this to perfect readability.

I did find, however, that when
using high transmit duty cycles for
half an hour or so, the set's heatsink
became uncomfortably hot, alth-
ough not hot enough to cause a
burn. My car passenger, who was
holding the set, had to put it down
after around twenty minutes use
even though it was in a well venti-

lated position with free air flow. A
similar effect was noted in base
station use. This is not surprising, as
transmitter efficiency normally de-
creases with increase in operation
frequency, and it would therefore be
essential to ensure a clear air
passage around the set when in use.

Internal Electronics
At these frequencies, stripline

techniques coupled with high -Q chip
components are the order of the day,
and are certainly evident in this set.
A diecast chassis provides good
rigidity from microphony, the rear
heatsink is an integral part of this
casting which gives good heat dis-
sipation to the power amplifiers. All
RF circuitry is well screened, but is
accessible for servicing needs.

The accompanying block dia-
gram shows the functional circuit
arrangement. The front end is a
2SK 571 which passes signals to a
pre -fabricated bandpass circuit
constructed on a ceramic substrate
for low loss, the first time I have seen
this in an amateur design, showing
that no expense has been spared! On
transmit, block modules for the
driver, power amp, and low pass filter
are used; here a useful approach has
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been used to ensure repeatability
and good performance without the
usual array of high -Q trimmer
capacitors often found in such
circuitry. Transmit and receive local
oscillator signals are generated by a
VCO running at half carrier
frequency, controlled by a TC9181P
synthesiser under serial control from
the UPD7514 micro.

Laboratory Tests
The laboratory results achieved

show a very good standard of per-
formance bearing in mind the freq-
uency band of operation, the de-
signers are to be commended on
this. The receiver sensitivity was
quite good and hardly varied across
the band; the same was true of the
transmit power which was also
nicely on the generous side of 10W,

possibly this was the reason for the
set getting warm in use! The S -
meter bargraph did give rather a
limited range though, only starting to
indicate on fully quieting signals, this
possibly limiting aerial comparisons
and the like. The frequency accuracy
remained within 1kHz throughout
the transmitter tests showing the set
was adequately stable with normal
temperature variations.

At present in
not of course be
the last dB of

the UK, we would
too worried about
adjacent channel

rejection at 12.5kHz or the ultimate'
in in -band blocking performance, but
you never know how crowded the
band might eventually get!

Conclusions
The set is small, performs

extremely well, and when compared

with, say it's predecessor the IC120,
offers a lot more for your money.
Activity on 23cm FM is increasing all
the time, but is still of a very localised
nature, mainly dependant upon the
presence of an active repeater in the
area to act as a 'focus' for activity.
If you're in one of these areas, or
your local group is building one, then
the IC1200 should certainly get you
in on the activity. Alternatively you
may just want to get away from the
rat -race of other bands to experi-
ment and communicate with a few
selected friends! In any case, 23cm
working certainly offers the chance
to explore new horizons. If I didn't
already have an IC120, this set might
not have gone back to the suppliers!

My thanks go to Icom (UK) Ltd
for the review set, together with
MRZ Communications Ltd and JVL
Electronics for the supply of aerials.

Laboratory Results

Sensitivity: uV pd for 12dB SINAD.

1240MHz
1291MHz
1297MHz

0.280uV pd
0.275uV pd
0.275uV pd

S -Meter Linearity

S1 0.861uV PD - 3.7dB
S3 0.897uV PD - 3.4dB
S5 1.05uV PD - 2.0dB
S7 1.13uV PD -1.3dB
S9 1.32uV PD 0dB ref
S9+ 1.46uB PD +0.9dB
S9+ + 1.54uV PD +1.3dB

Adjacent
Measured
interfering

Channel Selectivity:
as increase in level of
signal, modulated with

400Hz at 30% system deviation,
above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause
6dB degradation of 12dB SINAD on -
channel signal.

+12.5 Khz
-12.5 kHz
+25 kHz
-25kHz

33.5dB
34.0dB
67.0dB
66.5dB

1C1200 Receiver

Image Rejection: Increase in level of
signal at -12 x 136.6MHz) to give
identical 12dB SINAD signals: 62.0dB

Blocking: Increase over 12dB SINAD
level of signal 1MHz away to cause 6dB
degradation in 12d3 SINAD on -channel
signal.

+100kHz
-100kHz
+ 1MHz
- 1MHz

71dB
71dB
82dB
82dB

Intermodulation Rejection: Increase in
level over 12dB SINAD; level of two
interfering signals giving identical 12dB
SINAD on -channel 3rd order inter
modulation product.

25/50kHz spacing
50/100kHz spacing

62.0 dB
62.0 dB

Squelch Sensitivity:

Threshold
Maximum

<0.1uV pd (2dB SINAD)
0.296uV pd (14dB SINAD)

Transmitter

TX Power and Current Consumption

10.8V Supply 13.8V Supply 15.6V Supply

1240MHz 12.9W/4.65A 15.6W/4.75A 15.8W/4.80A

1291MHz 13.9W/4.05A 16.3W/3.60A 16.4W/3.60A

1297MHz 13.6W/4.00A 16.7W/3.65A 16.8W/3.65A

Peak Deviation 5.2 kHz

Frequency Accuracy Within 500Hz at switch -on
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LOWE SHOPS.
In Glasgow,
the shop manager is Sim, GM3SAN,
the address, 4/5 Queen Margaret Road,
off Queen Margaret Drive, Glasgow,
telephone 041-945 2626.

In the North East,
the shop manager is Hank, G3ASM,
the address, 56 North Road, Darlington,
telephone 0325 486121.

In Cambridge,
the shop manager is Tony, G4NBS,
the address is, 162 High Street, Chesterton, Cambridge
telephone 0223 311230.

In Cardiff,
the shop manager is Carl, GWOCAB,
the address, c/o South Wales Carpets, Clifton Street, Cardiff,
telephone 0222 484154.

In London,
the shop manager is Paul, G4PTI
the address, 223/225 Field End Road, Eastcote, Middlesex,
telephone 01-429 3256.

In Bournemouth,
the shop manager is Colin, G3XAS,
the address, 27 Gillam Road, Northbourne, Bournemouth,
telephone 0202 577760.

Lowe Electronic Shops are open from 9.00am to 5.30pm,
Tuesday to Friday and from 9.00am on Saturday. Shop lunch
hours vary and are timed to suit local needs. For exact details
please telephone the shop manager.

( data equipment
CD600 CW, ASCII, TOR, AMTOR decoder, of put for
UHF television, monitor and printer, can also be ised as
morse tutor.

CD600. . .A216.14 inc VAT, carriage £7.00.

CD760. . .A higher specification RTTY, CW, ASCII, TOR and
AMTOR decoder complete with liquid crystal dot matrix
display, variable FITY shift, normal/reverse mode switch,
outputs for TV, monitor and printer and can also be used as
morse tutor.

CD670. . .1.327.77 inc VAT, carriage £7.00.

CD660. . .Similar in specification to the CD670 but without
the built-in dot matrix display.

CD660. . 4,264.97 inc VAT, carriage £7.00.

TELERE AMP
60670

DAIWA
power supply units.
There is more to a bench power supply than a transformer
and rectifier, true to the DAIWA tradition of good
engineering, the PS310M and PS120M regulated supplies
will satisfy professional and amateur users alike.

Each unit is well constructed, conservatively rated, and cool
running. Accurate metering of voltage and current is
provided, with electronic fold back limiting giving fast, safe
protection to both power supply and equipment.

Output voltage is smoothly variable over a sensible range,
and is stable to 1 [ and ripple voltage is less than 1 mV, both
quoted at full rated output. Output connection is by heavy
duty front panel terminals.

PS12031 3-15 volts, 12 amps max, 10 amps
continuous £79.59 inc vat carriage £7.00.

PS3I0M 3-15 volts, 30 amps max, 22 amps
continuous 8198.95 inc vat carriage 567.00.

HOKUSHIN
aerials.
BASE STATION AERIALS

HSVICS...80 to 10 metres vertical, includes radialsg218.00 inc
vat, carriage £7.00
HPSR...Radial kit for use with HF5 when mounted on clininey or
gable end £54.81 inc vat, carriage £7.00
OPITS...Two metre base station colinear, 6.5 dB gain, 3.1 metres
high £54.92
Inc vat, carriage £7.00.
GPVSS...as above but 3 section colinear, 7.8 dB gain, 4.45 metres
high £51.97
inc vat, carriage £7.00.
GPP7..Beventy centimetre triple 5/8 base station colinear, 8.8 dB
gain 1:45.59 Inc vat, carriage £7.00.
GPV7$O...Dual band (144/430 MHz) base station aerial. £45.88
inc vat, carriage £7.00.
MOBILE AERIALS
211...Two metres 5/8 whip, 3.4 dB gain, foldover base £14.55 inc
vat, carriage £2.00.
SNE...Two metres 7/8 whip, 4.5 dB gain, foldover base.S24.23 inc
vat, carriage £2.00.
OSCAR430...Seventy centimetre triple 5/8 whip, 8.3 dB
gain £27.72 inc vat,
carriage £2.00.
OSCAR780...flual band (144/430 MHz) whip . . £24.59 Inc vat,
carriage 1200.
H8770...144/430 MHz diplexer for use with OSCAR720 . £18.02
Inc vat, carriage £1.50.
088...Gutter mount (requires R.04M cable assembly) . £8.28 inc
vat, carr'age £1.25.
REASE...Cable assembly for GSS base, complete with 50239 and
PL259 plug £6.26 inc vat, carriage £1.00.
123...Car wing mount with S0239 top and bottomS.5.73 trio vat,
carriage £1.00.
HATILB...Car boot mount including cable and P1259 £15.42 inc
vat, carriage £1.50.
MASOOS...High quality mag mount with cable and strong
protective cover to prevent paintwork damage inc vat,
carriage 1200.

Laval ELECTRONICS LTD. EZ11 visA P
ALAMO

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995. Send £1 for complete mail order catalogue.
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The TRIO T88308P HIP transceiver is similar to the TS8308 in that it
also uses a pair of 8148B valves in its PA stage. The transceiver has
been designed for the amateur who has no need for the additional
facilities that are part of the TS8308 but who still requires a high level
of performance from his equipment.

The TRIO T88308P covers the amateur bands from 180 through to
10 metres. Modes of operation are USB, LSB and CW.

Operating from 240 volts AC the transceiver has its own internal
power supply.
IF shift is built into the T8830P to allow the IF passband
to be moved around the received signal and away from
interfering signals and sideband splatter. Even greater
selectivity is achieved when an optional YK88SN (1.8kHz),
Y1(88C, (500 Hz) or YK88CN (270 Hz) filter is installed.
A tuneable notch filter is built into the audio circuit of the
TS530SP.

the KENWOOD TS530SP HF transceiver,
a sensible rig.

The speech processor in the TS530SP combines an audio
compression amplifier with a change of ALC time constant for extra
audio punch and increased average SSB output

To cope with pulse type noise ( such as ignition), the transceiver has
a noise blanker.

Both RIT and ZIT ( receiver as well as transmitter incremental
tuning) are included to aid operating, XIT being a distinct advantage
when calling a station that 113 listening "off frequency".

T815308P HF transceiver 6927.81 inc vat, carriage 57.00.
 -

Send only Li to cover postage and packing and we will send you, by return, a FREE
copy of the new full colour KENWOOD catalogue which lists the features and speci-
fication of every model and accessory currently available. We will also include,
FREE OF CHAf.OE, a copy of our general catalogue which, along with items to
enhance your operating contains much usefUl information. Finally, we will add the
latest edition of our price list.

the TS711E and TS811E
PERFECT BASE STATIONS!

The KENWOOD T871111 two metre base station is perfection
epitomised; receiver sensitivity and the ability to reject unwanted
adjacent signals is outstanding. For the serious operator. any other
transceiver is unacceptable.

Similar in specification and appearance to the TS711E but
operating on seventy centimetres is the KENWOOD TS811E. When
used along side the TS711E. the TS811E completes the ideal
equipment line-up and provides the best possible access to the
satellites for the VHF/UHF enthusiast.

The TS711E (T8811E) covers the two metre (seventy centimetre)
band from 144 to 146 MHz (430 to 440 MHz). Operating modes are
USB. LSB, CW and FM. When switched to the "auto" position the
transceiver correctly selects mode according to frequency. a great
advantage for the blind operator. Simple up/down frequency shift is
provided on the front panels and also on the microphones.

Power output on all modes is 25 watts. For QRP operation the output
can be reduced using a front panel control.

The T8711E (TS811E) has IF shift, an essential feature when the
band is crowded during a contest. To help work DX, speech processing
is also available

The transceiver has two separate UFO's and forty memory
channels. Each memory stores frequency, operating mode, whether
simplex or repeater shift and if the 1750 Hz tone burst is on or off The
VFO can be either free running as for SSB or CW operation or
electrically switched to a "click" stop for FM where it changes
frequency in 12.5 or 5 kHz steps. Frequencies stored in memory can
be readily transferred to either VFO A or B. Depending on how VFO
was set when the information was put into memory ie. click stop or
free running WO the rig is set the same when memory information 113
transfered It is therefore possible to have SSB frequencies
transferred with a free running VFO and FM channels with click stop.
A great aid to operating The second VFO can also be quickly put on the
same frequency as the one currently being used, ideal when checking
the position of a strong adjacent signal whilst remaining on your
operating frequency.

Frequency scan on VFO can either be between or outside user set
limits. On memory the transceiver can either scan the entire memory
ponten. or be instructed to look at those frequencies of a particular

'mode. The TS711E (TS811E) has a timed hold on an occupied channel.

Both priority channel and immediate recall of your local net
frequency are possible with the TS711E (TS811E).

For those with failing sight or a blind operator the TS711E
(TS811E) is a dream come true; not only Is the operating mode
identified by the appropriate CW letter sent in tone ( F for FM. U for
USB etc.) but when fitted with the VSI optional board, a digitally
encoded girl's voice will announce both frequency and, where
applicable, whether the rig is switched to repeater shift.

DCS (digital code squelch) is also fitted to the TS711E (TS811E).

T871173 £940.00 inc VAT Carriage 57.00
T8811E £1094.00 inv VAT Carriage 57.00
VBI £32.82 inc VAT Carriage 5.7.00

LO ns ELECTRONICS LTD. rni= 11=1

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995. Send for complete mail order catalogue.
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The Forgotten Band
Six metres is the current talking
point with its far reaching possibili-
ties and it is certainly easy to get
going on the band with the abund-
ance of commercial equipment
available. Many amateurs, especially
class Bs, are keen to get going on the
'new' frequencies, but quickly
stumble against the cost of getting
set up again on another band at a
later date.

simply due to the vast majority of ex-

commercial equipment available
being AM, so don't turn your nose up
at in the rally stall. You might find
you'll pay three times the price for an
FM set and then find you'll have no-
one to talk to! My advice would be
to ask any active 4m operators
what's used in youl- area if you're not
sure, as there are pockets' of both
AM and FM usage, the explosion is

A beginners band or a low cost chat channel?
Either way Chris Lorek, G4HCL, shows us how to

have fun on Four.

Many amateurs would like a low
cost set, portable, mobile or fixed, to
use on a local 4m natter channel. In
my area many of us have been doing
this for some time using surplus two-
way radio gear on 70.260MHz, the
national mobile and calling frequency
and an ordinary car radio aerial will
often resonate perfectly as a mobile
quarter wave on 4m. A tiny single -

channel Pye Reporter, which is
smaller than many current 2m rigs,
offers a welcome alternative to 2m
on car journeys and with sets avail-
able from 50p-£45, with no modifi-
cation whatsoever required (apart
from re-crystalling and tuning), is it
any wonder that surplus dealers are
doing a roaring trade!

In this article, I aim to show what
to look out for to set yourself up on
4m, giving simple retuning instruc-
tions for popular equipment. It is
clearly not possible to provide full
circuit diagrams and fault-finding
information as well as detailing every
type of equipment found, but I hope
it will feed a currently needed infor-
mation gap.

AM vs FM
The majority of voice activity on

4m using carrier modes lie. not SSB)
is currently AM and not FM. This is

just beginning to start and will
inevitably be led by what is abund-
antly available in your area on the
surplus market.

Table 1 shows the current 4m
bandplan and as you can see
70.260MHz is a good frequency to

get crystalled on using either AM or
FM, with 70.450MHz a possibility
for FM users with 70.425MHz and
70.475MHz as simplex working
channels. Crystals for the more
popuar frequencies such as 70.26
are normally available ex -stock from
suppliers such as Quartslab. If a

12.5kHz channel plan is eventually
adopted, as common sense sug-
gests, then one's crystals should
easily pull to 70.2625MHz.

The first step of acquiring a set
is to know what you're looking for.
The majority of sets on the surplus
market have been of Pye Telecom
manufacture, and the magic letters
to look for on the serial number plate
are 'E' or 'EO' in the equipment code
space. This means it has been manu-
factured to operate in any segment
of 68-88MHz, which of course
covers 4m quite nicely. Some sets,
notably portables, have sub -divided
ranges of El (68-79MHz) and E2
(77-88MHz), so obviously avoid any-
thing marked 'E2'!

UK 4M BANDPLAN

70.000

70.75

70.150

70.260

70.400

70.500

BEACONS

CW

SSB/CW

ALL MODES

FM SIMPLEX

70.260 National mobile and calling

70.300 Raynet calling

70.350
Raynet use

70.400

70.450 FM calling

Table 1 Recommended band plan for the 4m band
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The Pye Europa FM tranceiver

Westminsters and Reporters
Westminsters are currently the

most commonly available and have
proved themselves to be both popu-
lar and reliable. These come in AM
and FM versions, remote and dash
mount, with 'W15* * *' marked on
the serial plate. Following the W15
comes either 'AM' or 'FM', followed
by 'D' or 'B' for Dash or Boot mount
versions respectively. A variant to
this is the W30AMB, a high -power
boot mount, identified by a long case
(similar to the W15U UHF set) but
with small ventilation slots at the
rear. This is also suitable for use on

Reporters (MF6AM) are now
also coming onto the market -
these are small low cost sets either
single or six channel, dash mounted
AM units which are reliable and pack
a good performance for their size,
the photograph shows a surplus
model with a built-in speaker micro-
phone.

Europas, Bantams
and Pocketphone
Europas in both low (MF5FM)

and high (MF25FM) power versions
are available, operating purely on FM.
These are reasonably compact dash
mount sets with a black padded
front panel housing a built in speaker.
Easy to tune, these are becoming in-
creasingly popular. For those of us
who get around on our feet a lot, a
portable set may be very useful. The
old Bantams are rapidly being taken
over by the Pocketphone 70 range
on the amateur market; 4m is
covered by the PF2FMH hand-held
and PF2FMB bodyworn FM sets, and
higher power version, the PF3FMH/B
is also found. A rare beast you may
happen across is the PF2AMB AM
bodyworn set.

Occasionally seen is the MF5AM
Motafone, this is a compact AM set

but not featured here due to its
relative scarcity in working
condition. Also found is the more
modern Olympic range, in AM and
FM variants. These are normally
higher priced and tend to be far more
fiddly to tune up and keep working
reliably, hence these are not featured
either. However, do remember that
the surplus 'EO' band A200 linear
amplifier will also perform well at 4m
(on both AM and FM) and this was
featured in the September 86 issue
of Ham Radio Today.

lator may be used. Dial up a fre-
quency separated by the scanner's
first IF (for instance if this is

10.7MHz then try dialling up
80.960MHz) and hold it near the set
receiving 70.260MHz.

On transmit, some form of RF
power indication must be used, such
as a wavemeter (which we all have
to comply with our licence con-
ditions - don't we!) or any form of
diode detector coupled to your multi -
meter. Don't leave a transmitter
running too long in an unaligned
state, drawing a high current but not
producing full power and make sure
you use non-metallic tools on the
fine ferrite cores and capacitors. Take
a look at the shape of the slots in
these and file a knitting needle or
even a matchstick down to suit.
Don't be tempted to use a jeweller's
screwdriver, apart from altering the
resonance you'll most likely irre-
coverably damage the adjusters. I

still get letters and phone calls from
people who should know better,
asking me where they can get new
coils after they've damaged theirs.

Pye Westminsters are available in either AM or AM form

Tuning Up
Those familiar with aligning their

own surplus gear will already have
their own ideas on suitable methods,
however, for the uninitiated one cer-
tainly doesn't need a shack full of
expensive test gear such as signal
generators or frequency counters to
get going, though of course they do
help. What is important is common
sense. For a weak signal source on
receive, those not endowed with a
signal generator can enlist the help
of fellow amateurs in radiating a test
signal, or may use a harmonic of an
HF rig, eg. the 7th harmonic of a
10MHz transmitter. If you have a
scanner receiver, then its local oscil-

The Westminster Range
For details on the FM range of

equipment and their tuning details,
may I refer readers to the March
1986 edition of HRT where full
details are given (article reprints are
available from HRT). For the more
commonly available AM sets, read
on.

The W15AM is the most popular,
this gives around 8W output and
there have recently also been a large
number of W30AMB sets released
onto the market. These are almost
identical but with the addition of a
quick heat QQZ0640 single valve
amplifier in the PA - these sets
make an excellent starter, but the
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Fig.1 Connections for the Westminster remote socket (viewed from wiring side

snag is that they are remote mounts
and often come without the control
box and lead! This is because it is

easy to simply remove the set itself,
but quite a different matter to lift up
carpets etc. to remove the control
box and lead so this is often left in
the car with maybe each cable end
hacksawed off!

For those unable to find a

suitable box and lead, Fig. 1 shows
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Fig.2 Westminster control box wiring

the set multiway plug connections,
with Fig. 2 indicating the required
control box wiring. As you can see,
a simple rewiring job is all that's
needed and the required controls
may in fact be fitted to the set itself.
If making up your own remote lead,
use screened double wire to the
volume control, with connection 'Z'
as the screen and thick core wire to
the speaker connections to avoid
audio loss. Figs. 3 and 4 show the
mic and power connection wiring
details, these items also tend to get
lost before reaching the surplus
market!

Alignment
First, plug in the appropriate

HC 6u crystals, the frequencies
required being given by:

Rx xtal freq = Rx freq - 10.7MHz
2

Tx xtal freq = Tx freq
2

Connect your set up to DC
power and switch on. Connect some
form of RF power detection in the
aerial line and the negative lead of
your multimeter to the negative volt-
age supply, not the set chassis, as
this isn't negative. Set your multi -
meter to the 2.5V DC scale and
connect the positive test lead to TP1
on the Rx Mult board, referring to
Figs. 5 and 6. With a suitable non-
metallic trimming tool tune L1 for
maximum reading, then L3 for mini-
mum. Transfer the positive test lead
to TP2 and tune L4, then L3, then L1
all for maximum.

Disconnect the meter positive
lead, set the meter to a sensitive
current range such as 50uA and con-
nect the positive lead to TP3 on the
455kHz IF board. While receiving
your off -air signal. tune T2, L3, T1,
L2 and Ll on the Rx front end for
best signal, indicated by maximum
meter reading, whilst keeping this
below 30uA by reducing the level of
signal received accordingly. Retune
as required for the absolute best
sensitivity, checking and adjusting as
required the appropriate crystal trim-
mer to ensure co -channel reception.
The coils on the 10.7MHz and
455kHz IF boards should not need
retuning, so leave well alone.

If you have a W30AM, then prior
to keying the transmitter, set the
'Tune/Tx' switch to 'Tune, this avoids
over -dissipation in the valve amplifier
on tune-up. Set your multimeter
again to the 2.5V DC range, connect

Top view of an AM Westminster

the positive test lead to TP2 on the
Tx driver board. Keeping the mic
keyed, or the Tx button pressed on
the front of a remote mount set, tune
L1 and L2 for maximum reading.
Transfer the positive test lead to TP3,
and tune L3 and L4 again for maxi-
mum, repeating as required for
absolute maximum. The following
now applies to the W15AM -
W30AM owners skip to the next
paragraph.

W15AM Tx Alignment
Connect your multimeter lead to

TP1 on the PA board, and tune L5 on
the driver board and C2 on the PA for
maximum. Transfer to TP2, tuning
C7 and C10 on the PA board for
maximum reading, then transfer to
TP3 and tune C15 and C17 again for
maximum. By now, you should start
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1= MICROPHONE LIVE
2 = MICROPHONE SCREEN
3= PTT COMMON
4 = EARPHONE AUDIO
5 = PTT MAKE

VIEW FROM WIRING
SIDE OF PLUG
(NOTE. NON-STANDARD
NUMBERING)

Fig.3 Mic connections for the
Westminster, Europa and Reporter

to see a bit of RF power indicated so
tune C23 and C24 for maximum.
Then go back and retune C2, C7,
C10, C15, C17, C23 and C24 in that
order for absolute maximum, then
check the crystal trimmer for accur-
ate frequency netting.

W30AM Tx Alignment
For W30AM users, the tune-up

is a little more tricky, but you will get
around 30W output for your trouble.
Switch to the 2.5V DC range on your
multimeter and referring to Fig. 7
connect the positive test lead to TP1
on the Tx PA board. Tune Cl and C2
for maximum, then transfer to TP2
and tune C6 and C7 - also for maxi-
mum. Now disconnect your multi -
meter leads, set to the 2 50uA range
and connect the positive lead to
chassis and the negative lead to TP3
on the valve PA unit. Tune C11 and
then C13 (both on the Tx PA board)
for maximum reading, repeating as
required to gain the absolute maxi-
mum. Now disconnect your multi -
meter leads, switch to the 50uA
range and connect the positive lead
to TP1 and the negative lead to TP2
- both on the valve PA unit. Initially
set the vanes of C17 fully apart
(minimum capacity) and tune C16
for minimum deflection on the meter.
By now your RF power meter should
be indicating nicely, so tune C17 for
maximum indicated power.

In the higher power PF3FMH/B,
J and K (which are low pass filter
stages) are not fitted so don't worry
if you find nothing to tune! Expect

VIEW FROM WIRING SIDE OF PLUG
I.e. FRONT OF SET CONNECTIONS

Fig.4 Westminster & Europa power
plug details

around 1.8W output for the PF 2 and
around 2.5W output for the PF 3
model. If you need to reset the trans-
mitter deviation, this is performed by
changing the value of a small resis-
tor on Board 2 of the transmitter
modulator, as shown in Fig. 10, in-
creasing its value reduces the peak
deviation. Access to this board
entails melting the solder on the
screening cover and temporarily
bending this back with a pair of
pliers.

Now it is safe to switch the
'Tx/Tune' switch back to Tx, so do

power. Finally, check your crystal
trimmer for co -channel accuracy and
that's it - you're finished.

The transmit modulation level on
both versions is set by RV1 on the Tx
AF board, this should already be set
at around the appropriate level but
may be adjusted either way as
required from off -reports, being care-
ful to ensure over -modulation
doesn't occur.

MF6AM Reporter
This set is becoming very popu-
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Fig.5 W15AM Westminster - bottom view

this and you'll find your RF power in-
creases nicely. Replace the set's
bottom cover and readjust C16
slightly as required to give a mini-
mum reading on your multimeter
(this should be around 12-20uA)
then retune C17 for maximum RF
power. If you're a perfectionist, you
might like to repeat the Tx alignment
procedure again to make sure you're
getting the last ounce of RF out, also
you'll find that varying the position-
ing of L8 to L7 on the PA, coupled
with realignment of C17, will give
varying maximum output, but be
careful not to go above 30W output
or you'll run out of modulation

lar now on the secondhand market
due to its small size and high per-
formance and is in fact the type I use
myself on 70.26. Expect around 7W
output on 4m, with good receive
sensitivity limited mainly by external
noise. The single channel version is
most commonly found, but there is
a plug-in crystal oscillator board
which extends this to six channels
where required. Some versions are
found with external mic and speaker
connectors, some with a wired -in
speaker mic. If you don't obtain a
mic, the required connections are as
shown in Fig. 3. You may find, apart
from the normal red and black power
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leads, a pair of white leads
emanating from the rear of the set.
These are shorted internally on
switch -on and can be used to control
external options - I use them to
control the automatic car radio aerial
which I use for 4m.

Reporter Alignment
The crystals used are HC25u,

with frequencies given by the
formula:

Rx xtal = Rx freq + 10.7MHz
2

Tx xtal = Tx freq
2

Referring to Fig. 8, plug your
crystals into the appropriate sockets

The small (and popular) AM Reporter

and connect DC power and aerial
coax connections. With your multi -
meter set to the 2.5V DC range,
connect the negative lead to the set
chassis and the positive lead to TP1
(a small gold plated vertical pin).
Tune L12, L13 and L14 in that order
for maximum reading, readjusting as
required for absolute maximum. Now
transfer the multimeter positive lead
to TP3 and while receiving an off -air
signal adjust the adjacent crystal
trimmer first for best reception and
then tune Ll, L2, L3, L4 and L6 in
that order for maximum, keeping the
level of signal down to achieve
around 0.5V at TP3. Finally retune
these again for absolute maximum
on a weak signal to ensure the best
sensitivity. You should not need to

readjust any of the IF coils as these
will already be correctly aligned in a
working set. However you may find
it useful to slightly readjust RV1 (the
IF gain setting potentiometer) to suit
your operating needs. Note this will
also shift the position of the squelch
opening point; with no aerial connec-
ted all you will hear on no -signal is
a very slight 'thump' from the
speaker at maximum volume when
this occurs, so be warned!

If you do find that you have no
receive audio and a 15 -way D -type
socket is fitted to the rear panel of
the set, check that pins 8 and 7 are
linked on this, alternatively that pins
8 and 12 are linked on the vertical pin
array at the rear of the set main
board which connects to this socket.
These connections are used for ex-
ternal selective calling options and
the receive audio path is broken by

Inside view of the Reporter

these pins. You may have bought the
surplus radio without the accom-
panying tone unit.

Now onto the transmitter. Con-
nect your multimeter positive lead to
TP2, and keeping the PTT keyed
tune L17 for maximum, then L18 for
minimum reading. Now use a diode
probe if you have one connected to
TP4 and tune L20 and C76 for maxi-
mum, alternatively tune both these
until you start to see a trace of RF
power from the aerial connection.
Now tune C82 with C85, and C89
with C92, in pairs for maximum RF
power output. Retune from L20 on-
wards as required for absolute maxi-
mum, checking the crystal trimmer
for correct frequency netting.

The transmit modulation should
be reasonably set already, however
should you find the need to adjust
these RV4 sets the peak modulation,
and RV3 sets the modulation gain.

The FM Europa
The VHF set is identified by
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MF5FM or MF25FM on its rear serial
number plate, having 9W or 25W
output powers respectively, together
with 'EO' signifying 4m suitability.
They come in 3 or 6 channel ver-
sions, the 3 channel version uses
HC6u crystals while the 6 channel
version uses the smaller HC 2 5u
crystals. It is possible to remove the
HC6u sockets and fit ones for the
HC 2 5u crystals if required but not
vice versa, so watch out when order-
ing crystals. Often the sets come
without mic or power leads, Figs. 3
and 4 show the required connec-
tions. An internal speaker is used and

, a socket for an external speaker is
fitted to the rear. Beware of shorting
these speaker connections together
or connecting any to chassis, as you
will easily destroy the hard -to -obtain
audio IC used in the set. This is the
most common cause of failure to my
knowledge in the sets, so beware
when purchasing.

A plug-in tone option facility is
fitted to the left of the set, normally
a blank panel is fitted but if a gaping
hole is in its place then don't worry,
a simple receiver audio link is all
that's required to restore normal
operation. The channel spacing is
identified by 'V' or 'S' marked after
the equipment code on the serial
number plate, 'V' signifying 2 5kHz
and 'S' for 12.5kHz. You may find

distortion evident with 12.5kHz sets
on receive when listening to 5kHz
deviated signals from other stations,
but due to the lack of available FM
bandwidth it would seem to make
sense that 12.5kHz spacing with
2.5kHz deviation be adopted by
amateurs from the outset to utilise
the 4m FM section to its fullest
extent.

Alignment
Remove the top lid, undo the

three screws at the rear of the upper
PCB and hinge the board up, making
sure it doesn't short along the front
of the set.

The crystal frequencies required
are given by:

Rx xtal = Rx freq - 10.7MHz
8

Tx xtal = Tx frN
16

Plug in your crytals, switch on
and select the appropriate channel.

Open the receiver squelch by adjust-
ing RV1, checking you are getting
audio from the speaker. If not, check
that Pins 8 and 12 are linked on the
facility socket on the Tx board (pin
1 is at the left looking from the front
of the set), either by a PCB link on
a blanking board or by a wire link at
the rear of the socket. If a tone
option board is fitted, I would recom-
mend removing it and fitting the
appropriate link in its place. If the
large circular audio IC is getting hot
with still no audio, even into an ex-
ternal 8 ohm speaker, suspect the IC.

Referring to Fig. 8, connect the
negative lead of your multimeter to
the set's chassis, set the range to
10V DC and connect the positive
lead to TP7. Tune L10 for a 'dip' in
reading, ie. a minimum, then transfer
to TP8 and tune L11 and then L10 for
maximum, then L12 for minimum.
Transfer to TP10, and tune L13 and
then L12 for maximum, then L16 for
minimum. Now connect to TP6 and
tune L17 and then L16 for maximum.
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That's the multiplier stages tuned,
now on to the front end.

With a slot filed out of any suit-
able metallic or strong non-metallic
tool, tune Cl, C2, C4 and C5 on the
metal front end section for best
quieting from an off -air signal, reduc-
ing the level as required and make
sure the appropriate crystal trimmer
has been adjusted first for best (least
distorted) reception. Readjust the
front end again as required to get the
absolute best sensitivity. Don't be
tempted to try and 'lock' the front
end metal adjusters with any locking
compound, you'll instantly detune
the front end and then find you can't
adjust it any more. I speak from bitter
experience! Finally readjust the
squelch as required to open up on
weak signals, or you may if you wish
bring the connections out to a front
panel mounted 5k potentiometer in
the options space for greater operat-
ing convenience.

If you wish to change the crystal
filter, marked FC03233 (12.5kHz)
and FC03234 (25kHz), then you will
also need to slightly readjust L5 to
achieve the correct filter matching
given by least distortion on received
signals. These filters are commonly
available from surplus dealers such
as Garex.

To align the transmitter, connect
a suitable RF load and key the PTT.
Connect your multimeter positive
lead to TP1 on the transmitter board,
keeping the range at 10V DC. Initially
tune C48 for maximum, then tune
L3 for minimum. Transfer to TP2 and
tune L4, then L3 for maximum, then
L5 for minimum. Transfer the posi-
tive test lead to TP3 and change the
multimeter range to 2.5V DC. Tune
L6 and then L5 for maximum, then
L7 for minimum. Transfer to TP4,
tuning L8 and then L7 for maximum,
then L9 for minimum. On to TP5 and
tune L10 and then L9 both for maxi-

mum. Remove the positive multi -
meter lead, change range to 250uA
DC and connect to TP7. Tune C98
and C99 for maximum. By now you'll
be seeing some RF output, so tune
C106 and C108 (accessible from
beneath the PCB - remove the
lower case lid) for maximum RF,
going back along the PA capacitors
to tune for absolute maximum. Note
that these capacitor designations are
for the lower power MF5FM, the
MF25FM is slightly different. It has
for instance a diagonal row of four
trimmers in place of C106, but in any
event simply tune all variable capaci-
tors, including those under the aerial
filter screen, for maximum RF
output, repeating several times as
required. Set the relevant crystal
trimmer for the correct transmit
frequency.

RV1 which sets the mic gain will
already be set fairly accurately, but
RV2, the Tx deviation control, may
need slight adjustment to give
2.5kHz peak deviation. Slight re-
adjustment of C48 for maximum
deviation (which coincides closely
with minimum transmit distortion)
should be performed first. Finally,
note that hinging the boards down
often has a slight effect on the
operating frequency of both Tx and
Rx, so check this and readjust as
necessary before screwing the lids
down.

The Pocketphone
70 Range
Often incorrectly described as a

'PF70' (by someone who doesn't
have a clue what they're selling
you!), this is a range of equipment
covering 68-470MHz that look iden-
tical from the outside. Take a look at
the rear serial number label and look
for the magic letters 'El' in the equip-
ment code, 'E2' sets require tiny
capacitor modifications to the
equally tiny front end board to
achieve the best performance, which
is a tricky operation at best and is
beyond the scope of this brief guide.

The VHF sets operate on three
channels and are available in hand-
held and body -worn versions, the
former having a clearly evident
speaker grille whilst the latter uses
an external speaker microphone
clipped onto one's lapel. Make sure
you get one of these included in the
sale of a body -worn set, it's rather
useless without one! Also look for a
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screw -on helical aerial, these are also
difficult to come by separately, but
may be purchased new if required
from companies such as Antenna
Products Ltd in Aylesbury. Alter-
natively the rather long 4m quarter
wave (1m long in practice) may use-
fully be fitted as a wire taped to a
carrying strap for the set. The set
uses a 200mAh 15V nicad pack,
spare nicads are a useful purchase
but are often expensive. You'll find
the set works quite well when oper-
ated from a 13.8V power supply
though for home or mobile use.

Alignment
The set uses HC18u wire -ended

crystals, with the leads cut short and
plugged into small sockets in the set.
The required crystal frequencies are:

The Pocketphone 70 - make sure it's
the correct version for the band

Pocketphone 70 internal view

Rx xtal = Rx freq_ + 23.455MHz
3

Tx xtal = Tx freq
12

Remove the case front and undo
the large flat hexagon nut securing
the channel knob locating tab.
Remove these and now using a pair
of fine nosed pliers unscrew the nut
securing the crystal compartment
screen. Remove these also and fit
your crystals, reassembling the
screen. Remember to switch back to
the appropriate channel after re-
fitting. The channel spacing of the
set, if not identified from the rear
serial plate, may be found from the
crystal filter marking, this being
FC03262 or FC03246 for 12.5kHz
spacing, and FC03260 or FC03244
for 25kHz spacing. The alignment
diagram is shown in Fig. 10.

Switch on, and connect your
multimeter negative lead to the set
chassis. Switch to the 2.5V DC
range and connect your positive
multimeter lead to the exposed
solder connection on the insulated
wire lead accessible beneath the
hole marked 'OSC'. Tune L3 and L2
on the 'Inj. Osc' board for maximum
dip in meter reading. Now while
receiving an off air signal, initially
tune the respective crystal trimmer
for least distorted reception, then
tune T1, L1, L2 and T2 in that order
on the front end board for best quiet-
ing, repeating as required for the
absolute best sensitivity. After
checking the crystal trimmer align-
ment again for co -channel reception,

you may also slightly re -tune L3 on
the 'Inj. Osc' board also for best
quieting. That completes the
receiver alignment.

Now disconnect your multi -
meter, set it to a current range of
around 200mA and connect in line
with the voltage supply to the set,
be this the battery (pull off the plug-
in power lead on the board), or from
an external 13.8V power supply. Key
the PTT and tune the coils marked
A, B, C, D, E and F in that order for
maximum indicated current, this
may require you to select a higher
current range towards the end. Now,
monitoring the RF power output,
tune the coils marked G, H, J and K
for maximum RF, repeating as re-
quired for absolute maximum.
Simple, eh?

Rally Hunting
I am often asked for cheap

sources of supply of equipment for
conversion, the best choice normally
being found at the large radio rallies
where dealers often buy up quanti-
ties of gear prior to these for
economic sale. Mail order is also a
possibility although prices of course
tend to be you may
however care to try the following:
A J H Electronics (0788 76473)
Anchor Surplus (0602 864902)
B Bamber (0353 860185)
H Collins, Amateur Sales Office

(0223 69108)
Garex Electronics (0296 668684)

With that, I'll wish you good
hunting, and see you on 4m!
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REVIEW:

This receiver is ideal for the enthu-
siastic short wave listener who likes
to take his/her hobby with him. The
unit is about the same size as the
average hand-held transceiver, mea-
suring approximately 90mm (3.5")
wide by 179mm (7") high 50mm
(2") deep and it weighs approxim-
ately 600g (1Ib 5oz). It is designed
to accept signals in either the AM or
FM mode, but it has no facility for
SSB. The overall coverage is
LW/MW/SW (150-2194kHz) in the
AM mode and three VHF bands
namely 76-108MHz called 'FM',
108-135MHz called 'AIR' and 144 -

174MHz called 'PSB', the air band
coverage being AM.

When receiving the AM, PSB or
AIR bands, the receiver acts as a
double superhet (two IFs giving more
selectivity), but in the FM band
(76-108MHz), it is a single superhet
receiver. The tuning is accomplished
by means of a microprocessor
controlled phase locked loop and is
therefore in steps which vary in size
according to which band is being
used. To take the 'AM' band first,
two rates are used, the SW section

from 1603-2194kHz and the LW
section covering 150-530kHz have a
stepping rate of 1kHz, whereas the
central part from 531-1602kHz steps
at 9kHz intervals. There is a

9kHz/10kHz selection switch located
in the battery compartment which
allows the set to be used in parts of
the world where 10kHz station
separation is the norm. The
76-108MHz range uses a step rate of
50kHz, while 108-136MHz has a
stepping rate of 25kHz. The highest
frequency band, 144-174MHz has a
much narrower stepping interval,
namely 5kHz.

ample to fill a reasonably sized room
and the 10% distortion is not notice-
able. In fact a number of listeners
commented on the quality of the
sound from such a small set!

The AIR -7 requires 6 volts DC to
operate it and has a current
consumption of approximately
175mA with the gain control fully
advanced reducing to about 40mA
with the squelch in operation and no
input signal. There is a socket on the
righthand side to accept an external
supply of 6 volts (which automatic-
ally cuts out the internal batteries)
which is odd in that the positive is

Long and medium wave plus air band and utility
coverage is available from this rig. Ken Michaelson,

G3RDG, assesses its worth.

Receiver operation
The receiver has two antennas

supplied as standard, one is a rubber
covered helical whip measuring
272mm, (10.75" 1 long, which plugs
into a BNC socket at the top of the
unit (for 76 to 174MHz) and the
other is a built-in ferrite bar used for
the LW/MW/SW ranges. An external
antenna can be connected for the
LW/MW/SW ranges using a 3.5mm
jack to plug into the socket on the
top of the AIR -7, which is located
next to the earphone socket. An
earphone and shoulder strap are
supplied as standard.

Memory facilities
There are ten memories available

for each of the four band ranges. The
speaker is an elliptical type measur-
ing approximately 70mm by 35mm,
giving surprisingly good audio for its
size. The unit has an output of
400mW at 10% harmonic distortion
and whilst this may seem to be very
little power, the output volume is

connected to the sleeve and the
negative to the centre, so future
owners beware.

The rest of the top of the unit is
taken up with the push on/push off
power switch, volume control,
squelch control and band selector
switches. If the squelch control is
depressed, its action is changed to
AUTO squelch level, in the up
position it behaves normally. The
volume control also has two
positions but this does not affect its
operation.

The band selector switch has its
markings in two colours, AM and FM
in white, PSB and AIR in green. This
relates to the three green keys on the
left of the AIR -7 and the one on the
top right of the front panel, which
only apply to these bands namely
'PRIORITY', 'DELAY', 'PROGRAM'
and 'MEMORY SCAN' - on the
right. I shall describe their operation
later, together with the actual tuning
operations.

The LCD display is easy to see,
the figures being 6mm high and
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View of the Air -7 top panel
there is also a push on light switch,
for viewing the display in darkness,
placed at the righthand side of the
unit, which makes it convenient to
operate. The actual display area
measures 55mm long by 14mm high
and in addition to showing the
frequency in use it also indicates the
band being received and whether a
priority and/or program function has
been activated. It also indicates
which memory channel and/or delay
function has been brought into use.
A further demonstration of the
versatility of the display is the
showing of 'TRY AGAIN!' in the
bottom left hand corner if you try to
key in a frequency which is out of
range.

Since the AIR -7 is micropro-
cessor controlled, the tuning opera-
tions and the insertions and recall of
frequencies is carried out by means
of the keys on the front panel. The
illustration shows the front view of
the AIR -7, which to my mind seems
all askew. It is obviously occasioned
by the design, but looks odd to me.
However, on all four bands there are
three ways of tuning in a desired
station, these being 'direct tuning',
'scan tuning' and 'manual tuning'. In
direct mode, you press the key
marked 'direct' and merely key in the
frequency of the desired station,
which appears on the display and
press 'execute'.

For scan tuning you depress the
'SQL: control to 'auto' and then press
the 'scan' key for at least 0.5 sec, the
display changes, the set scans either
up or down and will stops automat-
ically when a station is received.
Personally, I didn't like this method as
I found that the set stopped too
many times for unusable broadcasts,
so what I did was to use the third
method, 'manual tuning'. For this,
you just press the 'scan' key and
stop as soon as you hear a station
that you want.

To use the memory for a choice
of 10 stations already programmed
in the set, you tune in the first

station and then while pressing the
enter' key press '1' on the group of
keys marked 'preset' which you
would have used to key in the fre-
quency in the first place. The set will
then 'beep' showing that a frequency
has been put into memory No.1 and
a dot will appear next to '1' on the
display. As you add to the memories
more dots will appear until you have
programmed all 10. However, there
is one thing to remember. You do
have only three minutes to replace
the batteries as the memory will be
wiped.

The green keys and the 'memory
scan' key outlined in green make it
possible to operate only in either the
'AIR' or 'PSB' bands and initiate a
'programme scan' which will scan a
selection of frequencies in the
memory, decided upon by the
operator. This is achieved by press-
ing the green key marked 'program'
and then pressing the numbers of
the channels you want scanned.
Finally you press 'memory scan' and
provided you have set the squelch,
off it goes. You can also designate a
'priority' station to which the re-
ceiver will return for a fraction of a
second every three seconds. The
'delay' function causes a delay of
about two seconds on a station
which is being scanned to let you
hear what is being transmitted and
you are able to continue scanning by
a further pressure on the key of at
least 0.5 seconds.

In Use
I used this receiver over a period

of several weeks, and frankly, found
it complicated to operate. I have
never liked digital input and I dis-
posed of my own scanning receiver
for that reason. Of course this is my
own preference and I am sure that
many readers may feel quite at home
keying in the frequencies. I did not
consider its performance in the way
of selectivity and sensitivity when
listening to the lower frequencies of
between 200kHz and say 1000kHz,

to be particularly good. I found
breakthrough of medium wave stat-
ions at certain points, but once I

arrived at the medium wave section
with the 9kHz stepping rate the
situation became better and the
selectivity seemed to be improved.
I tried the set with an external
antenna, but on most occasions
found the gain too great.

It was when I went to the higher
frequencies, AIR and PSB, that the
set seemed to come into its own. I
used it with its own helical antenna
and with my 2 metre colinear
antenna, and really obtained some
good results.

The Owners Manual has to be
read with great care and thoroughly
absorbed, otherwise full use cannot
be made of the facilities available. It
took some time before I became
comfortable with its operation,
although nothing will change my
preference for a rotary tuning
control. However, once the method
of using the keys had been learnt, I

was able to go from band to band
without too much trouble, and
received some very interesting
signals in the various ranges,
particularly after dark. Most of my
reception was done with either the
supplied whip antenna or the in-
stalled ferrite bar for the lower
frequencies, although the outdoor
antenna were much superior. The
price of the SONY AIR -7 receiver at
the time of going to press was
£247.00 including VAT and postage.

Thanks are due to Waters and
Stanton Hockley for the loan of the
review unit.

Channel spacing on MW can be
selected by the switch located
inside the battery compartment
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If you thought that Moldavia was a
small independent principality
located somewhere east of Dallas,
you'd be wrong, and you would have
been watching too much television
instead of listening to the radio! In

P

casting set-up, which is quite
complicated, a brief geography
lesson: the Soviet Union, of Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) to
give it its proper title, is the largest
country in the world, occupying

Explore the airwaves of the Soviet Union. But don't
blame us if they arrest you for landing your plane

in Red Square...

reality Moldavia is one of the fifteen
constituent republics of the USSR,
and in this 'Listening On . . ' we take
a look at broadcasting in the Soviet
Union, and how you can tune into
some of the other radio services as
well as Radio Moscow.

Before delving into the broad -

about one -fifth of the land area of
the globe. From east to west it is
nearly 10,000 kilometres long, from
north to south almost 5,000 kilo-
metres. In this vast continent live
about one hundred and thirty dif-
ferent nationalities. The most
populous of these have their own

O

El

1

republics (or SSRs - Soviet Socialist
Republics) of which the Russian
Soviet Federal Socialist Republic
(RSFSR or simply Russia) is by far
the largest, and our old friend
Moldavia is one of the smaller ones.
The full list of SSRs, and their capital
cities, is shown in Table 1.

But what about the 115 or so
'nationalities' who do not have their
own republics? Here is where it gets
a bit confusing. Within the RSFSR
and some of the other republics are
sub -divisions called okrugs, rayons,
national areas, autonomous regions
and Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republics (ASSRs), the distinctions
of which are far too subtle for the

ever, all areas within one of the
fifteen republics in which a well-
defined national minority live.

The whole of the USSR is further
sub -divided into smaller adminis-
trative units called oblasts, which
can be roughly compared with our
counties except that many of them
are vast in size. Most oblasts are
named after the major city in them,
such as Leningrad oblast, Kalingrad
oblast, etc.

The fifteen republics have a fair
degree of autonomy. Theoretically at
least they are independent sovereign
states and two of them - the
Ukraine and Byelorussia - even
have separate votes at the United
Nations, though it's improbable that
they have ever voted against the
USSR! It is not often realised in the
'West' how different the peoples of
these republics are from each other;
we tend to think of all Soviet people
as being 'Russians'. Nothing could be
further from the truth - Estonians
have more in common with Finns,
and Kirghiz tribesmen more in com-
mon with their neighbours across
the border in China or Afghanistan,
than either group has with Russians.
The same is true of the languages
spoken: Uzbek and Kazakh, for ex -
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Map of the USSR showing the constituent republics and their capitals.
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ample, are related to each other, but
are totally different from and com-
pletely unrelated to Russian. In fact,
of the hundreds of different langu-
ages spoken in the USSR, only
Ukranian and Byelorussian are Slavic
languages and similar to Russian.

Radio Geography
Moscow is not only the capital

of the USSR, it is also the centre of
the broadcasting system in the
country. Radio Moscow's First Pro-
gramme is broadcast on long wave,
medium wave, short wave and VHF,
for listeners in all parts of the Soviet
Union. But because it is such an
enormous country, with several time
zones between Moscow in the west
and Vladivostok in the east, there
are, in fact, five different versions of

Radio Moscow's First Programme.
There is the First Programme

proper, intended for listeners in the
European part of the USSR, and the
others are known as 'Radio Orbita 1',
'Radio Orbita 2' etc., 'Orbita' being
the name of the satellites which
carry the programme from Moscow
to the ground stations in the inten-
ded areas of reception. Although I
have said that this First Programme
is in five different versions, it is not
quite as simple as that, as there are
times when one or more of the
'Orbita' versions link up with the First
Programme proper, for major news
bulletins for example. At other times
a news bulletin read in Moscow may
be heard by listeners in central
Siberia on their version of Radio
Moscow.

Radio Moscow's Second Pro-
gramme is rather simpler. It is also
broadcast on long, medium and
short waves and VHF, twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week. This
service is called 'Mayak' (meaning
lighthouse or beacon) and consists
of a five or six minute news sum-
mary every half-hour, followed by
light music, often without any
announcements until the next news
bulletin. For half a minute or so
before every news the theme tune of
'Midnight in Moscow' is repeated a
few times as a tuning signal.

Radio Moscow's Third Pro-
gramme is basically a serious music
channel, with few announcements,
and the Fourth Programme is a

cultural channel, with drama, serious
music, etc.
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CAPITAL CITY
Russian Soviet Federal Socialist
Republic (RSFSR) ('Russia')
The Ukraine
Byelorussia (also known as
'White Russia')
Moldavia
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Azerbaijan
Armenia
Georgia
Kazakhstan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Tajikistan (also spelt 'Tadzhik')
Kirghiz

REPUBLIC
Moscow

Kiev
Minsk

Kishinev
Vilnius
Riga
Tallinn
Baku
Yerevan (also spelt 'Erevan')
Tblisis (also known as 'Tiflis')
Alma-Ata
Ashkabad
Tashkent
Dushanbe
Frunze

Table 1. The fifteen constituent republics of the USSR and their capitals.

The Republics
In addition to the above Radio

Moscow services, all the other
republics also have their own radio
stations. The style and format of pro-
grammes varies from republic to
republic, as does the number of
channels each republic broadcasts.

Generally the First Programme
from each republic is mainly in the
language of that republic, with
occasional programmes in Russian
and relays of Radio Moscow's First
Programme (which are, of course, all
in Russian). The republic's radio
station's Second Programme is
sometimes a local version of the
'Mayak' programme, with news in
the local language every half-hour,
interspersed with light music. Often
'Mayak' is relayed for lengthy periods
during the day. Sometimes the.
republic's Second Programme is
mainly a relay of Moscow's First
Programme, with some local pro-
grammes in Russian, or it can be

Vilniaus
Televizija
Rodiias

almost exclusively made up of local -
language programmes. Sometimes
also the republic's Second Pro-
gramme can relay its own First
Programme, which can cause con-
fusion when trying to work out
which service is which! A few of the
republics also have their own Third
and sometimes even Fourth Pro-
grammes: these are typically serious
music programmes on VHF only, and
we will not concern ourselves with
them here.

At a more local level, most
oblasts have their own radio station
as well. As a rule these relay the First
Programme of the Republic in which
they are located for most of the day,
except for local news bulletins,
music request programmes etc.,
typically broadcast at about 6 am
and 6 pm, local time. An exception
is that several oblast stations in the
RSFSR relay the Mayak programme
instead of Moscow's First Pro-
gramme. Several oblast radio

stations, despite the fact that they
are basically 'local' radio stations,
utilise short wave as well as medium
wave and VHF for their broadcasts,
thus they can be heard in Britain at
certain times.

All short wave listeners to the
broadcast bands will have heard
Radio Moscow's overseas services,
after all they broadcast in about sixty
languages and have an enormous
number of transmitters to call on,
scattered across most of the Soviet
Union. At certain times, up to about
forty different transmitters can be
heard carrying the same program,
often 'Radio Moscow World Service.

But in addition to Radio Moscow
there are a number of other overseas
broadcasting stations within the
USSR. One such is called, somewhat
enigmatically, 'Radio Station Peace
and Progress'. This 'radio station' is
in reality no more than a separate
division of Radio Moscow. Its studios
are in Moscow, it utilises Radio
Moscow transmitters, often slotting
in a half-hour 'Peace and Progress'
programme in, say, Spanish between
two ordinary Radio Moscow Spanish
programmes. So why the change of
name? Some people say that they
can detect a different 'slant' to
'Radio Station Peace and Progress'
programmes, but the official explan-
ation is that 'Peace and Progress'
belongs to Soviet public organis-
ations, trade unions etc., while Radio
Moscow belongs to the State. A fine
distinction, some may think!

Some of the other republics also
have external broadcasting stations,
the most widely heard in Britain
(apart from Radio Moscow of
course) undoubtedly being Radio
Kiev. This station has a daily pro-
gramme in English, as well as ones
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FREQUENCY (kHz) REPUBLIC STATION/PROGRAMME NOTES
209 Ukraine Kiev/R 1
281 Byelorussia Minsk/R 1
666 Lithuania Vilnius/R1 Also carries Vilnius/1 in Lithuanian and

English
999 Moldavia Kishinev/R1 Also carries Kiev/I in Ukrainian

1035 Estonia Tallinn/R1
1071 Latvia Riga/R2
1242 Ukraine Kiev/R2 Also carries Kiev/1 in Ukrainian
1332 Estonia Tallinn/R 1
1350 Latvia Riga/R1
1386 RSFSR Kaliningrad/1 Mainly carries Moscow/I, but own

programme in Russian broadcast
Saturday nights

1494 RSFSR Leningrad/I Mainly carries Moscow/I, but own
programme in Russian broadcast
Friday nights

1557 Lithuania Vilnius/R1
4010 Kirghiz Frunze/R1
4050 Kirghiz Frunze/R2
4485 RSFSR Ufa/0
4545 Kazakhstan Alma-Ata/R 1
4635 Tajikistan Dushanbe/R1
4785 Azerbaijan Baku/R1
4810 Armenia Yerevan/R2 Also relays Armenia/R1 at times
4820 RSFSR Khanty-Mansiysk/O Also relays Tyumen/0
4825 Turkmenistan Ashkhabad/R1
4850 Uzbekistan Tashkent/R2
4895 RSFSR Tyumen/0
4940 Ukraine Kiev/R2
4957.5 Azerbaijan Baku/R2 Also relays Azerbaijan/R1 at times
4975 Tajikistan Dushanbe/R2 Also relays Tajikistan/R1 at times, and

carries Dushanbe/I in Farsi and Dari
4990 Armenia Yerevan/R 1 Also carries Yerevan/I in M.East

languages
5015 RSFSR Arkhangelsk/0
5035 Kazakhstan Alma-Ata/R2/I Carries Alma-Ata, Tashkent and

Moscow I progs.
5040 Georgia Tbilisi/R 1
5260 Kazakhstan Alma-Ata/R2 Also relays Kazakhstan/R1 at times
5290 RSFSR Krasnoyarsk/0
5925 Uzbekistan Tashkent/R 1
5925 Estonia Tallinn/R 1 Also carries Tallinn/I in Finnish
5935 Latvia Riga/R1/R2/1 Mainly carries Moscow 'Mayak', but

carries R1 and R2 in Latvian and
Russian, and I in Latvian and Swedish
at certain times

6020 Ukraine Kiev/R2
7210 Byelorussia Minsk/R1
9645 Byelorussia Minsk/R2
9710 Lithuania Vilnius/R1
9780 Kazakhstan Alma-Ata/R1

11950 Kazakhstan Alma-Ata/R1

Key: R1 = station carries Republic First Programme
R2 =station carries Republic Second Programme
O =oblast radio station
I = international service

Table 2. Frequency list of USSR stations mostly widely -heard in Britain (ignoring those only carrying Radio
Moscow services)
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in Ukranian and German, all trans-
missions being broadcast via Radio
Moscow's transmitters (ie the trans-
mitters that Radio Kiev's overseas
programmes are on are not neces-
sarily in the Ukraine).

Three other republics' stations
have programmes in English. These
are: Radio Tashkent, in Uzbekistan,

area; Radio Vilnius, Lithuania, which
broadcasts to North America and

Armenia

Byelorussia

Estonia

Kazakhstan

Lithuania

Tajikistan

Radio Yerevan on 4.990MHz throughout the evening.
Programmes in Middle Eastern languages.
Radio Minsk in Byelorussian at 1700 GMT on 7.175
and 7.330MHz and at 2030 GMT on 6.185MHz.
(Every other Saturday the programme is in German
instead).
Radio Tallinn in Finnish at 1500 GMT on 5.925MHz,
and in Swedish at 2005 GMT on 5.925MHz.
Radio Alma-Ata on 5.035MHz, in Kazakh and Chinese
throughout the evening.
Radio Vilnius in English at 2130 GMT on 666kHz
(MW) and at 2200 GMT, generally in the 7 and 9MHz
bands.
Radio Dushanbe on 4.975MHz, in Farsi and Dari
(when not carrying Tajik Republic home service
programmes).

Ukraine Radio Kiev in German at 1600 on 6.010, 7.175 and
7.330MHz, and in English at 1800 on 7.175 and
7.330MHz and at 2330 on 9.685 and 9.800MHz.

Uzbekistan Radio Tashkent in English at 1200 GMT on 9.715,
11.785 and 15.460MHz, and at 1330 GMT on 9.600,
9.715, 11.785 and 15.460MHz.

Note: All above times are GMT during the summer period. Several of
the above stations broadcast their international programmes via Radio
Moscow's transmitters. They are thus subject to frequency changes
about four times a year. The above are the last known frequencies.

Table 3. When and where to hear some of the other international service
broadcasts from the USSR (apart from Radio Moscow).

Europe; and Radio Yerevan, Armenia,
which broadcasts to most parts of
the world.

Both Radio Riga and Radio
Tallinn have programmes in Swedish,
and the latter also has a programme
in Finnish. The other republican radio
stations with overseas programmes
are Radio Alma-Ata, Radio Baku and
Radio Dushanbe, but these three
stations broadcast only in Middle
Eastern and Central Asian langu-
ages, to listeners just across their
borders. Nevertheless almost all
these stations can be heard in
Britain, some with surprisingly good
signals at times.

Reception Reports
Most, if not all, of the republics'

overseas programmes will welcome
reception reports and will verify with
QSL cards, but trying to get a QSL
from those stations without an over-
seas programme can be a very tricky
thing. The World Radio TV Hand-
book goes as far as to say 'does not
verify' for the following: Moldavian
Radio, Kishinev; Tajik Radio,

Turkmenistan Radio,
Ashkhabad. Others, such as Geor-
gian Radio in Tbilisi, are said to verify
'rarely'. I do not know anyone who
 has received QSLs from these
stations, though they may exist, and
if you can write reception reports in
Russian you may well be lucky.

If you only know English, don't
waste your money on the postage,
there is a far easier way of getting
these countries verified. If re-
quested, Radio Moscow's foreign
language services will state the
transmitter site on their QSLs. The
only problem is that it is not always
easy to guess which transmitter site
is being used when you send the
report, so it is always a matter of 'pot
luck' as to what transmitter sites you
will get verified! But, with patience,
it should be possible to get such
countries as Georgia, Armenia, etc,
verified by this means.

Finally, Table 3 lists frequencies
and times of the most widely -heard
USSR stations. Frequencies which
carry only one of the Radio Moscow
services are ignored. This is by no
means a complete list - refer to the
latest edition of the World Radio TV
Handbook for that - but it does
show what can be heard without too
much trouble in Britain.
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1 Aug

2 Aug

YO DX Test Contest - 24 hours duration.
Wimbledon DARS: Annual camp, Barwell Estate,
Chessington - until 9th August.
RSGB Mobile Rally, Woburn Abbey.
YO DX Test Contest.
Rolls Royce ARC: RR ARC mobile rally, doors
open 11 am.
Dartford Heath DFC: RSGB DF hunt qualifying
event.

3 Aug Rhyl DARC: Talk 'Avionics'.
Welwyn/Hatfield ARC: Talk 'EMC'.
Todmorden DARS: Natter night.
Burnham Beeches RC: Foxhunt.
Southdown ARS: Visit by Microwave Modules.
Sutton & Cheam RS: Natter night.
Braintree DARS: Talk 'Operating OE/piste' by
Melvin GOEMK.

4 Aug Warrington ARC: RSGB film 'Junction
transistors'.
Wakefield DRS: Car treasure hunt.
Reading DARC: Meeting with RSGB President,
Chief Exec. and Zonal Rep. at Civic Centre,
Kennet Room, 8 pm.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre -hunt meeting, Horse &
Groom.
Sutton & Cheam RS: Committee meeting at 11
Great Ellshams, Banstead.
Dunstable Downs RC: Radio contact with twin
town Wolfsburg, W. Germany.

5 Aug Trowbridge DARC: Picnic at the White Horse.
Bath DARC: TBA.
Rolls Royce ARC: Talk by Dan G8UVE.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: 160m fox hunt.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening.

6 Aug North Wakefield RC: Talk 'AC circuits' by Mark
Groves.
Bredhurst RTS: The return of Louis Varney
G 5RV.
East Kent RS: Talk 'Once upon a time' early
radio by Derek Bradford G3LCK.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'A peak reading RF voltmeter'
by G3MYM.
Salop ARS: Talk 'My visit to the USA' by
G1DMJ.

7 Aug Maltby ARTS: Junk sale.
Maltby ARC: Activity night on air.
N. Bristol ARC: Natter night.
Mansfield ARS: HFNHF operating night.
Coventry ARS: Social evening at the Horse &
Jockey, Tamworth Road.
Harrow RS: Informal meeting.

8 Aug 144MHz low power contest.
9 Aug 432MHz low power contest.

Dartford Heath DFC: Club hunt, 2.30 pm,
Dartford Heath.

11 Aug Keighley ARS: Informal meeting
Bury RS: Foxhunt.
Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
Warrington ARC: Quiz.
Rugby ATS: DF contest.
Verulam ARC: Activity evening.

12 Aug Chiltern ARC: Natter night & /P evening.
Bury RS: VHF DF foxhunt.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Summer night out.
Cheshunt DARC: Talk 'Indoor aerials'.

13 Aug North Wakefield RC: Night on the air.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'Polar diagrams' by G3MYM.

14 Aug Maltby ARTS: Club quiz, second round.
Wimbledon DARS: Talk 'The RSGB' by Robin
Sykes G3NFV (Region 7 Rep).
N Bristol ARC: 40m activity night.
Coventry ARS: Night on the air.

15 Aug Wight Wireless Rally, at The Wireless Museum,
Arreton Manor, near Newport, Isle of Wight.
Open from 11 am to 5 pm with talk -in on S22
and 70cm via GB3IW. Also special event call
GB3WM on 80m-3.670MHz. Details from
Douglas G3KPO on Ryde 67665.
Oldham ARC: Special event station GB2OSS at
Oldham Summer Show, also 16th August.

16 Aug Northampton RC: Tulip Rally and Barbecue.
Dartford Heath DFC: RSGB DF hunt qualifying
event.

17 Aug Rhyl DARC: Talk 'Interference and how to
prevent it'.
Todmorden DARS: Talk 'Ten Metres FM' by Ron
Benbow G4YDI.
Burnham Beeches RC: Talk 'A new approach to
sound mixing' by G4XDU.
Braintree DARS: Talk 'Meters and indicators,
principles and practice' by Dave G3PEN.
Sheffield ARC: Talk 'Test equipment on a
shoestring' by Tom Haddon G4KMA.

18 Aug Midland ARS: Visit to Droitwich transmitter.
Warrington ARC: Open forum.
Reading DARC: September contest and horse
trial discussion.
Mansfield ARS: HF/VHF operating night.

19 Aug Trowbridge DARC: Natter night.
Bath DARC: Fast Scan TV.
Hastings ERC: Talk 'Weather satellites,
propagation study'.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Meeting at the Folley -
QTH of G3R00.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening.

20 Aug North Wakefield RC: Talk 'Video recorders' by
Ray, G3VID.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk 'Crystals' by Erwin David
G4LQI.
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20 Aug East Kent RS: Natter night.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'QRP Tx output filters' by
G3MYM.
Oldham ARC: Talk 'Breathalysers' by G1DWA.
Salop ARS: Visit to BICC cables depot,
Wrexham.

21 Aug Coventry ARS: Treasure hunt and barbecue.
Sutton & Cheam RS: Inter -club quiz.
Maltby ARTS: Natter night.
Coventry ARS: Treasure hunt and barbecue.
Harrow RS: Informal meeting.

22 Aug Dunstable Downs RC: Summer barbecue.
23 Aug Sutton & Cheam RS: Ten metre foxhunt.

Newbury DARS: Car boot sale at Acland Hall,
Cold Ash, Newbury. Details from G3VOW on
(0635) 43048.

24 Aug Sheffield ARC: Fox hunt starting at Firth Park
Pavilion, 8 pm.

25 Aug Keighley ARS: Visit to Mintex-Don, Cleckheaton.
Chester DARS: Pre-SSB Field Day meeting.
Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
Warrington ARC: Talk 'The myths of ICs' by
Norman Shelley G4JYP.
Verulam ARC: Bring and buy sale.

26 Aug SE Kent YMCA ARC: Folley on the air -
G3ROOs QTH.
Cheshunt DARC: Portable on Baas Hill Common.

27 Aug North Wakefield RC: Monthly meeting.
Maltby ARTS: Talk 'The Prison Service' by Steve
Small G4HJE.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Yeovil ARC: Natter night.
Edgware DRS: Informal meeting and SSB field
day briefing.
Southgate ARC: Informal evening.
Mid Sussex ARS: Night on the air.

28 Aug Maltby ARC: Annual weekend at Spitewinter nr
Matlock.
Wimbledon DARS: Activity evening.
N Bristol ARC: Bank Holiday natter night.
Coventry ARS: Night on the air.
Harrow RS: Informal meeting.

1 Sep Rhyl DARC: AGM.
Warrington ARC: Junk sale.
Reading DARC: Junk sale.
Rugby ATS: Talk 'The finishing touches' by
G4EPA.

2 Sep Trowbridge DARC: TBA.
Bath DARC: Equipment & junk sale.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening.

3 Sep North Wakefield RC: AGM.
Northampton RC: Construction contest talk.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk 'Howes your construction?'
by Dave and Chris Howes.
East Kent RS: Talk & demo 'Some antenna
experiments' by Erwin G4LQI.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'Negative resistance oscillators'
by G3MYM.
Salop ARS: DF hunt.
Mid Sussex ARS: IARU contest preparation.

4 Sep N Bristol ARC: Natter night.
Mansfield ARS: Talk and demo on microwaves.
Coventry ARS: 2m DF contest.

5 Sep RSGB/IARU SSB Field Day - 24 hours duration.
Sheffield ARC: Special event station and
exhibition.

6 Sep RSGB/IARU SSB Field Day.
West Kent ARS: West Kent Amateur Radio
Rally.
Angel Centre, Tonbridge, Kent. From 10.30 am

6 Sep to 4 pm. Talk -in on S22, SU8 and 29.500MHz
FM by GBOWKS. Many trade stands, free
parking, bring & buy, club stands and stamp fair.
Details from G4KIU on 0892 515678.
Wakefield DRS: 2m Trophy contest - and 6th
September.
Dartford Heath DFC: RSGB DF hunt qualifying
event.
Sheffield ARC: Special event station and
exhibition.

7 Sep Stourbridge DARS: Night on the air.
Welwyn/Hatfield ARC: Talk 'Kite aerials'.
Todmorden DARS: Talk by Dr D Bunn.
Burnham Beeches RC: Packet radio & natter
night.
Sutton & Cheam RS: Natter night.

8 Sep Keighley ARS: Informal meeting.
Bury RS: TBA.
Chester DARS: Talk 'Weather Satellites' by Pete
Higgs GW4IGF.
Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
Rugby ATS: Barbecue and auction - details
from Kevin Marriot G8TWH on (0788) 77986.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre -hunt meeting, Horse &
Groom.

9 Sep SE Kent YMCA ARC: Talk by G4ZMO.
Sheffield ARC: Talk 'Christian aid'.
Cheshunt DARC: Talk 'RSGB'.

10 Sep North Wakefield RC: Junk sale.
Edgware DRS: Quiz evening.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'The 14MHz beacons' by
G3MYM.
Mid Sussex ARS: Talk 'Air radio navigation
during war & peace' by Len GOAPZ.

11 Sep N Bristol ARC: Lecture by RN Lt Mark Pendalton.
Coventry ARS: Morse tuition & night on the air.
Itchen Valley RC: Joan Heathershaw, RSGB
President.

12 Sep Burnham Beeches RC: Autumn DX picnic - also
on 13th.

13 Sep Telford Radio Rally, Telford Racquet & Fitness
Centre, Telford, Shropshire. Talk -in on S22 and
SU8. Opens at 11 am (10.30 for disabled
visitors). Lectures on packet radio, linear
amplifiers and extra long Yagi aerials. Full
catering & bar, flea market plus over 100 trade
stands.

15 Sep Midland ARS: Surplus sale.
Chester DARS: TBA.
Mansfield ARS: Talk 'The multimeter and its
uses' by G4GYU.

16 Sep Trowbridge DARC: Natter night.
Bath DARC: Natter night.
Hastings ERC: Talk 'Satellite TV'.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Talk by Rev George Dobbs
G3RJV.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening.

17 Sep North Wakefield RC: Talk 'Tomorrows
technology today' by G3ZXZ.
Northampton RC: Talk 'Club Repeaters' by
G4I10.
Mid Sussex ARS: Night on the air.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk 'More thoughts on QRP and
home -brewing rigs' by Rev G Dobbs G3RJV.
East Kent RS: Natter night.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'Don't be afraid of CW' by
G3GC.
Salop ARS: Talk 'Power FETs' by G8ARS.

18 Sep Sutton & Cheam RS: Talk 'Electromagnetic
compatibility' by John Greenwell, G3AEZ (Zonal
Rep).
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18 Sep

20 Sep

21 Sep

23 Sep

24 Sep

N Bristol ARC: Bring & buy.
Coventry ARS: Mini lectures.
Dunstable Downs RC: Talk 'Op -amps' by
G3WLM.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Dartford Heath DFC: RSGB DF hunt final.
Dunstable Downs RC: DF hunt on 160m & 2m.
Stourbridge ARS: Talk 'Diving & equipment' by
Mike G6JKS.
Todmorden DARS: Natter night.
Burnham Beeches RC: Talk 'Slowscan TV'.
Sheffield ARC: Talk 'RAYNET'.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Surplus equipment sae.
Cheshunt DARC: Talk 'VSWR - the true story?'
North Wakefield RC: Monthly meeting.
Mid Sussex ARS: Talk 'The history of radio -
fact and fallacy' by Louis G5RV.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Oldham ARC: Talk 'QRP' by G3RJV.
Edgware DRS: Talk 'Some modern developments

in terrestrial broadcast transmission' by Nick
Davies of the BBC.
Yeovil ARC: Natter night.

25 Sep CQ WW SSB Contest.
N Bristol ARC: Natter night.
Coventry ARS: Morse tuition & night on the air.
Itchen Valley RC: Talk 'Starting CW with 50MHz
in mind, by Peter G4YEE.

26 Sep SAC SSB Contest - 48 hours duration.
27 Sep SAC SSB Contest.

Harlow Mobile Rally, Sports Centre, Harlow.
29 Sep Keighley ARS: Quiz evening with guest team -

Northern Heights.
Chester DARS: Talk 'What Leaves the Aerial' by
Derek G3EON.

30 Sep Trowbridge DARC: Talk 'Line Signalling Systems
circa 1900'.
Bath DARC: VHF night on the air.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening.

Will club secretaries please note that the deadline for
the November 1987 segment of Radio Tomorrow, (covering

activities from 1st October to 1st December 1987) is'
22nd August.

Could club secretaries please check that details, in the
Contacts, section araboth,cpfrect and .up-tb date..

111101.

UMW

Min

MOM

EXCLUSIVE - ICOM IC -900 REVIEW
The shape of things to come? brand new modular

multi -bander offers a host of features including an
innovative light pipe control system. Read next months
in depth review!

HEATHERLITE HF LINEAR
Ready to give the competition a run for their money,

Heatherlite go QRO on HF. We take a look at their latest
product.

SAFE PCB ETCHING SYSTEM
Sick of cavernous holes in your clothes? Why not

build our simple and safe etching system and stop
dissolving your desk.

RADIO YESTERDAY - LIBYA
Not on the top of our holiday list either, but there used

to be plenty of activity in years gone by. Find out what
it was like in the early days.
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METREWAVE
The British radio fraternity came by the 4 metre
(70MHz) band allocation almost by accident.
Historically, we had enjoyed an allocation in this part
of the spectrum for many years before the war in the
shape of the 56Mc/s band (yes, "Mc/s": this was

The in-between band is the description
given by Jack Hum, G5UM, to the
70MHz band. He tells of some of its

past history and offers advice and tips
on how to get going there.

before megahertz came in). After the war, we
received permission to transmit in an area from 58.5
to 60MHz, affectionately known as "five". It was to
be a short-lived dalliance, for in March, 1949, we
were compelled to vacate it as television
broadcasting spread over the land. The Sutton
Coldfield TV station (only the BBC's second) was

scheduled to take over "five" later that year.
With the spread of television on the low VHF and

the onset of mobile radio higher up, the British
fraternity felt that the chances of ever again
receiving an allocation in that region were slim
indeed. But gentle pressure was being exerted at that
time by the national society upon the licensing
authority with the result that in 1956, almost out of
the blue, came permission to use a small band from
70.2 to 70.4MHz.

The sense of surprise at this development was
compounded by the fact that this new four -metre
band was not an international allocation but a band
peculiar to the British (and before long to the Irish).
This meant that the number of countries which could
be worked on it was strictly limited - and still is.
Neverthless, long-distance exotica do appear on
"four" from time to time, more especially when a
member of the British forces in a sovereign base
overseas gets permission to use it. Cyprus (rarely)
and Gibraltar (fairly frequently) provide instances.

C2 le

SK1 IN

0

RF AMPLIFIER

C1
18p

R1
68k

Q1

R2
47k

L2

C3 C4
1uOT 1.0

Fig. 1. Circuit of the basic three -device converter for 70 MHz.
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This limitation is evident from the number of
proficiency awards claimed by 70MHz operators: they
are few indeed. It was seven years before the first
RSGB certificate was issued for prowess on "four",
the requirement being to work three countries and
30 counties, and it went to G3EHY in Somerset. Not
until ten years after the release of the band was the
first senior certificate claimed, when for working six
countries and 60 counties G3SKR in north west
London secured the coveted senior No 1.

Seven countries were available in the G -prefix
variants, plus El -land whence occasional activity on
"four" occurred, so you could work eight countries
with reasonably modest equipment.

None of these limitations deterred dedicated
operators from stretching the band's possibilities to
the utmost in spite of the restriction of power to 50
watts DC input and 1331/3 watts PEP. In the early
days CW and amplitude modulated telephony were
the norm on "four"; and later, when the J3E mode
became viable, single sideband. As AM declined, FM
took over, so that today many FM nets are to be
heard on the band -planned frequency of 70.26MHz,
rather fewer on the alternative FM channel of 70.45,
plus a few random FM QSOs in between.

All of this represents a great contrast to the
situation when the band was first allocated and only
200kHz was available. Today it extends from 70. to
70.5MHz and provides room for all, whether CW or

SSB, or the increasing amount of FM. But now
creeps in a modifying factor, and it is spelt "six".

Effect of "six"
When the 50MHz (six -metre) band was allocated

in the UK, tentatively at first, then as from February
1st 1986 open to all Class A licensees, some
concern was felt by the "four meteorites" as to how
this development would affect their favourite band.
They recognised that "six" was an international
allocation and that it would in theory offer the
prospect to work distant countries, unattainable on
"four". Yes, in theory: in practice few administrations
in Europe initially gave 50MHz to their hams, and
much international working had perforce to be done
with 28.885kHz as the talk -back frequency from the
continent.

The increasing liberalisation of "six", both at
home and abroad, suggests that the band will attract
more operators to it, possibly at the expense of
"four". This would be a pity. "Four" offers many
attractions which "six" lacks notably a much lower
electrical -noise level, a rather smaller and therefore
less prominent aerial system, and the capacity to
provide contacts over distances comparable with
"six" for a given ERP and antenna size. In other
words, if you have a four -element on "six" and 10
watts to the base of its feeder you will do little

4p7

OSCILLATOR

NOTE:
Q1,2 = BF981
Q3 = BF180
SEE TABLE FOR
DETAILS OF L1-6
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L1

AERIAL INPUT
SOCKET SKI

C2

0

Q11 L3

0
SCREEN

L5 IF IN CAN

L4

p62

+12V

IF OUT SOCKET SK2

Q3

O6

0CV2

C14

0

XTAL

Fig. 2. Mechanical layout of the 3 -device converter for
70MHz. It is hard- wired on a PCB which functions as
the lid of a standard 41/2 by 31/2 diecast box. The two
feed -through capacitors should be fitted first and a
connection of stout wire made between them. This is
the busbar to which go the various feed resistors to
each stage. If when setting -up self -oscillation should
occur, mount a strip of copper foil across the MOSFET
Q1 earthed at both ends, and disposed so that L3 does
not "see" L1.

better under normal conditions than if you use a
four -element on "four" and 10 watts to the base of
its feeder.

Certainly it may be claimed for "six" that double -
hop sporadic -E propagation offers fascinating
prospects rarely realised on "four" - but such
manifestations are indeed sporadic. For most of the
time under the normal propagation conditions
experienced in the UK the 70MHz band will produce
over -the -horizon contacts comparable with 50MHz,
given the above mentioned comparable power and
antenna parameters. For the specialist DX hunter
there is meteor scatter: for the generality the
excitement of sporadic -E, tropo and AR lifts.

When one begins to compare "four" with "six"
the significance of the headline to this article
becomes clear; for when 50MHz was allocated
70MHz became the in-between band, lying between
"six" and "two."

Getting going
Because 70MHz is not an international allocation

it offers no incentives to importers to provide
transceivers for it, unlike 2 metres and 70cm, where
a world-wide demand exists to encourage Far -Eastern
manufacturers to lay down vast production lines to
cater for it. Happily, a number of UK firms can supply
transverters offering a range of inputs to generate
70MHz output. To most operators this will be the
preferred route towards a quick start on "four".
Suitable units find their way into the advertising
pages of HRT from time to time.

Such purchases will be capital expenditure no
operator will regret making, prompted by the
increased liberalisation in the use of "four". Others
will wish to approach the band by means of a
simple -to -build converter that enables them to get
the feel of it. Even with receive facilities only, the
opportunity exists for many enjoyable cross -band

Components List

Resistors
R1

R2
R3,5,6
R4,7,8
R9,10
R11

R12

68k
47k
100k
100R
12k
750R (2x1k5 in parallel)
2k2

Capacitors
C1,5 18p
C2,14 1n0 feed -through (value not critical as

long as at least 1n0)
C3,4 1n0
C6 6p8
C7,10,12,13 1n8
C8 330p
C9 4-7p
C11 4p7
CV1,2 0-15p trimmer

Semi -conductors
Q1,2 BF981
Q3 BF180

Miscellaneous
X1 65MHz crystal
Formers and wire for inductors - see Table 1.

Table 1

Ll: 16 turns 28 SWG enamelled wire, with ferrite
core. Aerial input 2 turns from earthy end to
match with 50 ohms feeder; output to Q1 gate
2 tapped 11 turns from earthy end. Ferrite core
will be nearly full out to resonate at 70 MHz.

L2: RF choke. 200 turns 32 SWG on Y8 -inch ferrite
coil former.

L3: 13 turns 28 SWG on 1/4 -inch former, or self
supporting (close coupled to L4).

L4: as L3 (on same former as L3 or otherwise
close coupled to L3)

L5: 65 turns on 1/4 -inch former to fill 3/4 -inch, 28
to 32 SWG (depending on what is to hand).
Former fitted with adjustable iron -dust core to
allow converter to be peaked at 5MHz in the
'IF' strip' receiver.

L6: 12 turns 24 SWG close -wound on 1/4 -inch
former fitted with iron dust slug.

Table 2

PERMANENT 4 -METRE SIGNAL SOURCES
Three RSGB beacons operate 24 hours a day in
the 4 -metre band.
70.030MHz Camborne, Cornwall.
70.050MHz Buxton, north Derbyshire.
70.060MHz near Dundee.
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contacts to be set up, as indeed has happened in
respect of "six" where talkback on 2 metres or
70cm is commonplace.

Just such a simple converter is shown in the
main diagram here (Fig. 1). Using the high-
performance BF981 MOSFET in its first two stages,
it is as near to "state of the art" as the amateur
builder can get. For ease of construction it utilises
hard -wiring to obviate what to many self -builders is
the messy and time-consuming business of PCB
etching.

So down to design details. This converter uses a
65MHz crystal oscillator whose output mixed with
the incoming 70MHz signal produces an intermediate
frequency of 5MHz. The output at SK2 in the
diagram is conveyed to the main station receiver by a
short length of screened cable; the receiver when
tuned from 5MHz will "reproduce" the entire 4 -metre
band from 70.0 to 70.5MHz (this assumes that the
fully rounded well-equipped ham will possess a
general coverage receiver!)

Probably the first signal the constructor is likely
to hear will be the GB3BUX beacon on 70.05MHz,
thanks to its superb coverage from an elevated site in
North Derbyshire. Its frequency will tune 5.05MHz on
the general coverage receiver.

Building and peaking
This converter, built on PCB, is readily

accommodated in a standard aluminium diecast box
120 by 95 by 50 mm deep: its printed circuit board
(strictly, hard -wired) becomes the "lid" of the box.
The layout of the components on the copper
laminate board is suggested at Fig. 2. First to be
inserted are the two feed -through line-decoupling
capacitors (C2,14) to which the 12 volt DC supply
will go. From this point the converter virtually builds
itself.

Upon completion, the two most important
adjustments to attend to are whether the oscillator
stage is actually oscillating (readily established if a
milliammeter inserted in the +12 volt supply changes
value when the crystal is removed) and secondly
whether the signal frequency inductors are peaked
up. If there is no local amateur four metre signal to
use for this purpose it will be necessary either to
borrow a signal generator with 70MHz output, or to
tune the IF strip (the general coverage receiver) to a
beacon signal (see table 2). The sequence of
peaking -up operations is:
Adjust CV2 until crystal oscillation indications occur;
Rotate the ferrite core within L5 for maximum noise
in the IF strip;
Rotate CV1 for a further increase in background
noise;
Insert a ferrite core into L3: if the signal or noise
injection increases in amplitude the inductor is too
small. Squeeze its turns together to optimise IF
output. Insert a copper or brass tuning slug into L3:
if the signal increases the inductor is too large, so
increase the spacing between its turns. Close -couple
L3 to L4 for maximum signal output;
Follow the same procedure with L1;
Perform a final touching -up of all inductors by using

the external signal source.
Just a final point on that external signal source:

if there is none, and if no beacon is within range, a
test oscillator may be readily made up by adapting
the crystal oscillator stage Q1 of the converter just
described. All that is needed additionally to the
components specified, is a 70MHz crystal from one
of the HRT advertisers. This unit may cost a few
extra pounds, but it will be money well spent when
you realise that you now have a permanent signal
source for "four" - and indeed for "six" if you pop
in a 50.000MHz crystal and slightly readjust L1 to hit
the lower frequency. And a band edge marker as
well!

Souping up old PMRs
An increasing number of old PMR (private mobile

radio) equipments are coming on to the surplus
market and are being pressed into service by ham
groups for local nets on 70.26MHz. Some of these
rigs suffer from two defects: they are rock bound
and they lack front end gain.

To overcome the first of these conditions - and
to get away from the increasing congestion on the
70.26MHz calling channel - it is well worth
purchasing at least one alternative crystal for say
70.45MHz FM calling frequency, and perhaps yet a
third crystal to park you somewhere in between. A
three -position switch mounted on the PMR will being
in each required crystal in turn to effect quick QSY.

The second drawback - lack of frontend gain --
may be overcome by adapting the RF stage of the
converter described above, and feeding its output into
the PMR front end - the "receive" section, of
course. The small modification needed to the RF
stage when it is built as a separate unit is shown in
the next diagrar.,. Using only the single MOSFET and
a modicum of components it may be readily
accommodated on the smallest available standard
die-cast box - yes, "on", not "in": it can become its
lid.

Q1 MOSFET
RF STAGE

L3

COAXIAL SKT

C5
18p

C6
6p8

Fig. 2 A separate pre -amplifier for use with 'deaf' PMR
receivers for 70MHz may be readily constructed by
adapting the front end of the converter described here.
The changes needed are: add a low impedance tapping
two turns from the cold end of L3, and connect this to
a coaxial socket; mount the coax socket on the PCB
on which the preamp is built, and convey the output
from this to the receiver input section of the PMR.
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FOLDED
DIPOLE 78in

39in 39in

ONE -INCH
ALUMINIUM

BOOM

DIRECTOR
74 in

CONNECT COAX
TO RETURN

ARMS OF DIPOLE

REFLECTOR
85in

Fig. 4 The author describes this as the world's simplest and cheapest Yagi for 70MHz. Using recovered aluminium
from old TV aerials, it has three elements spaced a quarter of a wavelength apart. The dipole terminates on the
insulated block mounted on the boom, and the coaxial feeder is connected to its ends.

What antenna?
The burgeoning FM activity on "four" has

encouraged many operators to equip themselves with
mobile facilities - but these postulate the use of
vertical aerials for vehicle use and the consequent
cross -polarisation which occurs when contact is
made with fixed stations predominantly using
horizonally polarised beams. What is the answer?
Either to put up with the path loss caused by non -
compatible polarisations, or, if you operate from home,
erect a vertically disposed dipole to improve the
readability of those mobiles and to enhance your
own signal to them.

The more dexterous and experimentally minded
reader may wish to fashion his own antenna for
"four" possibly along the low cost lines advocated
by past articles, namely, to go along to one of the
local TV aerial contractors, ask him with a pleading
look if he has any old Band 1 TV aerials recovered
from people's homes, and when he replies that he
has a yardful which he doesn't know what to do
with (and this has happened) offer to take them off
him for a nominal sum.

Most of the scrap aerial rod thus recovered will
not conform with the dimensions required at 70MHz.

In this case joint one rod to another to achieve the
required length - but always file or sandpaper the
jointed surfaces to minimise eventual corrosion and
the onset of high, loss-provoding resistance.

The joints between sections can be simply made
by flattening the ends of the rods and then securing
one to the other with a 4BA nut and bolt. To prevent
the ravages of weather - and that corrosion - it is
no bad thing to wrap each joint with insulating tape.

The horizontal aerial is more elaborate. The
recovered aluminium from the "clapped out" TV
aerial rod can be fashioned into a folded dipole
measuring 78 inches end to end and mounted in the
centre of a boom of one -inch aluminium stock. At a
quarter of a wavelength (39ins) along the boom a
74in director is bolted. At another quarter of a
wavelength back from the folded dipole an 85in
reflector is bolted. Hey presto, a Yagi! It didn't look as
aesthetically pleasing as a commercial antenna, but it
served its purpose, at least for the time being. It was
mounted on a Stolle rotator to maximise signals in
wanted directions.

All this makes getting going on "four" easy. It is.
Try it yourself!
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rFc=x= Readers Ads!
FOR SALE

CODAR at5TX 80-160 metres,
CW/AM, complete with Codar
PSU 240 volt, 12 volt mobile
PSU and control box. Codar
T28RX and speaker, all in
wooden box with power leads,
£50. Prefer buyer to collect.
G2ACV. - Tel: 021 704 3591.
FOR SALE Yaesu FT560 HF
transceiver 380/560 P.E.P.,

£200. - 051 648 3445.
TRIO 2200GX FM portable
trans 2W. Fully installed mic
charger, boxed in mint
condition, £70. - Tel:
Weymouth (0305) 813202.
DRAKE 2B RX matching
speaker, calibrator, vgc, £150.
Practical wireless, January
1980 to December 1984,
offers. - 01-954-8021.
YAESU FR101DD digital
deluxe receiver 160, 80, 40,
20, 15, 10, main broadcast
bands, 6M, 2M, all modes,
first class, £275. Wanted: AC
PSU 250/25S for Codar AT5
TX; Joystick aerial plus ATU in
good condition. (Not Sundays,
buyer collects). - Tel:
Wiltshire 0249 653740.
FOR SALE Yaesu FT757GX,
excellent condition or ex-
change FT902 or TR1830S (or
HF Linear). Wanted 600 watt
dummy load, also a noise
bridge. - Tel: Scarisbrick, near
Southport 880345.
YAESU FT one transceiver, all
extras plus fan modification
and Curtis keyer, FM board,
CW, AM, filters. Reason for
sale I'm going Q.R.T., £900.
QTHR. - Tel: 01-729 5429.
HI -MOUND HK703 morse key,
mint condition, boxed, £25.
HI -mound HK701, £12. - Tel:
Grimsby 361842, after 6pm.
G4YSO.
FOR SALE JILSX400 scanner
26-520MHz, £450 ono. - Tel:
0903 755898 (West Sussex)
after 8pm.
FOR SALE National HRO
receivers in various
conditions, from Pristine to
grotty, offers wanted. Require
copy of manual for dynamic
mutual conductance, tube
tester type, 1-177 expenses
paid. - Tel: St Albans 39333.
TRIO TS700G two metre base
station multimode, £360.

Spectrum +2 computer, £75.
Portable colour television,
£75. Datacorder, £10. For
multi 3000, two metre
multimode base station digital
readout, £375. Mike G1-XGM
S1B Brownhill Road, Catford,
London SE6. 01-461 5398.
YAESU FT29OR Mkt all mods,
as new, £250 ono. - Tel:
Dave, 0895 56383, after 7
pm.
DRAKE T4XC R4C AC4 power
supply RX with extra 1.5K Hz
SSB filter MS4 speaker works
on W.A.R.C. bands with extra
crystals transceiver or
separate connecting leads, all
in mint condition, £500.
G4LW. - 118 Bradford Road,
Trowbridge, Wilshire. Tel:
Trowbridge 3166.
FOR SALE Trio TS711E 2M
base station, mint condition,
£700. - Tel: 04468 261
(Barry).
YAESU FT29OR 2M
multimode CW nicads,
charger, case, helical, carrying
strap etc. Recent service,
£285. MML144/30-LS micro-
wave modules linear, £75.
Both in vgc and boxed, 10 ELE
Tiger, £20. Standard C828M,
needs attention, £30. Adam
GOGRA QTHR. - 042771
739 (Lincs).
YAESU FT1 unused still boxed,
CW FM instruction book and
workshop manual, £800 ono.- Tel: Coventry 0203
445627, will deliver 100 mile
radius.
FOR SALE G4ENA 160 metre
mobile SSB transceiver kit, all
new components used, only
few missing complete with
case, £75. - Tel: 04468 261.
ICOM IC751A March '87
vifntage with manipulator key
£1,250 ono. Tel: Days
01-240-1277, after 7pm
01-987-2296 Charles, might
PX 735 or 4305, in good
condition and cash
adjustment.
PIONEER SA408 amplifier,
£45. Toshiba XRJ9 CD player,
£100. NEC T330E tunner,
£25. DNT M40 FMCB, £20.
Murphy homebase 50FM,
£30. 3 amp PSU, £7. Silver
rod, £10. Silver Arrow, £15.
Caroline desk mike, £15 all
ono. Exchange. W.H.Y.

Amateur radio equipment only
cash ajustment either way.
FOR SALE Trio 2000
Communication 150K Hz -

30MHz SSB - LSB - FM / AM
/ CW programe memory, scan
store can be seen working,
£430. Cost over £600 or vno.
Nato 2000 can be converted
to 10MHz, £120. - Tel: 0283
221870. Wanted FT7B, must
be in perfect order, will
inspect. - Tel: 0283 221870.
FOR SALE Pocomtor
AFR2000 all mode decorder
for ARQ Fec Amtor Sitor and
Boudot ASC!!! bargain, £300.
Tono 550, bargain, £200.
Sony ICF 2001 radio in box
with extra's, £100. - Tel:
01-228 4835.
YAESU FT-2FB 2M, FM
12 -channel tranceiver, plus 5/8
ring, plane Antenna, 1W or
10W, £58. Yaesu NC -1, Nicad
charger, new, unused, £9.
Canadian "58 set" plus
ancillaries, SAE. Details: £48
all items, inspect, collect.
G3FCK, 40 Turnpike Road,
Newbury, Berks, RG13 3AS.
Tel: Newbury 40750.
FT101EE 160M -10M HF 260
watts SSB 180 watts CW,
including desk mic, fan, brass
key, mains PSU and instruc-
tion manual. Beautiful condi-
tion, excellent first rig, offers?
Wanted FT707 with or
without PSU. Tel: Ian Dublin,
0001 874904 or write 21

Rathdown Park, Greystones
County, Wicklow, Ireland.
VICEROY Mk III, 150 watt,
transmitter, no mods, very
good condition, new, PA
valves, £65. - C. Price,
G3JDA. 3 Hornshurst Road,
Rotherfield, Sussex. Tel:
Rotherfield 2144.
ALINCO ALM203E handheld
2M transceiver, AA power
supply, DC/AC converter, SWR
meter, Nicad battery charger,
all under guarantee, £250 ono.
- Titchfield (0329) 45133.
ELECTRONIC Organ Thomas
Cavalier 1129, two manuals
base pedals, nine voices,
rythum, as new, £150 or swap
for HF rig. - Tel: 091-488210
Jim Godch, Newcastle area.
HF receiver 150KHz to 30MHz
Kenwood QR666, good con-
dition, £85 ono. - Tel:

(04747) 4563 Gravesend,
Kent. Phil G1RJI.
2 METER FM mobile
transceiver, standard C8900,
latest model, only 1in high, 10
watts, mount, manual, excel-
lent condition, £125. - Chas,
01-764 6767.
YAESU FT48OR 2M
multimode transceiver, in
good condition, plus VSWR
meter and dummy load. £250.- Tel: 01-435 8456 NW
London.
FOR SALE FT7B, YC-7B, very
good condition with manuals,
will exchange for base HF
transceiver, either digital or
analogue. - Tel: Shaun 021
525 1265, also desk
microphone and vertical
tribander.
HOWES CTV25 Antenna
matching unit, assembled,
perfect, with instructions,
£10. Plus postage. - Tel: 091
5267902, Blanchard,
Tyneside.
FT701313 70CM portable
transceiver for sale, £190 ono.- Tel: Brighton (0273)
418345.
FDK Multi 3000 multimode
two metre rig, three and ten
watt, very good condition,
£150. - Tel: Norwich
405531.
TR7500 2M 10W FM Synth
rig in original packing,
complete with workshop
manual, £175. - Tel: 040372
2444 evenings.
G4MH Minibeam £50.
GDO/wavemeter, as new,
£35. Wanted 2 meter Linear
suitable FT290R, swop or
haggle. K rimmer (G4TDA).
Rugby, Phone 0788 70363.
SCANNER users, I have
photocopy of service manuals
for the following Tandy,
Realistic PRO 30, PRO 31,
PRO 32 and PRO 2021, Yaesu
FRG9600 and combined A or
R 2001-2002 (UK) version all
£5 each plus P P 50p. -
Phillips, Tel: 01-743-0811.
BEERCAT DX1000
Communication receiver, new,
less than 10 hrs usage,
genuine reason for sale.
Accept £350. Please phone
James, Portsmouth (0705)
827681 ext 606 office -

hours.
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WANTED

WANTED Trio MC -50
microphone also operating
manual or photocopy for
Mullard high speed valve
tester. Phone after 6pm. Tel:
021 558 3522, Mr Fox,
Birmingham.
WANTED 934 MHZ
transceiver, mached base
Colinear Antenna, cable.
Straight swap for complete
modern amateur photograp-
hers collection. Pentax ME
Super 35mm camera, 15
months old, two zoom lenses,
host of accessories, bargain
swap. Phone Kevin (evenings),
Stoke-on-Trent 314383.
YAESU FRG -7700 receiver
with Antenna tuner FRT-7700
and VHG converter (D)
FRV-7700. Mint condition,
hardly used, £295. Tel: Oxford
(0865) 779118.
WANTED Collins S. series
transmitter, KW204 trans-
mitter, KW107 tuner, KW228
tuner, KW108 monitor
heathkit, SW610 monitor,
PRN10 G.D.O. KW2000 Series
P. unit. Immediate cash for any
of the above, in good
condition. Tel: 022989 635
Cumbria, anytime.
WANTED EX RAF
communication receiver, type
R1155B or R1155F, must be
complete and original
although not necessary in
working order. Please
telephone 0380-830654
(Wiltshire).
WANTED 455kHz mechanical
filter. Kokusai MF455-10AZ or
equivalent preferably with
matching transformers and
carrier crystals. Also want
FRG7 or FRG7000 receiver, in
mint untweeked condition.
Have standard C8800 mobile
144 MHz RM rig to exchange.
Telephone 0625 873209
evenings/weekends, Martin
G4FIK Poynton.
WANTED secluded QTH lings
with power and scope for LF
Antenna's, no close neigh-
bours, privacy essential
property. Must be attractive in
good repair with garage
immediate decision upon
inspection, cash purchase.
Please telephone 10323)
987313.
WANTED wiring diagrams for
Cambridge AMIO-D E band,
68-88MHz, also spares
wanted for same. Contact
Chris (0226) 247167 5

Cheviot Walk, Pogmoor,
Barnsley, S. Yorks. 5752HH.
FT223 FM 2M transceiver,
10W Xtal controlled, 14 Xtals
installed, with manual etc,
£75. Old wireless, late 1940's,
large, £15. Console TV, late
1940's, combined with built in
wireless, £15. No offers. -
Oxford 735821.
WANTED for spares IC245E
or parts of EG PLL unit etc.
G4PPW QTHR. Tel: Welling-
borough 0933 651719.
WANTED Superstar 360 or
2000, must be in pristine
condition and no screwdriver
inside. Phone evenings or
weekends, Mark (0562)
743515.
WANTED Yaesu FT102 late
model, must have filters fitted,
also FM Board. - Tel:
Coventry 0203 456128
evenings.
WANTED has anyone a circuit
diagram or manual for a

Totsuko SSB TX-RX model
TR-210017, will pay any costs
and return post? Tel: 024028
325 Great Missenden, Bucks.
WANTED Hewlett Packard 10
or 20dB CO -Axial attenuator
type 8491 A or B or 30dB
type 8498A. James G6XM 56
Fern Meadow, Okehampton,
Devon. EX 201PB. Tel:
0837-2923.
WANTED Belcom transceiver
26-30MZ up to £175. Waiting
for a reasonable example. -
John 0734 411501.
WANTED output Triodes and
audio valves. Early Hi-Fi
Tannoy Lowther, Voight,
Vitavox, Western -electric,
Quad, Decca FFSS, Ortofon
arms and heads, SME arms -
non -improved, Altec, AEI,
BTH, Garrard 301, Thorens
TD124 etc. Also ex -cinema
audio equipment, speakers,
drive units, horns. - Please
contact: John Baker, 57
Birkenhead Street, London
WC1H 8BB. (01-833-3008).
WANTED construction details
for terminal unit/interface on
RTTY (TX-RX ) for Commodore
64 or +4. Please contact: Mr
T. Jones (G6BDF) 159 Cobden
View Road, Crookes,
Sheffield, S10 1HT. S.
Yorkshire.
WANTED Dummy load for HF
500 watts, also hand mic for
Icom 251E. - Tel: Phil
104747) 4563 (Gravesend,
Kent) G1RJI.
WANTED manual for advance
signal generator type, B3 -C.

GMOAYW QTHR 0592 890
837.
WANTED circuits and
aligment procedures for
Heathkit Mohican receiver and
same for Curlew type 350
Marine radio telephone.
Interface from Commodore
printer to Spectrum /ZX81
computer or Alphacom 32.
G4TYK. 75 Whites Road,
Southampton S02 7NR 0703
441345.
WANTED HF Linear 2100Z or
similar or homebrew.
Exchange FT757 for FT902 or
TR8305. Wanted beam
10.1520 2 or 3 element. Also
FT101E and mobile tower
wanted. Tel: Scarisbrick
880345.
WANTED photo of pre-war
wirless shop. List of
Edwardian amateurs with
three letter call signs. Pre-war
car radio. Pre-war test gear,
meters, Sig -gene, etc for that
pre-war wireless shop! Tel:
Douglas Byrne G3KPO, Ryde
(0983) 67665.
WANTED 1930s 1960s
practical wireless radio
constructor 2000 head-
phones LF valve interstage
transformer 3500/350 6.3 HT
transformer electroniques coil
pack. - J. Savage, 18
Bideford Close, WK Worth,
Swindon, Wilts SW32LB.
WANTED AR88, B40, CR100
or similar general coverage
receiver required by beginner.
Must be GWO and reasonable
price. - Write A. Casey, 6
Ardbreck Place, Inverness
IV 24QQ.
WANTED IC260, IC255 'E' or
'A' FTV707, TXVTR, FT707,
FT107, (not 'S'), do you have
any of the above in good clean
condition? Seller must be
reasonable local. - Phone
Medway (Kent) 106341
30822, Mark G4RGB.
WANTED ex -services CT52
Oscilloscope, £25. Offered for
complete scope and access-
ories. Working or not but must
be complete. Dave Logan
G4EZF. 27 Shaw Street,
Mottram Hyde, Cheshire.
Telephone Mottram 62799.
WANTED HF VHF UHF gear.
Have Canon 8mm video
camera system, also Quad
33/303 amp and pre -amp,
with monitor audio R252
speakers and Technics
portable CD player. All mint
condition. Will split/add cash
etc. Nick 0793 696004.

CHRONIC Duodenul Ulcur
Hiatus Hernia Perncious
Aneamia invalid. 33 yrs - 20
yrs, NHS classified. Semi
housebound, mad on radio,
TV. Hamming urgently, needs
Ham to start him off on
transmitting. - Mr Ashley, 15
Clifton -Gdns, Stamford Hill,
London N15 (01-0373) 7 days,
24 hrs, 365 days.
WANTED Goodmans
Triaxiette loudspeaker unit. -
Ring Gordon, 04606-4376
G8GZC QTHR.
WANTED operating
instructions for Yaesu FC301
Antenna tuning unit, circuit
diagram and any relevant
information for the satis-
factory operation of this ATU.
All reasonable prices paid.
Photo copy will be sufficient.
- John GO GPA, QTHR (new
call book) or phone 0302
841530 (Doncaster) ex/ C.S.
G6UGU.
WANTED any designs plans or
information on morse keys.
Please sent details to: T.

Duffin, 16 Park Lane,
Newcastle co -Down NI (any
costs refunded by return.
WANTED valves, 6BA6, 6BE6,
1/2 6AQ8, 6BE6, 6AQ5, EF93,
EK90, ECC85, EF93, EL90,
for a Trio 9R-59DS, all letters
will be answered to: H.
Richardson, 7 Grange Road,
Thornaby, Cleveland, TS17
6LT.
WANTED Eprom programmer,
any type to program, simple
Hex programe into B1 -Polar
prom homebrew, professional
or W.H.Y. Richard G4SYV
0532 611924, after 6.30pm
please.
YAESU FT202R, needs repair,
but must have service manual
or original instructionf book.
Can anybody help me to
obtain these. Will return after
use. Ask for Graham on 061
796 89891, thankyou.
WANTED pair of Pye PF85
VHF handhelds or any similar
handhelds. Zycomm, Motor-
ola, Storno, Burndept. Must be
in good working order. Full
details and price please. Have
Pye 5000 VHF pair to swap or
will buy. - 0325 485981
(Answerphone, 24 hrs).
WANTED CB radio, hand held
set only, 27M FM, must be in
good working order, will pay
upto £40. Contact P. White,
12 Churchville, Micklefield, Nr
Leeds, LS25 4AP. Tel:
0532-869325 weekends.
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WANTED Yaesu YC601
frequency counter for FT101.
Also Heathkit 12in TV model
GR-9900 for spares. Ron
Biles, GOGHX Wimborne. Tel:
0202-880194.
WANTED HF Linear SUCH as
Heathkit SB101 or 102. Any
condition considered. - Tel:
Tony on 0608 811102.
WANTED Yaesu FL101
transmitter, plus all leads for
connection to FR101. Also
mounting bracket and stand-
off leg for Trio TR7200G 2M
transceiver. Phone George on
01-607 7951, after 7pm or
anytime weekends.
WANTED Yaesu FRG7700 or
FRG7 Communications re-
ceiver. Must be in mint
condition. Please write to
Peter Burbeck, 5 Wouldham
Terrace, Saxville Road, St
Pauls Cray, Orpington, Kent.
BR5 3AT.
WANTED Belcom LS102L
10m multimode, good price
paid for good rig. Will travel to
see rig. Tel: 041 649 5371
GM1FMP QTHR.

EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE Jersey and
Guernsey first day covers and
UK stamp collection for 2M
RIG. - 0602 278840.
EXCHANGE 19 set complete
working. Includes PSU, vario-
meter, control box, connec-
tors, plus spare PSU and
second set for spares. For 1 to
30MHz general coverage
receiver. Eddystone prefered.
WHY? --- Don Runcorn,
66421.
EXCHANGE HP9121 twin disk
drive (working) with leads
valued £500+ will consider
FT1012D or similar HFTX/RX.
Any condition considered
W.H.Y? Contact: Andy 21

Holyrood Grove, Prestwich,
Manchester M255PG, will pay
postage if accepted.
EXCHANGE Yaesu FRG9600
Withers Mark II, still under
guarantee. Wanted Sony
ICF2001D similar age. Cash
adjustment. - Peter, Kings
Lynn 841119.
EXCHANGE IBM PC
compatible computer Tandy
1000HD with 640KRAM
Brother printer M1009 Tandy
CGP-115 printer plotter colour
monitor valve to buy now
£1,730. All six months old for
Icom ICR7000 multi mode
VHF 25-2000MHz. - Tel: Ray

(0532) 778689.
EXCHANGE full set Petron
golf clubs. Metal woods.
Petron bag and hood. Extras
value £180. Want shortwave
receiver with digital frequency
read-out approx same price.
Must be good working
condition. - Tel: Livingston
39386 7pm - 9pm Bob.
EXCHANGE violin Czechos-
loavkian Stradivarios copy and
please note copy and not
genuine strad, value
unknown, for SSB/CW HF rig,
anything working eighty to ten
considered. Please write to
Angie GOHGA 29 Hudson
Road, Stevenage, Herts
SG2-0ER.
HAVE 4inch reflector
telescope, value £275. Will
swap for 70cms TSVR or
50MHZ gear. Have Specto ST
8mm projector and camera
exchange for low band Pye
Cambridge Amorfm 10B, 50
or 70MHz G8BSK 290 Priory
Road, St Denys Southampton
S021LS.
FIFTY five pre-war HMV and
Marconi service manuals,
covering 105 models, also 45
duplicate manuals. Want Avo
valve characteristic meter or
valve tester or W.H.Y. W.E.
Stedman, 133B, Lynton Road,
Bermondsey, London SE1
5QX.
REALISTIC Mash rotator and
Daiwa 1000CH Syn receiver
covers 143-152MHz plus
Oscar 2 aerial, wanted general
coverage receiver 01kHz -

30MHz with digital dial
USB/CW FM & AM Trio Yaesu
Icom No mods Datong Active
Antenna indoor or outdoor
cash adjustment. - Tel:
Medway 388516.
EXCHANGE my brand new
FT290 Mk II for your good
clean working FT290 Mk I

plus £200. Approx Mk II too
good for traverting! GW6AYM,
QTHR. Tel: 044-128-2782.
EXCHANGE KW 204 KW 202
Heathkit SB 602 monitor for
Belcom LS102. All mode 10M
transceiver 07375
(Downland) 54388.
HAVE 1987 relistic PRO32 h
andheld Scanner 200
programmable frequencies in
memory with extras plus
Archer all band Scanner
indoor Antenna wanted
70cms handheld or portable
multimode in exchange or HF
transceiver. -- Tel: 0603
867005 (Norwich) G1WQW.

HAVE ZX Spectrum
computers, datacorder,
speech synth, ligh and pen,
Centronics GLP printer loads
of software include SSTV,
Sony ICF 7600D, Yeasu
FRT7700, Datong AD370,
cine camera and projector
boxed, want Commadore disk
drive, printer, modem, Yeasu
NC15 PSU. - Tony G6RBK
(0923) 662817.
SWAP Pye Westminster
W15U/FM six channelled
70cm transceiver, for
2m/70cm PWR/SWR meter or
FRT 7700RX ATU, or 2m
beam and rotator, or WHY?
cash considered. Tel: Peter
0932 787628.
BOAT outfit inland waters.
Yamaha 2HP 0/B, Tabur YAK
II dinghy. Moorland trailer.
Lighting board oars life-
jackets, mint condition, cost
£790. Exchange for AOR
2002 must be mint or sell
£350 ono. - Bolton (0204)
852786.
EXCHANGE 9ft sailing boat
with sails oars two with life
jackets and anchor. For 2M
multimode mobile or portable.
- Tel: Mike Giwia 01-560
6069 evening.
EXCHANGE new Marantz
CH53 mini Hi-Fi system. Value
£350 for modern general cov-
erage receiver or amateur
bands transceiver. - W. E.
Gates, 16 Highmill Drive,
Scarborough, North Yorkshire
Y012 6RN.
EXCHANGE Sharp GF-780D
double deck tape Hi-Fi
detachable speakers, five
band equaliser, search
system, Dolby, as new, boxed
worth £200 for Trio R600
receiver or AR20001,
MX5000 scanning receiver. -
Tel: 08357 314.
EXCHANGE Archer VHF -VHF
Antenna 60-600MHz new, for
0-30mzk active Antenna or
pre -amp. - Tel: South Shields
4565315.
HAVE Phillips C0150 plus 4
compact discs also Trio
TR2400 with nicads and
charger also Reece RC100 1.8
to 200MHz SWR meter PWR
meter to 1KW + modulation
meter. Will exchange for
FT480 or TR91305 with
Linear must be good
condition, will collect. - Tel:
021-356-5580, ask for Nigel.
WANTED Dressler Active Ant
ARA30 also Datong FL -3 with
notch or similar to booth also

need ATV have Zenith speech
processor unit in vgc, also
100W Linear 26-30MHz
mobile 12V will exchange or
cash adjust or buy WHY. S. P.
Martin, Weston -Super Mare,
28666 leave number and I will
phone you back or leave
message.
EXCHANGE Yaesu FRG7700
and FRT7700 ATU for 5"
Raglan or Southbend lathe.
Cash adjustment. Clarke 15
Longley Avenue, Keshall,
Cheshire CW60QZ. Phone
0829 52235.
SWOP Commodore CBM64,
joystick, paddles, cassette,
games, hardly used for
Commodore. RX DX302,
FRG7 or similar. - Tel:
Bideford (02372) 77631.
ICOM GT1 personal
transceiver cost over £750.
Will exchange for Trio Icom
TX/RX general coverage. Cash
AJD either way. WHY. All
letters answered, mint
condition. - Mr F. J. Mclnally,
3E Langlands Court, Glasgow
G514XJ.
EXCHANGE mint FTV901-R
manuals cables packing
2M + 70cm. 70cm 2 hrs use
only 2M needs PA - slb. QTH
U/S-70cm £295 or unmodded
FT480-R, similar. NOT -290.
Possible older base station
with 50W o/p GWIEXF QTHR
049525 6560 after 20.00
hours ask for Carl.
SWAP Weihrauch HW77 air
rifle, .177, 12ft 1lbs, 3x -9x
scope mounts sling swivels,
for FRG -7 or FRG 7700. Mr J.
Gosk, 8 Byron Street, Methil,
Leven, Fife, KY8 3JF.
WANTED AOR2002 Scanner
for any parts Tandy PC6
pocket 8K computer. Trio
TH21E 2 meter H/portable
plus DC21, Vox headset,
Thandar TC200, TP600
600MHz F/counter. TRS80
model 100 32K lap computer
with 3.5" disk drive plus few
disks one on PKT/radio. -
Ring 04738 5526.
EXCHANGE Yaesu 208
Hawdie for Yaesu 790 or 708
Hawdie I require a decent
70cms portable/Hawdie. -
Tel: Dave, 062 86 64567.
EXCHANGE/sale mobile radio-
telephone NEC type
TRSE600-3A all cables
locking mount, but no handset
fully working and ready to
connect want 2m FM/multi or
sell £350. - Tel: 061-775
5207 for further details.
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sell or exchange your gear through

free service to readers.

These advertisements are offered as a free
to readers who are not engaged in buying

selling the same equipment or services on a
basis. Readers who are should

our advertising department who will be
to help.

Advertisements will be inserted as and when
becomes available.

The insertion of advertisements will be on a
come, first served basis, subject to condition

As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee
insertion of a particular advertisement into
particular magazine.

Readers should either write out their
in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it.

first word will appear in bold.
5. The magazine cannot accept any

for printers' errors in the
However, we will do our best to

that legibly written advertisements are
correctly. In the event of a gross error,

the Editor's discretion, a corrected version of
advertisement will be printed )at the

advertiser's request) in the earliest issue in which
space is available.
6 .The magazine or its publishers will not accept

for the contents of the
advertisements, and by acceptance of these

. ,

0116

le,,,
___ __._.

conditions, the advertiser undertakes to
indemnify the publisher against any legal action
arising out of the contents of the advertisement.
7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to
accept or to delete sections of advertisements
where this is judged necessary. Illegal CB
equipment is not acceptable unless specified as
suitable for conversion to amateur or legal CB
frequencies.
8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith;
however, the publisher cannot be held
responsible for any untruths or
misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for
the activities of advertisers or respondents.
9. Advertisers must WI in their names, addresses
and (if available) telephone number in the space
provided, and sign the form to inc:icate
acceptance of these conditions (forms returned
without a signature will not be used).
10. All that is to be reproduced in the
advertisement should be entered into the space
provided on the form printed in the magazine. A
photocopy is only accepted if accompanied by
the corner of this page. All advertisements must
give either a telephone number or address for
respondents to contact or both - these must be
included in the advertisement.
11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in
length including the address or phone number
information. Telephone numbers normally count
as two words, exchange or exchange code plus
number.

I accept the conditions above.
Name

Signature
Address

Send this form to: Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today,
I Golden Square, London, W1 R 3AB

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:
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Lineage: 44p per word VAT exclusive (minimum 15 words) Semi Display: (minimum 2
cms) £7.75 per single column centimetre. Ring for information on series
bookings/discounts. All advertisements in this section must be prepaid Advertisements
are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card
(available on request).

fti_7'{t1!)
01-437 0699 Ext 290. Send your
requirements to: Ham Radio Today
Class. Dept., ASP Ltd..
1 Golden Square. London W1R 3AB

ACCESSORIES

TEL: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

WHOLESALE
DEALERS

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
fast, friendly service, competitive
prices, widest range and latest CB

products.
WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE - OPEN EVERY DAY SI INDAY BY APPOINTMENT
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road Manchester M20 9AF

FOR SALE

IAMBIC MORSE KEYER WITH TWIN PADDLE
Electronic keyer with built-in twin paddle unit. Can be used as
Iambic keyer or as single paddle keyer. Extremely quiet screened
reed relays keying circuit.

Wide range speed control.
Adjustable sidetone,
volume and tone.
'Tune' switch.
Kit version available.

Runs from 12v D.C. supply or 240v mains P.S.U. available. Size -
100m.m.(W) x 155m.m.(D) x 55m.m.(H) inc. paddles.
Ready built units have 100 hour soak test for reliability. Kits have
ALL components supplied and paddle unit pre -assembled.
Ready built keyer £49.90. 240v P.S.U. £7.50. Kit version £34.90.
Prices are inclusive of all charges. Prompt despatch on all units.

TARGA ELECTRONICS 3 Raven Avenue. Tlbshelf,
Derbyshire, DE5 5NR.

EQUIPMENT

USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT?
Buy, Sell & Exchange!

SELLING? I pay the BEST POSSIBLE
PRICES for your Clean Used Equipment'

BUYING? I have the BEST SELECTION of
top Quality Used Equipment Availbale!

For the Deal You've been looking for.
Phone Dave. G4TNY

On 04024 57722 or 0836 201530
9am to 7pm. Monday to Saturday.

Or send SAE for lists.
G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO

132 Albany Road. Hornchurch. Essex RM12 4AQ

MISCELLANEOUS

HEATHKIT U.K. spares and ser-
vice centre. CEDAR ELEC-
TRONICS, Unit 12. Station Drive.
Bredon, Tewkesbury. Glos. Tel
0684 73127.

01-437 0699
= RESULTS

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Disks & Ribbons
3" CF2 £2.00
3 5" DS unbranded f1.20
5 25" Memorex branded
SS/DD £0.74
5.25" 96 tpi DS. unbranded
labels etc. £0.40
SEE 10 storage box 5 25" or
3 5" £1.85
Imagewriter £2.65
Citizen 120D £3.50
Epson MX/RX/FX80 £2.60
Epson MX/RX/FX100 £3.10
Cannon PW 1080A £2.69
Citizen MSP 10 £4.90
Epson LX 80/86 £2.50
Kaga Taxan £2.69

Please add 15% VAT. carrage free

T -systems Ltd.,
The Signal Cabin,

61 High Street. Orpington,
Kent. BR6 OJF.
Tel: 0689 22196

NEXT DEADLINE
25TH AUGUST

NOVEMBER
ISSUE

CRYSTALS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Same Day Service

Any frequency from
2MHz - 55MHz

McKnight Crystals,
Amateur Radio Division,

Department Q.
Hardley Industrial Estate,

Hythe, Southampton
SO4 6ZY

CREDIT CARD SALES
HOTLINE: 0703 848961

PACKET RADIO
SOFTWARE

qXCEM:f/0)?_1707114-10.1a'
G4BMK

AX25 Packet Radio
DRAGON 32/64 and TANDY color

A Breakthrough in Packet Radio-AX25
stand alone software in ROM cartridge
plus a built VHF.' -IF modem for just
£99! New DRAGON 32 Computers
available at £54 00. Full AX 25
implementation with up to 6
simultaneous connections. optional
beacon and digipeater operation
Modem kits & PCB's available Send
SAE for full details of this & RTYY. CW.
SSTV & AMTOR.
2 Beacon Close. Seaford. East Sussex
BN25 2JZ Tel10323) 893378

TEST
EQUIPMENT

CAVITY WAVEMETERS
AS REVIEW IN

FEB H.R.T.
144 Wiz to 2500 Mhz and 30 MHz

to 2500 MHz.
10 GHz Wavemeter Kits.

Solid Brass Based Morse Keys
S.A.E. for more information to: -
PAUL SERGENT G4 ONF

6 GURNEY CLOSE,
COSTESSEY,

NORWICH NR5 OHB
(0603) 747782

Prestel no: 603747782

EX GOVT
SURPLAS

IF IT'S BEEN
INVENTED WE'VE

PROBABLY GOT IT.
ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD.
CATTLE MARKET. NOTTING-
HAM NG2 3GY 0602 864902

TELEPHONE ORDERS =
p:3 WELCOME
BRITAIN'S LARGEST
SUPPLIER OF EX -
GOVERNMENT ELEC-
TRONIC TEST EOIJIPMENT
& COMPONENTS.
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road
Manchester M20 9AF. OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for
Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive
Prices, Widest Range & Latest

Products
Tel: 061-445-8918

061-434-5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

IAN FISHER Communications of
Stanhope Main distributors for 27
MHz & 934 MHz CB radios &
accessories. Open Mon -Sat.
10 30-6.00pm. Sun. 2.30-4.30. CB
Works. The Market Shop. Market
Place. Stanhope. Tel (0388)
528464

*PSSS,...
ALL THE SUPER
BARGAINS ARE
ON THE
INSIDE -FRONT
COVER OF THIS
MAGAZINE!'

FOR SALE
RYLANDS (HR) 39 Parkside
Avenue Southampton, 301 9AF
Diy HF long and medium wave,
loop antennas S.A.E details..

DEADLINES

OUR NEXT COPY
DATES ARE:

25th AUGUST
NOVEMBER

ISSUE
30th SEPTEMBER

DECEMBER
ISSUE

AERIALS

MASTS TENNAMAST
Wind-up is a new name
Tilt over a new product
Mobile and a new design
static Please write
Prices from or telephone
f160 complete with your
for our requirements
economy model 24hr answer
25ft to 40ft, service
VHF & HF PROMPT
We can supply DELIVERY
suitable Rotators

"Models suitable for
surveillance and

temp lighting"
VK2ABO Beam Kit now available f50 As

seen in June issue HRT pg 12

MAINS ROAD
BEITH

AYRSHIRE
KA15 2HT M

O Tel: (05055) 3824
GUS VHZ 0

42 TENNAMAST Scotland 1986

If you have not already seen us we will be
at the Scottish Amateur Radio Convention
Sun 13th Sept Magnum Centre. Irvine

T.A.R
COMMUNICATIONS

For all Aerials & Lashing
equipment.

We are famous for the G5 RB
antenna and the 5, 7, & 12

element ZL.
For Retail or Mailorder
contact --
TAR COMMUNICATIONS

King William St., Stourbridge
W. Midlands. DY8 4EY

0384 390944

ANTI-T.V.I. Aerials, traps fo
beams or wire aerials, baluns, kits
etc. Data 26p large SAE. Aeria
guide £1. G2DYM Uplowman
Tiverton, Devon EX16 7PH (03986
215.

COURSES

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
Start training now - No previous knowledge re-
quired. Study for 3-6 months. Post Coupon now for
free brochure - without obligation:

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence
School, 12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon.
Tel: 06267 - 79398.

(HRT/9)

NAME

ADDRESS:
POST CODE

SERVICE
MANUALS

TISHR 76 CHURCH ST.
LARKHALL 884585/883334

LANARKS ML9 1HE

Every published service sheet from the 30s
to date Worlds largest selection of service
manuals Spectrum repair service manual
£5 00 Sole M 0 supplier T V Video repair
manuals Newnes & T V Technic
Technical Books FREE review service
sheet/price list Enquiries large SAE

SERVICE MANUALS. Amateur
radio, test, audio, TV, video etc.
Thousands stocked. SAE
enquiries. Mauritron (HRT), 8
Cherrytree Road, Chinnor,
Oxon.

PERSONALISED
LEISUREWEAR

T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS
byinterprint

me.

MINIMUM ORDER - ONLY 12
FREE DESIGN SERVICE

Other Top Quality
Personalised Products
Soo', Shirt, Tie, Hats Lighters. Bags.
trJ,kers Badges. Aprons Tea towels

Write for tree colour brochure to:

INTERPRINT Dept. HAM
CRAVEN ARMS,
SHROPSHIRE SY7 9NY.

TEL: (05882) 2703 & 2502

(CLASSIFIED COUPON

I

HAM RADIO TODAY, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPT, No 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1R 3AB vi

EC PIP
DATE -PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO

FOR SALE SOFTWARE

VISA

WANTED

Rates: Lineage 48p per word (VAT inclusive) minimum £7.20
semi -display £7.35 per single column cm. No reimbursments for
cancellations. All ads must be pre -paid.
Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No:
Signature Date

EQUIPMENT
I I AERIALS (-7 OTHERWISE STATE

Sliaalts

I

I

I

I

I

I
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111101111111GUIDE
BIRMINGHAM

R. WITHERS
COMMUNICATIONS

584 Hagley Road West
Oldbury, Wartey 888 OBS

1E21 (Quinton B'Ham) Tel: 021-421 820112/3 =
'Opening hours 9-5.30pm Late nights Thurs-Fri.

Send just £1.00 (refundable against purchase)
for latest catalogue our exclusive products & used list.

BIRMINGHAM

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD.

(Est. 1963)
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted!
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

CHESHIRE

DW ELECTRONICS G3XCF
Amateur Radio Supplies
71 Victoria Rd, Widnes MICONI1

Tel: 051-420 2559
1Open Mon -Sat 9.30-6 (closed Thurs)

We supply Yaesu, Icom, Tonna, Jaybeam,
Microwave Modules, Datongs, etc.

DEVON

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merton Garage & Post Office, Merton.

Nr. Oakhampton EX20 3DZ.
Open 6 days 9-6

(Sundays by appointment)
Specialists in 934MHz

Suppliers of all 27MHz and 934MHz equipment

DORSET

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

IS EASY IN HRT.

FOR ADVERTISING PHONE

SUE CURTIS ON 01-437-0699

KENT

ICOM (UK) LTD
ELECTRONICS

2 Stanley Road, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 369464

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30pm
jCO except Thursday 9-1pm lG0 I

OSILL

LANCASHIRE

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS G3LLL.
YAESU. JAYBEAM. ORAE DATONG. BLACK STAR COUNTERS.

ETC FT 101 EXPERTS
- 6JS6C 6K06 12BY7A Ongonal type approved

valves & our own Double Balanced Mirer and
new band WARC Kits foroogroal FT 101 MK1-E.
S A E List Full Yaesu range 15 mans Junctoon
31 M6 Free parking Call and consult G3LLL
without obligation Holidays' Pficne check
we are open before calling

45 JOHNSTON STREET. SUCKSURN 112 I Er.
102541 59515. CLOSER IIIURSDAT.

LONDON

lam'DRESSLER UK LTD
191 Francis Rd., Layton, E10

Open 9-5.30 Monday -Friday 10-5 Saturday

Authorised dealers tor:
Dressler, Yaesu, Icom, Standard, Kenwood,
Datong, SCM, Microwave Modules, Tonna
Tel: 01-558 0854/556-1415 Telex: 8953609

MERSEYSIDE

ARE COMMUNICATIONS LTD
For Yaesu Icom & Kenwood

Phone us for the best deals on all
amateur radio equipment.

38 Bridge St, Earlestown,
Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside.
Phone Peter G4KKN on 09252-29881

Opening hours Tuesday -Saturday 10am-5pm

MIDDLESEX

FOR

41

CB EXCHANGE
RIGS ACCESSORIES AND REPAIRS

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

475 STAINES RD. BEDFONT
MIDDLESEX.

(Nr Barlcays Bank)
01 890 0900 or 0836 204604

WE RARELY CLOSE

NORFOLK

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich

Tel: 615786
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Thurs 9-1pm DlICON11U Stockists of:
YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM

& Electronic Component Specialists

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

R.H.N. COMMUNICATIONS
NEW SHOP OPEN SOON at

44 HIGH STREET. STANTONHILL, MANSFIELD.
TEL. 0302 835280 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Whole range of PMR. Mobile & Base Units.
Domestic & Cellular Telephones & Amateur radio

Products

TRIO CLEARTONE PACE MARCONI
Open 8 30am-5 30pm Mon -Sat

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
JOHN GM3OPW

20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes,
Fife KY75DP1,1
TEL: 0592 756962

Open. Tues-Sat 9-5

0.A.M
Of,[11

Quality secondhand equipment in stock. Full
range of TRIO goodies. Jaybeam - Microwave

Modules - LAR.

STAFFORDSHIRE

NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME
MRZ COMMUNICATIONS LTD
CD LNOMIAmateur/Pmr/Marine/Air

Amateur

MRZ Desk Base Unit for Icom Portables
Tel: (0782) 619658 7 Day Service

SURREY

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford

Open Mon -Fro 8am-6.30pm
Sat 8am-530Pm Secondhand wanted

IICOM1
ASDEN

... up,.

0483-574434

SUSSEX

G.W.M. RADIO LTD
40/42 Portland Road. Worthing,

Sussex Te1:0903 34897
Constantly changing stock of interesting items for
callers Receivers test equipment. components etc
Pye pocketfone PFI TX units with battery and
circuits £12 inc p&p. Meters survey radiac No 2
portable radiation detectors untested. no
information available £15 inc. p&p.

YORKSHIRE

ALAN HOOKER
ELECTRONICS
42 Netherhall Road,

Doncaster L_IIT-ricomi
Tel - 0302 25690

Large stocks of electronic
components.

N. WALES

NORTH WALES AMATEUR
RADIO MART

AMATEUR RADIO - CB RADIO - MARINE
RADIO - P.M.R.

25 ABBEY STREET
RHYL

Open Monday -Saturday: 11am-5.30pm
All repairs and accessories available ex

stock. Mail order welcome.
Tel: 0745-51579
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RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

RRC has helped thousands of students to surress in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one which
guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest possible time.
Only The Rapid Results College offers you all these advantages:

A qualified personal tutor
Study material prepared by
specialists

yl' Completely self-contained
courses

ly1 Handy pocket -sized booklets
Personal study programme
Regular marked tests
Courses regularly updated

Yr 48 hour despatch

Yi Free advice before you enrol

Telephone Helpline

yl Free 'How to Study' Guide
Instalment Plan

Yf Free Postage on course
material
Worldwide Airmail Service

Yl Extra tuition free if you
don't Hass first time

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECT
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

TIMIT Postcode

The Rapid Results College
D,r, IN s mloa House. London SW19 40S. FRU ADVICE.: 01-947 721219am-Stani it

PROSPECTES01 946 1102124 hour Rdrordacall Service wow* Dept. No !NS

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

A K D 7

Allweld Engineering IBC
Arrow Electronics 6

Cap Co 6

Cirkit Distribution 18
Dressler UK Ltd IBC
Elliot Electronics 26
ERA Ltd 7

Farnborough Communications .. 26
Garex Electronics 26
!corn UK Ltd 4,5
KW Ten Tec Ltd 18
Lowe Electronics 34,35
RAS Nottingham 26
Rapid Results College 66
SAR con IBC
Spectrumm Comms 18
Technical Software 18
Waters & Stanton 17
Ray Withers Comms IFC
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SCOTTISH
AMATEUR NEW  TOWN

SARCON

RADIO
CONVENTION

j8T Sunday, 13thI September
at The Magnum Leisure Centre, 10.30am

Bring the XYL's,
the YL's, OM's and
the junior ops to
visit Europe's
largest leisure com-
plex while you visit

SARCON '87

Talk in on AY, CS,
and S22.

TRADERS : LECTURES : RAFFLES : BRING 8 BUY

U Aerials, Tenamast, JayCee, Clan Communications, A. Kelly, Interbooks, Sandpiper
Aerials, Practical Wireless, Arrow Electronics, Hately Antennas, Marco Trading, MGR
Services, Microwave Modules, Computer Junkshop, Lowe Electronics, R.S.G.B.,
Heatherlite Microphones, Barenco Supplies, Computer Depot, Scotcomm, Cap Co Ltd,
Apollo Aerials, Taurus Components, Paddock Press QSL's, Worked all Britain,
RAFARS, G OR P Club, AMSAT, BARTAG, BYLARA, J.E.P., plus many many more.

LICENSED BAR, RESTAURANT AND CAFE

Admission:- SAR CON '87 - f1.50. Magnum Centre only - 30p

Organised by the
Cunninghame &
District A.R.C.,
Kilmarnock & Lou-
doun A.R.C.; Ayr
Amateur Radio
Group and Cum-
nock A.R.C. For
further details con-
tact Bob Low.
GMOECU. QTHR.

Sponsored by Irvine Development Corporation

- NI NMI El 111 IN MEN

III MI  SIM NI MI M.

1=111  II= IN =II IM MI ------ --- la  
PROFESSIONALS AND DISCERNING
RADIO AMATEURS ALWAYS CHOOSE

THE TOWER
PEOPLE

COMPACT LATTICE TOWERS-SLIMLINE TUBULAR MASTS

MEI lin

Telescopic-Tiltover, Fixed-Mobile from 3M to 60M.
Over 50 Models, suitable for a wide range
of civil and military applications such as:

 Radio Communications
 Amateur Radio
 CCTV and Surveillance
 Meteorological Monitoring
 Aero & Marine Nay Aids
 Flood Lighting etc.

Purpose designed using 4.5m and 3m section modules
for low retracted heights and cost effective shipping.
Engineered to B.S.I. standards and hot dip galvanised to
BS729 for protection. Wind loads are based on BS CP3
CHAP V PT 2 1972 for wind speeds up to 100mph1160kph.

RELIABILITY-QUALITY-KNOW HOW.

SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL DETAILS.

WE DESIGN-WE MAKE-WE SELL-DIRECT. No Middle Man.
At manufacturers prices-you get best value.

ALSO SPACE SAVER 3ele 4 BAND AO6-20 BEAM
169.00 + 8.00 CARR. UK MAINLAND ONLY.

HP TERMS AVAILABLE

MI NM MI IM  If NMI III III

I

ALLWELD
ENGINEERING
Factory 6, 232 Selsdon Road,

South Croydon, Surrey, CR2 6PL\ Tel: 01-680 2995 (24 hr) 01.681 6734 \,

mi  um is Imo si   C-
67



THE LONDON AMATEUR EMPORIUM
FOR EVERYTHING RADIO

IC28E/IC48E

VERY LATEST MINI -MOBILE
25/45 watts. RX 138-174MHz

£££ unbelievable value.

ICOM MICRO 2
HANDHELD ICOM IC -02E

0

.4as

£854
£275 SPECIAL OFFER

BUY A R71 FOR
£825 AND RECEIVE

AN ARA30 FREE
WORTH £129.00

WIDE RANGE OF YAESU/ICOM,
TRIO/KENWOOD, H.F., V H.F., U.H.F.

SCANNING RECEIVERS AND
TRANSCEIVERS IN STOCK ICOM ICA2 ALL
CHANNELS TX/RX 5 WATTS, 108-135 AND

175 MHz £450 - COMMERCIAL,
PROFESSIONAL, MARINE, CELLULAR
AND AMATEUR RADIO SALES AND

SERVICE.

191 FRANCIS ROAD
LEYTON, LONDON E10 6NQ

TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G
OPEN MON -

SAT 9AM - 5.30PM Ell
INTEREST FREE

HP FACILITIES AVAILABLE

ON MANY ITEMS

PROMPT MAIL ORDER
vt.c

PHONE
01-558 0854
01-556 1415

dress
FOR YAESU

er
ICOM R7000 25MHZ-2000MHZ

SPECIAL OFFER!! COMPLETE WITH

FREE
ARA 500

ACTIVE ANTENNA
WORTH E1.39 00

£969

I 7. 7 7
ri 7 .;

0 -

LL SONY UK SUPPLIED

SONY AIR 7

PORTABLE -AM -FM

144-174MHz

108-136MHz

150KHz-2194KHz

* SONY PRO 80*
NOW IN STOCK
SONY ICF 200ID

76-108 MHz
116-136 AIRBAND
160KHz-CBU5MHz
FM - AM - SSB 32 MEMORIES
INC PSU

SONY ICF 7600D

76-108MHz
162kHz-29995MHz
MEMORIES, FM, AM, SSB.

ACTIVE ANTENNAS LINEARS

Si dressier - ara 30 -
active antenna

200 kHz . .. 40 MHz
Professional electronic circuitry with very wide
dynamic range. Meets professional demands
both in electronics and mechanical ruggedness.
120 cm long glass fibre rod. Circuit is built into
waterproof 2,5 mm thick aluminium tube. Ideal
for commercial and swl-receiving systems. £129.
See Review in August Issue p.15

DRESSLER
ARA 500

ACTIVE ANTENNA
50MHz to 1300MHz
Gain 17dB Typical

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ARA 500

Gain 17dB Typical 114-17dB)

Frequency Range 50-1300MHz

Noise Figure

f139.00

1dB at 50-180MHz
1.5dB below 300MHz
2.0dB below 350MHz
2 7dB below 400MHz
3.0dB below 500MHz
3.8dB below 650MHz

Operation is possible up to 1300MHz
with gain of 10dB

Noise 4-6dB

Intercept Point 3rd Order: +18dbm at Input
Post f 3.00 or Securicor 0.00 extra

SPECIAL OFFER !!
10 only
D200S - £925
D200 2 MTR 500W SSB
D200S 2 MTR 750W SSB
D70 70 CMS 550W SSB

Carriage Free

A NEW
YAESU FT 290 MKII

VERSION
OF THIS
POPULAR
PORTABLE

inc. Nicad
charger

DUAL BAND

FT727R
£P.O.A.

FRG MOO £575

£858
see panel above
£1030

Securicor

NEW

FT767 YAESU

FULL HF
GENERAL COVERAGE
TRANSCEIVER

£1395

PRE -AMPS - NEW MODELS
MODEL FRED. NOISE GAIN POWER PRICE

EW1296C

EVV700SMD

EW2000SMD

EW200VOX

1 25-1 3GHz

430-440MHz

144-146

144-146

0.9-1.2

0.5-0.9

0.6-0.9

0.6-0.9

EV2GAAS 144-146 0.6-0.9

VV INTERFACE FOR ABOVE PRE -AMPS

16-18dB

15-18dB

16-18dB

16-18dB

15-18dB

100W

500W PEP

1KW PEP

450W PEP

100W PEP

£162

£124

£124

f112

f75

f31

RECEIVE
MODEL FREQUENCY

PRE -AMPS
NOISE GAIN PRICE

EWPA 560 50-600-1GHz 16.5dB-1dB £79

EWPA 560INI 50-600-1GHz 16.5dB-1dB £89

IP3 order +18dBM

ERPA 1296 1.25-1.30 0.8 17-18dB £120

ERPA 435 430-440 0.5 15-18dB £70

ERPA 144 144-146 0.7 16-18dB £66

ASA 12 0-1GHz Masthead Antenna Switr.h £59

68


